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Abstract
Few ecohydraulic studies have been conducted on groundwater dependent wetland ecosystems de-
spite their ecological and environmental importance. In particular, there is a substantial gap in quan-
tifying plant and groundwater interaction. Our study considered groundwater-vegetation-atmosphere
interaction for a wetland reed species. It has improved our understanding of the dynamic feedback
between the subtropical wetland emergent plant Lepironia articulata and groundwater, especially
in the context of developing plant response models. More specifically, we have generated growth
response functions for Lepironia under water stressed conditions (different depths to groundwater).
Concurrently, we measured the response of groundwater discharge (i.e., via evapotranspiration) for
different depths to groundwater . Laboratory experiments and new methodologies have been devel-
oped to control groundwater drawdown rates and amplitudes in order to study these interactions. The
experiments use a column lysimeter setup where water levels are controlled at 0, 30 and 60 cm after a
fast drawdown rate of 8 cm/day. The response of Lepironia to groundwater drawdown is investigated
through population changes, rhizome horizontal development, green culm lengths, green culm areas
with time and the distribution of biomass at the start and the end of the experiment; ET rates are
measured using a Mariotte bottle - load cell system. An L-system based L-Lepironia model is created
to simulate the growth and structural development of Lepironia from the experimental results.
Our results show that groundwater drawdown to 60 cm causes significant water stress to, and can be
regarded as a survival threshold for, Lepironia. Groundwater drawdown to 30 cm causes a reduction
in the growth of Lepironia and resulting ET rates compared to the unstressed 0 cm drawdown groups.
The physical growth responses of Lepironia also have an impact on the amount of water discharged
from the system. It is found that the long-term trend of ET for Lepironia is mostly governed by leaf
areas while the short-term changes in ET are controlled by local meteorological conditions. Based
on these results, we have developed empirical equations to predict the change in total leaf areas with
time and long-term daily ET for Lepironia at different water table depths taking seasonal differences
into account. Furthermore, the L-Lepironia model is able to capture and predict the growth and
development of Lepironia in response to changing groundwater and seasonal conditions; its extension
shows a better ET prediction than using the empirical equations. Our study demonstrates a new
methodology for quantifying plant-groundwater interactions and may have implications for future
plant-groundwater feedback and coupled model studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
1.1.1 Why study coastal groundwater-dependent wetlands?
In coastal areas experiencing rapid economic and population growth, groundwater use increases in
response to industrial, agricultural and local community needs; this increased use has put groundwater
resources and associated ecosystems under pressure (Mendes & Ribeiro, 2014). The groundwater-
dependent wetland is a common feature of sandy coastal regions. Groundwater-dependent ecosystems
(GDE) are defined as ecosystems where groundwater plays a significant role in maintaining some of
its functions and structure and supplying its water requirements (Eamus & Froend, 2006; Murray et
al., 2006).
In general, despite the important biodiversity and ecological functions wetlands perform, which in-
clude water and carbon storage, flood mitigation, soil erosion control and retention of nutrients and
pollutants (Finlayson et al., 1999), wetlands worldwide are under threat from a variety of human-
induced changes to hydrology and land use, such as water extraction, drainage and urbanisation
(Brinson, 1993; Gilvear & Bradley, 2000). Climate change aggravates this problem due to in-
creasing probabilities of extreme climate events, rising sea levels, increasing average temperatures
and changes to precipitation and evapotranspiration (Erwin, 2009). In Australia and New Zealand,
the most widespread impact on wetland habitats is altered hydrological flows, which affected approx-
imately 53% of wetland sites in a study by the Land and Water Resources Research and Development
Corporation (Australia) et al. (1998).
Groundwater managers are responsible for managing water usage in terms of local industrial, agricul-
tural and community demands and are also responsible for maintaining the health of delicate ecosys-
tems, such as coastal groundwater dependent wetlands. Better understanding of the relationship be-
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tween GDEs and groundwater will improve the capacity for land managers to make defendable de-
cisions for all resource stakeholders involved. Most studies of GDEs focus on riparian ecosystems
and limited attention has been given to non-riverine GDEs, such as groundwater dependent wetland
ecosystems (Aldous & Bach, 2014). Due to this research gap and the importance of maintaining
coastal wetland habitats, we seek to identify modelling approaches which help us to better understand
the feedback between coastal wetland GDEs and groundwater. The scope of the study is constrained
to a single indicator species and aims to quantify the plant-groundwater relationship, particularly in
the context of plant functional response modelling.
1.1.2 Interactions between wetland vegetation and groundwater
Many of the wetland vegetation - groundwater studies that have been conducted are field investi-
gations looking at how changes in groundwater affect vegetation in terms of plant community or
structure. Harding (1993) compared the historical and present number and distribution of species
at wetlands in central East Anglia, UK, and concluded that the extraction of groundwater was the
primary cause for the loss of wetland flora species. Though Harding (1993)’s study linked wetland
vegetation loss with groundwater extraction, the evidence was indirect or couldn’t be proven quanti-
tatively. Hájková et al. (2004) categorised wetlands from poor to rich according to their vegetation
species abundance in six locations in central Europe and related the rank of wetlands to their ground-
water availability and chemistry. Their studies suggested a relationship between poor wetlands and
decreased groundwater levels and strong groundwater fluctuations in comparison to rich wetlands.
Further studies by Hammersmark et al. (2009) concluded that hydrological conditions, especially wa-
ter level, controlled wetland vegetation distributions through a 3-year field measurement in California,
United States.
These studies have demonstrated that groundwater drawdown can have a significant impact on wet-
land condition. One disadvantage to field study, however, is that the environmental conditions may
remain stable, making it difficult to capture the desired ecological response to groundwater changes.
For example, Hose et al. (2014) found that the relationship between wetland vegetation structure and
the maximum or minimum groundwater depths at an upland peat swamp in eastern Australia was
insignificant. The author argued that rainfall over the 2.5 years of measurements was within 10% of
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the long term average, therefore extreme groundwater depths may not have been represented in the
study, allowing the plant community and structure to remain stable during the time of assessment.
Besides community structure and abundance of vegetation, useful characteristics for assessing the
health of groundwater-dependent ecosystems include the growth and structural development of plants,
such as changes in plant size and leaf areas (Clifton et al., 2007). These also affect transpiration and
thus local hydrology.
The growth and development of plants is usually studied through laboratory experiments because
of the smaller scale of study and the capacity of controlling environmental conditions. A number
of laboratory studies have investigated the growth of wetland vegetation in response to water table
depths and found the decline of a groundwater table can have a negative impact on plant growth
(Amlin & Rood, 2002; Deegan et al., 2007; Imada et al., 2010; Wei et al., 2014). Laboratory
experiments may be unsuitable for examining community structure response to groundwater depths;
however, controlled conditions create the advantage of being able to test the response of plants to
extreme groundwater levels.
While groundwater availability can affect sensitive vegetation, wetland vegetation also affects ground-
water through evapotranspiration (ET). In a groundwater-dominated wetland, ET from vegetation is
one of the main groundwater discharge mechanisms, constituting an important component of water
budgets (Mould et al., 2010). Several studies have shown that ET from wetland vegetation can be
higher than open water evaporation and is highly influenced by climate conditions, plant species, state
of growth, leaf area and density (Abtew, 1996; Crundwell, 1986). It will also vary in response to
changes in the accessibility of the groundwater (i.e., depth below surface of the water table ).
It is desirable to develop quantitative relationships of this interaction, for use in hydrological models
as well as plant response models. Ideally the feedback that will exist between the vegetation impact on
water availability and the impact of the latter on vegetation (growth, distribution, function) would be
included in a groundwater-vegetation management model. At present little capacity exists in available
hydrological models in this regard. This is particularly true for the groundwater dependent wetland
species.
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1.1.3 Local wetlands and species selected for study
North Stradbroke island is a large sand island located in south eastern Queensland, one of the fastest
population growth regions in Australia (Cox et al., 1996). The island has been declared a ground-
water management zone by the State government, with over 100 groundwater dependent lakes and
wetlands, and groundwater being extracted to supply local towns, on-island sand mining operations
and off-island towns in the greater Brisbane area (Cox & Specht, 2012). Quantification of wetland
ET is required in regional groundwater modelling and is essential for groundwater managers to de-
termine the amount of water that can be pumped (Drexler et al., 2004). While knowledge of ET
from the wetlands is important for the water budget modelling, it is also important for management to
know how groundwater availability affects the vegetation as well as how ET may vary with changes
in groundwater levels. The geology, vegetation and groundwater-dependent wetlands of North Strad-
broke Island are typical of the Great Sandy Region, a major coastal feature extending from Fraser
Island in the north to Stradbroke Island in the south.
The emergent sedge Lepironia articulata (Retz.) Domin (Cyperaceae) is a dominant aquatic plant
distributed in some of the largest groundwater-dependent wetlands (lakes and swamps) on North
Stradbroke Island (Marshall & McGregor, 2011; Stephens et al., 2009). We have chosen to study
Lepironia which grows in the elevated freshwater coastal swamps. These swamps can be affected by
changes in groundwater availability, including pumping, so we are interested in understanding their
response to stress in availability. Because Lepironia needs free surface water for growth and devel-
opment, it is assumed to respond quickly to groundwater drawdown in terms of its growth and devel-
opment and it may be used as an early indicator species for monitoring local hydrology/groundwater
changes, especially groundwater drawdown (Tomlinson, 2011).
1.2 Glasshouse Experiments
Laboratory experiments have been developed to control groundwater drawdown rates and amplitudes
in order to study the groundwater and Lepironia interactions. We have two goals: (i) to determine
the water usage/evapotranspiration rates of Lepironia as they relate to water availability and (ii) to
generate growth response functions for Lepironia in terms of groundwater levels. We hypothesize
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that at least for our experimental conditions, a rapid increase in depth to groundwater will cause a
decrease in the growth rates of Lepironia’s culm number, rhizome lateral lengths and green culm
length, leading to a decrease of green culm areas and an increase in mortality. The decrease of
leaf area will in turn decrease ET rates. Our overall objective is to enhance our understanding of
groundwater and Lepironia interaction suitable for model development.
The experiments are based on a column lysimeter setup in which the wetland Lepironia can be es-
tablished. Water levels were controlled and discharge (ET) rates measured using a Mariotte Bottle
system. Only a few studies have measured ET of groundwater dependent vegetation in response to
groundwater level changes (Gribovszki et al., 2008; Lautz, 2008) in the field and only one could
be found to measure ET in laboratory experiments (Tomar et al., 1980). The laboratory study by
(Tomar et al., 1980) used a Mariotte bottle setup and measured ET rates manually several times a
day. In our study, a Mariotte bottle - load cell system is proposed to improve the weight measurement
in lysimeter setup.
Environmental conditions in the glasshouse were monitored for the duration of the experiments. Di-
urnal and seasonal variations in the plant-water interaction were covered in the experiments. Plant
growth data was obtained with the aid of a 3D digitizer (discussed further in 1.3.2). Details are given
in the relevant experimental chapters.
1.3 Selecting a Plant Model
An approach to understanding system complexity in plant-groundwater interactions is through com-
putational modelling. According to Eamus and Froend (2006), “modelling of GDE and groundwater
interactions is perhaps a key research area that would benefit management by allowing the projection
of GDE response to different magnitudes, rates and season of groundwater drawdown, as well as
different climatic scenarios”.
Models relating wetland vegetation with groundwater often apply the ‘depth to groundwater table’
as a primary driver of vegetation community composition and distribution. The vegetation is not
hydraulically linked to the hydrological model in that induced changes in plant growth and distribution
(which impact ET and local hydrology) are not incorporate. Loheide and Gorelick (2007) used a
linear function of wetland plant community types to groundwater depths based on historical data in
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California, USA, to predict vegetation patterns. The function is case and location specific, making
it difficult to obtain for other studies. Herrera-Pantoja et al. (2012) modelled groundwater depths in
response to the impacts resulting from climate change and used these to predict the potential impacts
on groundwater dependent wetlands in East Anglia, UK. Aldous and Bach (2014) developed a hydro-
ecological relationship between groundwater level and wetland vegetation, which used maximum
critical depths for wetland species in central Oregon, USA, to quantify the groundwater withdrawal
threshold for preserving wetland vegetation in GDEs. The models used by Herrera-Pantoja et al.
(2012), Aldous and Bach (2014) identified critical water depths from field observations of root depths
for use as the threshold or management baselines for wetland plants. Their results predict the loss
of wetlands where groundwater levels are low; however, these results may be questionable since
the measurements of maximum depths are taken from studies where plant growth status and climate
conditions (affecting root depth and plant health) may differ from their own studied areas.
The depth to water table (DTWT) is also used as a dependent variable in the function to model ET
in MODFLOW (e.g, (Scanlon, 2005); (Baird & Maddock III, 1997)), which is widely applied as
a groundwater management tool (McDonald & Harbaugh, 1984). The typical disadvantage in such
groundwater models is that the ET-DTWT function does not simulate vegetation dynamics in the ET
predictions. For example, changes in leaf area resulting from changes in water availability (which in
turn affects ET).
Understanding dynamic feedback requires knowing more than how much water plants use from a cer-
tain groundwater level or how a vegetation community changes, but also how the rate and amplitude of
groundwater drawdown impacts the physical growth and distribution of vegetation. In an ideal model,
in scenarios without water stress, plants grow and canopy coverage increases. In a water-stressed sce-
nario, growth rates, distribution and ET will be reduced and plants with lower drought resistance may
die out and not return when the water level rises again. Changes in ET should feedback to the ground-
water model in terms of reduced discharge. Incorporating a dynamic plant-groundwater component
into hydrological models will require knowledge of plant response to water level changes in terms of
growth and structural development (e.g., root distribution, canopy architecture, plant density) and the
ability to turn this knowledge into a suitable model.
Functional-structural plant models (FSPM) focus on plant architectural development in response to
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environmental drivers and simulate plant growth and structural development over time (Pradal et
al., 2008). L-systems, which were first created by Aristid Lindenmayer in 1968 as a theoretical
framework for describing multicellular growth, are the formalism of plant models (Lindenmayer,
1968; Prusinkiewicz et al., 1996a). Coupling FSPMs with hydrological models could be a suitable
approach for developing vegetation-hydrological models capable of simulating the dynamic feedback
between water availability, plant response and actual ET. This thesis aims to initiate the development
by considering a setting corresponding to a groundwater dependent wetland. We want to establish
how feasible it is to obtain data on plant growth and ET response to water availability suitable for
developing a corresponding FSPM.
1.3.1 L-system modelling
L-systems have been applied to model various scales of plant development, including the molecular
scale, such as hormone signalling, the species scale, such as herbarius plants and trees, and the plant
community scale (Hanan, 2012; Prusinkiewicz, 1998; Sen & Day, 2005). It has proved to be an
effective method to capture plant development, such as physical branching or leaf growth, leading to
the prediction of leaf areas, biomass and carbon storage (Fournier et al., 2003; Prusinkiewicz, 1998;
Watanabe et al., 2005).
Virtual plant modelling was proposed with the development of 3D digitization, which provides re-
searchers with a method of recording real time plant growth data in three dimensions (Room, Hanan,
& Prusinkiewicz, 1996). Floradig program was further developed to facilitate and interpret the dig-
itized data recording (Hanan & Wang, 2004). By using the 3D digitizing technique, Watanabe et
al. (2005) developed a ‘3D virtual rice’ model based on detailed rice morphology measurement data;
Thornby et al. (2007) studied an invasive weed species and developed the L-DONAX model; Han et
al. (2011) studied two soybean genotypes and applied L-systems for producing a functional-structural
model with root architecture. Thus, through acquiring and processing raw data from a real-world
system, the functions of plant growth and structural development can be generated for developing
virtual L-system-based plant models. Moreover, models can be verified and validated by detailed
measurement data.
Open L-systems represent the interaction between plants and environment, treating plant and environ-
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ment as two separate communicating processes. In the modelling system, plants receive information
about the environment, process the information and select response functions of growth and develop-
ment. The information regarding plant growth is sent back to the environment, where the information
is processed and an environmental response containing new information is sent to the plant. Alter-
natively, the environment may have an internal process to modify itself and send new information to
the plant (Meˇch & Prusinkiewicz, 1996). Thus the Open L-systems create a feedback loop between
plant and environment. Plant models that apply Open L-systems include Kiwi plant canopy growth
as affected by light distribution (Cieslak et al., 2008), plant canopy growth affected by insect attack
(Hanan et al., 2002) and plants leaf surface areas as affected by pesticides spray (Dorr et al., 2008).
Based on our study purpose, that is to generate the growth functions of Lepironia in terms of the
growth of culm population or leaf areas due to climate conditions (temperature) or to groundwater
level drawdown, an L-system-based plant model may be the most suitable plant model as it aims to
replicate plant architecture and has potential to link to the environment. In addition to predicting plant
physical growth and development, the estimation of leaf areas or leaf area index from L-systems plant
models can also inform the prediction of ET.
1.3.2 L-model data acquisition
In order to examine the physical response of Lepironia to changing groundwater drawdown rates and
amplitudes, we measured its culm population, culm length, green areas, rhizome development, roots
and biomass at the start and end of the experiment. Data collected was motivated by the objective
of developing an L-model. The measurement of plant components was taken through 3D digitization
to record geometric and topological data that changed with time, such as size, orientation, spatial
location of each component and physical connections between components (Godin et al., 1999;
Vos et al., 2009). We used a sonic digitizer for collecting these data, defined the arrangement of
Lepironia’s components and constructed a Lepironia architectural model based on analysis of its
actual growth in response to temperature and depths to water table.
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1.4 Research Questions and Hypotheses
1.4.1 Research aims
The objective of this study is to enhance our understanding of the feedback between wetland vege-
tation and groundwater. To this end, we have (1) investigated the physical response (ie. population
growth rate, rhizome horizontal extension rate, culm length and green area growth rate, root and
biomass distribution) of subtropical wetland emergent plant Lepironia articulata to different ground-
water drawdown amplitudes, (2) generated response functions of Lepironia articulata to changes
in groundwater, in terms of rates and amplitudes, and to atmospheric temperature, (3) determined
Lepironia’s evapotranspiration (ET) rates under different water availability and weather conditions,
(4) developed a temperature driven Lepironia architectural model to capture Lepironia’s growth and
development process and (5) extended the L-system-based Lepironia model to simulate Lepironia’s
growth and development in response to changing water availability conditions.
1.4.2 Research questions
The main five research questions in this study are listed below.
Question 1: What are the impacts of groundwater drawdown to various amplitudes, at a high rate of
drawdown, on the physical growth and reproduction of subtropical coastal wetland species Lepironia
articulata?
Questions 2: How does the change in the growth and development of Lepironia , resulting from
groundwater drawdown rates and amplitudes, affect its water use?
Question 3: Does Lepironia articulata use water at night? If so, is this associated with nocturnal
growth?
Question 4: Can we develop a temperature driven Lepironia architectural model and can the model
capture the growth and structural development of Lepironia ?
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Question 5: Can we simulate Lepironia’s growth and development in response to different groundwa-
ter stress conditions with the extension of an L-Lepironia model?
1.5 Introduction of Chapters
The chapters of this thesis are outlined below.
Chapter 1 Introduction
This chapter includes the motivation of this study to address research gaps that have been identified
through literature review, including interactions between vegetation and groundwater, models for sim-
ulating vegetation-groundwater interactions and the reasoning for selecting a particular plant model
and the subtropical wetland plant Lepironia. The overall aims, research questions and hypotheses of
this study are stated here as well as in the introduction of the following chapters.
Chapter 2 Wetland vegetation Lepironia’s response to groundwater decline
This chapter aims to answer research question 1 and to test if Lepironia’s physical growth declines
with the decrease of water availability due to a significant groundwater drawdown rate and amplitudes.
Chapter 2 includes previous studies on the physical response of plants to groundwater changes and
how we chose our selected groundwater drawdown rate (8cm/day) and amplitudes (-30cm and -60cm
below the the original water level) for the glasshouse experiment. The results are presented in terms
of Lepironia’s population (culm number) growth, rhizome branching pattern and horizontal length
growth, its culm length growth, root distribution and biomass in dry weight in response to groundwater
drawdown. The results also link to Chapter 5 for the development of Lepironia’s architectural model.
Chapter 3 Estimation of Lepironia’s evapotranspiration rates under different water stress levels
using a modified lysimeter method
In this chapter, we address how subtropical wetland plant Lepironia’s response to groundwater draw-
down rates and amplitudes affect its water use through ET. Chapter 3 includes experiment methodol-
ogy and load cell calibration, the calculation of potential ET rates based on glasshouse weather data
through FAO Penman equations and the correlations between Lepironia leaf area index and ET. We
introduce a new experiment design to directly measure plant’s water use or ET rates at a constant
water level. The results show how water use could be affected by the growth and development of
Lepironia, which are affected by water availability and the plant’s sensitivity to groundwater decline.
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Chapter 4 Possible nocturnal water use by Lepironia articulata
During the glasshouse experiment, we noticed there was a significant amount of water use at nights.
This motivated us to begin additional day and night measurements along with the regular measure-
ments. Previous studies have demonstrated that plants could use water at night, but the methods and
species differ from this study and are not as rigorous. We conducted a 19-day day-night experiment
in winter and 9-day day-night experiment in summer. Data were analyzed to compare Lepironia’s
day and night water use and growth in culm population, length and green areas. Results suggest that
Lepironia’s nocturnal water uptake is not restricted to transpirational water loss but may be mainly
used for its growth at night.
Chapter 5 Capturing temperature-driven Lepironia growth and structure development with L-
systems
This chapter introduces the study of plant architecture and its modelling approach, the Lindenmayer
systems (L-systems). The concepts behind, and use of, L-systems and its programming environment,
L-studio, are discussed in greater details. We attempt to develop an L-Lepironia model to capture
Lepironia’s growth and structural development based on its morphology and data obtained from the
glasshouse experiments. Since temperature is the primary factor affecting Lepironia’s growth in the
absence of water stress, temperature driven growth functions are applied as the growth mechanism
for the model. The model results are compared to the experimental data for model validation.
Chapter 6 Modelling Lepironia’s growth under different groundwater stress conditions
Based on the glasshouse experiment, water stress caused by groundwater drawdown constrains the
growth of Lepironia. In this chapter, we attempt to extend the L-Lepironia model to various water
availability conditions by using the hydraulic functions of Lepironia generated in Chapter 2 and 3.
Results from the plant model simulation are compared with the glasshouse experiment to test the
hydraulic functions and the model performance.
Chapter 7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we will recall the research questions and hypotheses and discuss how the results sup-
port these hypotheses. We will discuss the importance of the research and implications for ground-
water and groundwater dependent vegetation management. We will also discuss the experiment and
model limitations and make suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2
Wetland vegetation Lepironia’s response to groundwater decline
2.1 Introduction
The response of plant species to changes in groundwater is crucial for predicting the health of wet-
lands in regions experiencing groundwater decline. A number of studies have investigated how wet-
land vegetation growth responds to controlled water level fluctuations, such as rate, frequency and
depth of controlled flooding and drought conditions (Deegan et al., 2007; Smith & Brock, 2007;
Wei et al., 2014). Deegan et al. (2007) studied the impact of ±0cm, ±15cm, ±30cm and ±45cm
water fluctuations on three wetland plants in terms of relative growth rate, emergent surface area
and biomass. Wei et al. (2014) led a similar investigation, but used the water fluctuation at ±0cm,
60cm±0cm, 60±30cm and 60±60cm, which had a larger fluctuating water amplitude. Both studies
showed that the largest water drawdown had a significant negative impact on the growth of wetland
vegetation. Smith and Brock (2007) applied three levels of water fluctuation frequency in their exper-
iments but used a smaller water fluctuation amplitude (±32cm). They found the amplitude of water
level fluctuations and durations had more impact on plant biomass than the frequency of water level
changes. In these studies, the extreme water depth is 60cm for drying conditions. At this extreme,
all studies have demonstrated that when wetland plants were under drying conditions, they had the
lowest growth rates among all groups, yet they still had high survival rates due to water table recovery.
Only a few studies focus upon wetland vegetation response to constant drought conditions (Kacira
& Ling, 2000; Touchette & Frank, 2009); however, the drying condition in these experiments was
changed by terminating irrigation and did not consider groundwater drawdown. There are several
studies that have looked at the impact of constant water drawdown on riparian vegetation (Amlin &
Rood, 2002; Imada et al., 2010). Amlin and Rood (2002) measured root and shoot growth of the
riparian cottonwood and willows’ seedlings in response to water table decline rates and suggested
that a gradual decline rate of 1 or 2 cm/day promoted root elongation and a decline rate of 8cm/day
is a threshold for willow seedling settlement. This result may apply to wetland vegetation because
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both riparian vegetation seedlings and wetland plants require water-logged habitats for settlement and
development.
Due to the difficulty of generating certain groundwater drawdown rates and amplitudes in the field, a
laboratory experiment was developed to investigate wetland plants’ response to groundwater decline.
The chosen species is Lepironia articulata, which is distributed in coastal wetlands in northern and
eastern Australia and is sensitive to water level changes (Marshall & McGregor, 2011). The primary
objective of this study is to determine the impacts of groundwater drawdown rates and amplitudes on
the physical growth and structural development of subtropical coastal wetland plant, Lepironia.
In our experiment, the groundwater drawdown rate is set as 8cm/day and the three drawdown am-
plitudes are 0, 30 and 60cm. Since temperature is the primary environmental factor controlling the
growth and development of plants (McMaster & Wilhelm, 2003), the experiments were conducted
in winter and summer to address seasonal differences in plant growth and response to groundwater
decline. Our aim is to generate growth response functions of Lepironia to changes in groundwater in
terms of rates and amplitudes and to atmospheric temperature. These growth functions will be applied
to establish an L-system-based Lepironia model in Chapter 5.
Lepironia first grew in water-saturated soil, where the water level was 5cm below the soil surface.
One group of Lepironia remained at this high water level condition, referred to as the high water table
group. For the second group of Lepironia , referred to as the medium water table group, the water
table was drawn down to 30cm below the original water level at a rate of 8cm/day. The third group
of Lepironia , known as the low water table group, had its water table drawn down to 60cm below the
original water level at a rate of 8cm/day.
Lepironia’s growth responses were investigated through its culm population growth, lateral rhizome
lengths growth and development, the increment or decrement of culm length and culm green area as
well as the distribution of root and biomass at the completion of the experiment. We hypothesize that
Lepironia’s growth was mainly affected by temperature under high water table conditions and was
subject to water availability under medium and low water table conditions. Compared to Lepironia
settled at high water table conditions, the growth rates of Lepironia’s culm number, rhizome lateral
lengths, culm lengths and green culm areas were lower for the medium water table groups due to the
30cm water drawdown. Lepironia settled at low water table conditions may reach their threshold for
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survival due to the inability of their roots to reach 60cm below the soil surface.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Plant selection
Lepironia articulata occur in fresh water swamps in north-east Queensland (Kershaw, 1978), in wet
heathlands and swamps in Cooloota National Park (McFarland, 1991) and in lakes and lagoons in
North Stradbroke Island (Marshall & McGregor, 2011) in south-east Queensland. Culms of Lepiro-
nia articulata normally have a length of 70-150cm and a diameter of 2-10mm. The flower is 1-3cm
long and grows towards the top of the culm. New culms emerge from the buds of creeping rhizomes
(Ikusima, 1978). Figure 2.1 shows a schematic diagram of Lepironia .
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of Lepironia
In May 2013, 60 Lepironia articulata of a similar size were purchased from the nursery Greening
Australia. We first measured leaf areas for individual plants; we then selected 27 individuals with a
low variability and within 30% of the standard deviation of the natural-log transformed leaf areas for
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the group (Poorter, Fiorani, et al., 2012).
2.2.2 Pot size and media
The pots used in this experiment are 100cm tall and 30cm diameter PVC columns. Poorter, Bühler,
et al. (2012) have suggested that plant biomass to pot volume ratio (g/L) should be within a range of
2-100. The volume of each pot is approximately 70L. Biomass of a fully grown Lepironia is expected
to reach approximately 100-200g after 3 months in the glasshouse based on the pilot experiment. We
use 3 plants for each pot, thus the biomass to pot volume ratio can be maintained within the suggested
limit for our pot size.
Pot media consists of two layers: the top layer is 90cm of coarse sand and the bottom layer is 10cm
of gravel. The growing environment for Lepironia in subtropical Queensland is sandy soil, so we
have used coarse sand media with added plant nutrients. Compared to fine sand, coarse sand has less
capillary rise effect and using gravel as the base both support the sand and facilitate water flowing
through the inlet and outlet of the pot.
2.2.3 Experimental procedure
The experiments were conducted in a glasshouse at the St. Lucia campus of the University of Queens-
land. Two experiments were conducted to observe plant growth and water use in summer and winter
weather conditions. The winter experiment (in the southern hemisphere) started in May and ended in
October, 2013; the summer experiment started in December, 2013 and ended in March, 2014.
9 columns were used for both experiments, where 3 columns represented each water table group. 9
Lepironia replicates were used for each water table group (3 Lepironia replicates per column), which
would allow us to observe the differences between treatments (Poorter, Fiorani, et al., 2012). Each
PVC column connects with a uniquely designed weighing system, which is composed of a load cell
and a Mariotte bottle. The experimental setup is described in greater detail in Chapter 3.
At the planting stage, Lepironia articulata were planted in 9 columns and settled at a water table depth
of 5cm below soil surface, where the soil was saturated and plants were at a high water availability
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condition. Not setting the water table at the surface, or higher, restricts the growth of algae on the soil
surface. The planting stage normally lasted 3 weeks at the glasshouse. The emergence of new culms
was used as an indicator of plants being settled; after the emergence of new culms, we could start the
water drawdown stage.
At the water drawdown stage, the water level of the first group, representing a high water table and
consisting of 3 columns, was fixed at 5cm below the soil surface. With a drawdown rate of 8cm/day,
the water table was drawn down to 30cm below the soil surface for the second group and 60cm below
the soil surface for the third group. The plant response stage follows water table drawdown, where
the three groups responded to their new water table depths.
3 soil moisture sensors were installed at 10, 30 and 50cm below the soil surface in one of the columns
of the low water table group. During the plant response stage, when the water table was established
at 60cm depth, the sensors read 10% water content at 10cm above the saturated water level and 0%
water content at 30cm and 50cm above the saturated water level. More data regarding soil water
content is contained in Chapter 3.
The variables of culm population, rhizome lateral lengths, culm lengths, green culm areas, root and
biomass were investigated for group comparison. For determining culm population and rhizome
lateral lengths, the position of culms were measured at the time of their first appearance. Culm lengths
and diameters were measured periodically during the experiment, and these were further used for
calculating green culm lengths and areas. The position of culms and their lengths were measured using
a sonic digitiser (Freepoint 3D, GTCO Corporation) with Floradig software. Glasshouse temperature,
relative humidity and net radiation data were also collected using a weather station (WatchDog 2000
Series Weather Station, Spectrum Technologies, Inc.) alongside plant measurements.
A sonic digitizer, as shown in Figure 2.2, was used for collecting morphological data from plants and
inputting data into the Floradig software. As shown in Figure 2.2a, the transmitter (component C,D)
emits signals which are received by the triangle frame (component E) with microphones placed at the
three corners. Through sound triangulation, the location (C) of the transmitter is determined and the
distance between the transmitters and the tip (X) is calculated. Thus, 3D coordinates of measured
points are generated. Through the processor (component B), the measurement results, such as the
three dimensional structure of the plant, can be displayed using the Floradig software.
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(a) Schematic diagram of 3D digitizer (b) set up of 3D digitizer
Figure 2.2: Diagram of sonic digitizer and its use at the glasshouse
2.2.4 Growing degree days
The effect of temperature on vegetation is expressed as thermal time, also known as growing degree
days or degree days (◦Cd) (Moot et al., 2000). Degree days (DD) is a measure of heat accumulation,
which is the sum of temperature that is above a base temperature over a given day (Trudgill et al.,
2005). It is calculated through subtracting the base temperature from the daily average temperature
(McMaster & Wilhelm, 1997). Since temperature is the primary factor affecting growth of Lepironia
under unstressed conditions, degree days are used significantly in the analysis of the data.
Because temperature was recorded every minute at the glasshouse, degree hours (DH) was applied to
provide a more detailed temperature data. The method of calculating degree hours and degree days is
given below. For a period of n hours, degree hours is the accumulated temperature during the n hours.
DHi =

0, if AvgTi < Tbase
Tmax−Tbase, if AvgTi > Tmax
AvgTi−Tbase, otherwise
DHsum =
n
∑
i=1
DHi (2.1)
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where AvgTi : the average temperature at the given ith hour (◦ C);
Tbase : base temperature for plant growth. Plants stop growing if under the base temperature (◦ C);
Tmax : maximum temperature for plant growth. Plant reduces growth if over this threshold (◦ C).
Degree days can then be calculated by: DD = DHsum/24 .
The base temperature that is used to estimate degree days can be determined by several methods
(Ruml et al., 2010; Yang et al., 1995). For our study, a base temperature of 12◦C was determined by
comparing the observed and predicted culm appearance time of Lepironia (Steinmaus et al., 2000).
A maximum temperature of 30◦C was applied, as cited in Trudgill et al. (2005).
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Culm population
One approach to determining how Lepironia responds to groundwater changes is through its popula-
tion growth or the change in the number of culms with time. Healthy Lepironia rhizomes are able to
branch laterally, grow new roots downwards and produce new culms through the rhizome apexes. In
general, the healthier the plants are, the greater the number of culms that will appear. The number
of culms per plant at a given time was recorded in both summer and winter experiments with a sonic
digitizer by adding a new entry for each culm at the time it appeared.
Figure 2.3 shows the living culm population with time for the high water table, medium water table
and low water table groups during winter experiment; error bars represent the standard error within
groups.
Figure 2.3: Winter groups overall culm population change with time
From Figure 2.3, during the planting stage, all three groups had new culms appearing. The high water
table group demonstrated the most continuous and highest population growth among the three groups
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during the plant response stage. The medium water table group had a lower population growth than
the high water table group and the low water table group showed some degree of population decline.
The behaviour can be observed in the summer experiment, as seen from Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Summer groups overall culm population change with time
Culm population exponential growth
In order to investigate differential group population growth related to water drawdown, exponential
growth equation 2.2 was applied to each plant to derive the growth rates.
Nt = N0ert (2.2)
where N0 : initial number of culms;
e : Euler’s number, e = 2.7182;
t : time in discrete intervals, unit is day or degree day;
r : when growth rate r > 0, it is called exponential growth, all else is exponential decay, its unit
is 1/day or 1/degree day;
Nt : the number of culms at day or degree day t.
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For each plant, the initial culm population was recorded as N0, which could vary from plant to plant.
At the time of measurement, the number of newly grown culms and dead culms (if any) was recorded.
The total culm number Nt = N0 + Nnew - Ndead . The population growth equation was applied to
determine the growth rate of each group in both experiments. Data fitting for the exponential equation
was completed in Matlab using least square curve fitting; parameters, 95% confidence intervals and
the coefficient of determination (R squared) can be obtained through the model results.
Figure 2.5 shows the curve fitting of all groups’ culm population growth with time (days) in summer
and winter after water table drawdown.
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(a) Winter groups culm population change with time and curve fitting
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Figure 2.5: Culm population growth for high and medium water table groups and decline for low
water table groups
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Due to the variance of the initial plant number of 9 plants in each group, the result of curve fitting may
not have a high coefficient of determination (R squared). If the plant had a higher number of culms
in the initial stage, it could have grown culms at a greater rate in the later stage. From Figure 2.5,
the overall trends of culm number growth for the three water table groups in summer and winter were
similar. The high water table group has the highest population growth rate, followed by the medium
water table group; the low water table group in summer and winter both have a negative growth rate.
The summer high water table group has a greater daily population growth rate than the same treatment
group of the winter; the same can also be seen in the medium water table group.
Culm population change with degree days
The greater daily growth rate for the same water table group in summer may be due to the impact of
temperature on growth, therefore degree days were applied to compensate for the seasonal difference.
Degree days of winter and summer replaced the variable "time" in the exponential growth equation
(2.2). The growth rates in degree days in both winter and summer high water table groups were
compared and the results are shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: High water table groups culm population change with degree days
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Despite the difference in the initial culm number in winter and summer, the growth rate of the high
water table group is 1.89×10−3 (unit: 1/ ◦C day) in winter with 95% confidence interval of ±0.22×
10−3 and 2.15× 10−3 in summer with 95% confidence interval of ±0.26× 10−3. The difference in
the mean growth rate and its 95% confidence interval is 2.6± 3.4× 10−4 which overlaps with zero,
thus there is no significant difference in degree day growth rate for the high water table group.
Figure 2.7 shows the medium water table group’s population growth with degree days in winter and
summer. The growth rate of the medium water table group was 9.09× 10−4 in winter with 95%
confidence interval of ±3.25× 10−4 and 10.6× 10−4 in summer with 95% confidence interval of
±3.20×10−4. The difference in the mean growth rate and its 95% confidence interval is 1.5±4.6×
10−4 overlapping with zero, which suggests there is no significant seasonal difference in degree day
growth rate for the medium water table groups between summer and winter.
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Figure 2.7: Medium water table groups culm population change with degree days
Figure 2.8 shows the low water table group’s population growth with degree days in winter and
summer. The low water table groups had an average negative growth rate in both seasons. The
growth rate of the low water table group was−3.14×10−3 in winter, with 95% confidence interval of
±9.92×10−4, and −1.59×10−3 in summer, with 95% confidence interval of ±8.09×10−4. There
is no overlap of the confidence intervals, which means there is a significant difference in degree day
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growth rate for the low water table group. From the analysis of population growth rates, it seems clear
that average population growth rates are likely to decrease with the decline of water table depths.
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Figure 2.8: Low water table groups culm population change with degree days
2.3.2 Rhizome lateral development
Introduction of rhizome growth
The rhizome of Lepironia contains valuable information regarding the plant’s growth and develop-
ment. The rhizome grows below the soil surface; spatially, it is located between the culms and roots.
Figure 2.9 contains pictures taken during plant extraction at the completion of the experiment, from
which can be seen the position of the rhizomes and their connection with the culms.
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(a) rhizome at the top 5cm soil (b) new culms emerged from rhizome
Figure 2.9: Extracting rhizome at the completion of experiment
The expansion of the rhizome defines the range of Lepironia ’s spatial distribution. Since new culms
emerge through the apexes of the rhizome, by digitizing the base of newly appeared culms, the lateral
development, such as lengths and angles, of the rhizome can be recorded. Figure 2.10 is a schematic
top view drawing of a rhizome with labelled nodes. Each node of rhizome indicates the base of the
corresponding culm, which was recorded and labelled during the experiment.
(a) Lepironia’s rhizome at Time 0. Each cir-
cle represents a rhizome node with the center-
ing number representing its generation. At time
0, node 1 (1st generation culm) has two children
culms node 2 with internode length L1 and L2.
One node 2 has developed a branch node 3 with
internode length L3.
(b) Lepironia’s rhizome at Time 1. At time 1,
upper node 2 develops a branch node 3 with length
L4 and node 3 further develops node 4 with length
L5; lower node 3 develops a branch node 4 with
the extended length L6.
Figure 2.10: Schematic drawing of Lepironia’s rhizome lateral development
In the beginning of the experiment (see Figure 2.10a as an example), all elder/mother culms were
labelled as 1st nodes, referring to the 1st generation of culms; young/children culms were labelled
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as 2nd nodes, which were the 2nd generation of culms or were the branches of the 1st generation of
culms. As the appearance of new culms is indicative of a rhizome’s lateral development, the new
culm is digitized as the branch of the existing mature culm next to it. The rhizome internode lengths
and angles can be obtained by digitizing rhizome nodes at their first appearance. The labelled node
numbers indicate the level of the rhizome’s lateral branching.
Rhizome lateral daily growth rate
The sum of rhizome lateral lengths at different times is analysed to determine the rhizome’s growth
rate. An exponential growth function can be applied to describe the rhizome’s lateral development.
Using the same form as equation (2.2), an equation for the lateral development of a rhizome can be
written as
Lt = L0ert (2.3)
where L0 : total rhizome node lengths at time 0, unit is mm;
e : Euler’s number, e = 2.7182;
t : time in discrete intervals, unit is day or degree day;
r : growth rate, unit is 1/day or 1/degree day;
Lt : total rhizome node lengths at time t.
Taking Figure 2.10 as an example, at time 0, L0 = L1+L2+L3; at time 1, L1 = L1+L2+L3+L4+
L5+L6; at time t, Lt = L1+L2+L3+ ...+Ln.
Converting exponential equation (2.3) to natural logarithms, the relative growth rate r is:
r =
ln(Lt)− ln(L0)
t
(2.4)
where Lt : the length of rhizome lateral development at time t (mm);
L0 : initial length of rhizome lateral development at time 0 (mm);
t : time in discrete intervals;
r : growth rate, unit is 1/day or 1/degree day.
This equation has the same form of the relative growth rate presented by Hunt et al. (1982).
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Applying equation (2.4), relative growth rates r of rhizomes’ lateral lengths for the high water table
group, medium water table group and low water table group in winter and summer were obtained;
these are presented in Figure 2.11 in whisker box plots.
Figure 2.11: Seasonal rhizome lateral growth rates for three groups. * The top and bottom of the
box marks the 25th and 75th percentile for the data set; the central line marks the median of the data
set and the sign (+) marks the outliners
When comparing between groups, there is no overlap of the box plot, which indicates the rhizome
development rates in each group is significantly different regardless of season. The highest rhizome
development rate occurs in the high water table water group, followed by the medium water table
group and low water table group in both summer and winter. When comparing the same water table
group in summer and winter, the rhizome daily growth rates in summer are higher than in winter.
Rhizome growth with degree days
In order to investigate the temperature effect on rhizome growth, degree days were applied to compare
the winter and summer rhizome growth rates. Figure 2.12 depicts the results of rhizome lateral growth
rates in degree days with the error bars indicating its 95% uncertainty.
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Figure 2.12: Rhizome lateral growth rates with different water table depths
For the high water table group, the winter rhizome lateral development growth rate is 2.9±0.3×10−3
(1/◦ C day) and the summer rhizome growth rate is 3.4± 0.5× 10−3 (1/◦ C day). For the medium
water table group, the winter rhizome growth rate is 1.6± 0.7× 10−3 (1/◦ C day) and the summer
rhizome growth rate is 1.8± 0.5× 10−3 (1/◦ C day). For the low water table group, the rhizome
growth rates in winter and summer are 2.1±2.7×10−4 (1/◦ C day) and 2.7±4.1×10−4 (1/◦ C day)
respectively. There is no significant difference between rhizome lateral length development rate in
degree days for each water table depth group. In general, rhizomes spread the fastest when the water
table is high and its lateral growth rates decline with lowering of water table depth.
2.3.3 Culm length growth
The term ‘culm’ is used for describing Lepironia’s leaf due to its needle shape, as depicted in Fig-
ure 2.1. Young healthy culms are entirely green, as seen in Figure 2.13a ; mature healthy culms have
a light yellow base (Figure 2.13b), a length of green color and perhaps brown dry tip (Figure 2.13c).
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(a) Young culm/green culm Young culm or healthy culm usually has a dark green color
and does not have any light brown color base or tip.
(b) Culm base refers to the lower part of
culm that is close to its base, usually seen
with mature or less healthy culms.
(c) Dry culm refers to the upper part of
culm, usually has a dark yellow or light
brown color, often seen in mature or less
healthy culms.
Figure 2.13: Culm components
These morphological characteristics were recorded through 3D sonic digitization. Based on culm
morphology, pre-defined culm types were assigned in the software, as seen in Table 2.1. Each type
provided a basic description for the measured culm, determined how many points to digitize and what
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components of the culm to record. Each recorded component carried information regarding angle,
length and color.
Table 2.1: Type of culms digitized
Type Culm description Components of culm recorded
1,4,5 young culm green culm
2,3,6 mature culm base culm, green culm and dry culm
0 dead culm dry culm
Introduction of the logistic growth function
Since green color culms are the active organs for transpiration, their growth with time are used for
analysing the growth function of green culm length. Figure 2.14 shows an example of Lepironia’s
green culm growth with time, using individual culm length data of a plant in the high water table
group. Figure 2.14a shows the individual culm length increment with time for initial culms, which
consisted of mostly 1st generation culms with some 2nd generation culms. Figure 2.14b showed the
culm length increment with time for younger culms, which were newly generated culms during the
plant response stage.
(a) early generation green culm lengths with days (b) newly generated green culm lengths with days
Figure 2.14: Green culm lengths for one high water table group
A logistic growth shape could be observed in some culms in Figure 2.14a and most of the young
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culms in Figure 2.14b. The logistic growth equation 2.5 is adopted from Cavallini (1993).
dl
dt
= rl(1− l
K
) (2.5)
where t : time, unit is day or degree day;
l : the green colour length of culm (mm);
r : intrinsic growth rate, represents the maximum growth rate of the population, unit is 1/day or
1/degree day;
K : carrying capacity, here represents the longest green culm length (mm).
The solution to equation 2.5 is
l(t) =
K
1+Ce−rt
(2.6)
where C is a constant value;
e: Euler’s number, e = 2.7182.
The logistic curve has an inflection point which can be obtained when the second derivation of equa-
tion 2.6 is made to be zero. This renders the result C = ert . We used t0 as the time of the point of
inflection, thus C = ert0 , equation 2.6 becomes:
l(t) =
K
1+ e−r(t−t0)
(2.7)
Curve fitting for the logistic function is required to find the parameters K, r and t0. An example
of curve fitting is given in Figure 2.15 for obtaining the main parameters in least square non-linear
fitting.
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(a) Logistic curve fitting for green culm length
(b) Surface plot of error versus r and t0 (c) A coutour map of the error versus r and t0
Figure 2.15: Non-linear least square fitting for logistic function
After giving an initial guess for parameters r and t0, the minimum error of parameters could be
calculated. The relationship between error e, r and t0 were plotted in Figure 2.15b and 2.15c.
Green culm length growth with day
Curve fittings of logistic growth were conducted for selected culms of each plant. The mature 1st
generation culms, which remained the same during the experiment (see 2.14a for example), were not
selected for growth analysis. Figure 2.16 is an example of how the analysis for each plant can be
undertaken.
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(a) Extracted youth culms for length growth analysis (b) Output data for analysing logistic growth curve
Figure 2.16: An example of culm growth function analysis for one plant
According to the recorded culm length data, two assumptions are made to select culms for growth
analysis for the high water table groups: (1) the initial length of culm is less than 50 mm; (2) the final
length of culm is more than 800 mm (as seen in 2.16a). The time of all culms was moved to start from
zero. The results of the length logistic growth function for each plant for the high water table groups
in winter and summer can be found in Appendix A. All of the individual culm-lengths-with-time data
that meet the selection criteria were used to further analyse the growth function to represent the water
table group. Figure 2.17 show the green culm length growth function with days for the high water
table group in winter and summer.
(a) Winter high water table group (b) Summer high water table group
Figure 2.17: Fitting the logistic growth function for high water table groups in winter and summer
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A logistic function was also applied to analyse selected culm growths for the medium water table
groups. Different from the high water table groups, individual plant growth in the medium water
table groups varied, where some plants had less growth than others. In particular, approximately 95-
97% of youth generation culms in the high water table groups exhibited growth, while 65-80% of
youth generation culms in medium water table groups exhibited growth. The parameters of logistic
growth (mean±95% confidence interval) for the high and medium water table groups are shown in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Parameters of logistic functions with days for the high water table and medium water table
groups
Groups K (mm) r (1/day) t0 (day)
Winter high water table groups 1041±12 0.105±0.002 31.2±0.3
Summer high water table groups 1144±13 0.205±0.004 16.7±0.2
Winter medium water table groups 1084±48 0.071±0.010 56.4±4.2
Summer medium water table groups 933±74 0.146±0.027 21.3±1.7
The maximum capacity K for all groups are relatively close to one another, which is within 10% of
its variation. For the medium water table groups, the maximum capacity K parameter has a wider
variance than the high water table groups which may be due to a greater natural variance in plant
growth. The intrinsic growth rate r per day is higher and the time to reach medium capacity t0
is shorter in the high water table group than in the medium water table group in both winter and
summer, which indicates faster growth at the high water table condition. Both high water table and
medium water table groups in summer are able to reach their maximum capacity faster than groups in
winter, which may be due to the impact of temperature and will be discussed further in the following
sub-section.
Figure 2.18 below shows a plot of the logistic growth function with 95% confidence intervals for the
high water table and medium water table groups in winter and summer.
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Figure 2.18: Logistic curve fitting for the high water table and medium water table groups in winter
and summer
For the low water table groups in winter and summer, a logistic growth function could apply, however,
the situation would be rather complex due to the larger variance in growth. Among 9 plants in the
low water table groups, only one or maybe two typically survive with some degree of growth seen.
Figure 2.19 shows the logistic growth plot for one culm from winter and summer low water table
group. Due to the low numbers of sample points, the curve fitting may not be accurate.
(a) Winter low water table group (b) Summer low water table group
Figure 2.19: Fitting a logistic growth function for low water table groups in winter and summer
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From 2.19a, the culm length grew in the beginning, decreased at around day 50 and increased again
afterwards. From 2.19b, the length of culm grew slowly but couldn’t reach the usual maximum
capacity (800 mm) during the experimental period.
The more commonly observed behaviour is a decline in culm green length for the low water table
groups, as shown in Figure 2.20.
Figure 2.20: Logistic growth decay in green culm length for low water table group
Green culm growth with degree day
In order to compensate for the seasonal difference in growth, the logistic growth function is applied
to analyse the culm growth parameters with degree day. Days were replaced with degree days in
equation 2.6, and the parameters of logistic growth functions for the high water table and medium
water table groups in winter and summer are shown in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.21.
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Table 2.3: Parameters of logistic growth functions with degree days for the high water table and
medium water table groups
Groups K (mm) r (1/degree day) t0 (degree day)
Winter high water table groups 1046±12 0.0146±0.0003 245.8±2.3
Summer high water table groups 1155±14 0.0150±0.0003 232.0±2.3
Winter medium water table groups 1065±38 0.0097±0.0014 402.4±31.5
Summer medium water table groups 939±77 0.0110±0.0021 291.7±23.8
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Figure 2.21: Logistic growth function of green culm lengths with degree days for high water table
and medium water table groups in winter and summer
After applying degree days in the logistic functions, the maximum capacity of all groups remained
similar to the results derived from growth with days. The intrinsic growth rates in degree days, plotted
against time, in both summer and winter, are less dispersed in terms of their inflection point. Both
of the high water table groups had faster intrinsic growth rates than the medium water table groups
and higher carrying capacity. The difference in mean and its 95% confidence interval in the intrinsic
growth rate of winter and summer high water table groups is 4.2±4.2×10−4 per degree day, which
overlaps zero and indicates no significant difference.
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2.3.4 Sum of green culm length
Green culm lengths with time were analysed for all plants to estimate the growth rates through the
sum of green culm lengths. Time series plots of sum of green culm lengths between the three groups
in winter and summer were shown in Figure 2.22a and Figure 2.22b.
(a) All groups in winter with error bars representing
mean and standard error of measured data
(b) All groups in summer with error bars representing
mean and standard error of measured data
Figure 2.22: Sum of green culm lengths change with time for the winter and summer experiments
Because the data appears to follow an exponential trend, the exponential growth equation 2.3 was
applied to each group to generate the overall growth rate of the sum of green culm lengths per water
table group with days, as seen in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: Response of the sum of green culm length growth to water drawdown in winter with
fitted exponential trend lines
After applying the exponential growth function, the mean growth rate with 95% confidence interval
of the sum of green culm lengths for the high water table group is 0.022±0.002 (1/day), which is
higher than the growth rate of 0.016±0.004 for the medium water table group. The growth rate for
the low water table group is the lowest and has a higher variance range, which is -0.027±0.010. There
are significant differences between growth rates of the sum of green culm lengths for the three groups
in winter. The data demonstrates an overall trend of the highest growth rate for the high water table
group, followed by the medium and low water table groups. Due to plant variance in each group, the
R square value of curve fitting is not high.
Similar trends of sum of green culm lengths with days can be observed in the summer groups.
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Figure 2.24: Response of sum of green culm length growth to water drawdown in summer with fitted
exponential trend lines
After applying the exponential growth model, the growth rate of the sum of green culm lengths for the
high water table group is 0.038±0.004 (1/day), which is higher than the growth rate of 0.022±0.008
for the medium water table group and that of -0.018±0.016 for the low water table group. There are
significant differences for growth rates in the sum of green culm lengths between the three groups in
summer. For each water table group, the mean growth rate in summer is higher than in winter, which
may reflect the impact of temperature.
Sum of green culm length with degree days
The time vector for determining the growth rate can be changed to degree days in order to com-
pensate for the temperature effects. The sums of green culm lengths with degree days are shown in
Figure 2.25.
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(a) Sum of green culm lengths with degree days in winter with fitted exponential trend lines
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(b) Sum of green culm lengths with degree days in summer with fitted exponential trend lines
Figure 2.25: Comparison of sum of green culm lengths with degree days in winter and summer
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The growth rate of the sum of green culm lengths for the high water table group in winter is 2.7±
0.3× 10−3 (1/ ◦C day), which is higher than the growth rate of 1.9± 0.5× 10−3 for the medium
water table group and that of −4.0±1.5×10−3 for the low water table group. The growth rate of the
sum of green culm lengths for the high water table group in summer is 2.9±0.3×10−3 (1/ ◦C day),
which is higher than the growth rate of 1.6±0.6×10−3 for the medium water table group and that of
−1.3±1.2×10−3 for the low water table group.
When comparing the degree day growth rate of the high water table groups between winter and
summer, the difference in the mean growth rate and its 95% confidence interval is 2.1± 4.2× 10−4
(1/ ◦C day) which overlaps with zero; thus there is no significant difference in degree day growth rate
for the high water table group. There is also no significant difference in degree day growth rate for
the medium water table group between winter and summer since the difference in the mean growth
rate and its 95% confidence interval is 2.6±7.6×10−4 (1/ ◦C day) which overlaps with zero.
2.3.5 Base diameter of culms
Base diameter distribution
Base diameters of culms for the three water table groups were measured using a digital calliper at the
time of digitization during the experiments. Culm base diameters can be used to calculate green culm
areas and can be used in the plant model. Table 2.4 shows the mean base diameters of culms at the
end of the experiment for the high water table, medium water table and low water table groups.
Table 2.4: Mean culm base diameters for the three water table groups at the experiment conclusion
Groups Winter experiment Summer experiment
High water table groups 3.1±0.1 4.6±0.1
Medium water table groups 2.9±0.1 3.2±0.2
Low water table groups 1.3±0.1 1.8±0.2
data are presented as mean±uncertainty with 95% significance level, unit is mm.
It can be shown that a healthy culm usually has a greater base diameter than an unhealthy culm and a
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mature grown culm usually has a greater base diameter than a young one. From Table 2.4, the mean
base diameter of the high water table groups is higher than that of the medium water table and low
water table groups in both summer and winter experiments. Figure 2.26 shows the base diameter
distribution for high and medium water table groups in summer.
(a) A normal distribution for the high water table group
with a slight right skew
(b) A normal distribution for the medium water table
group with a slight left skew
Figure 2.26: Normal distributions for summer high and medium water table group base diameters
From the histogram and normal probability plots in Figure 2.26, a normal distribution can be observed
for the high and medium water table groups in summer. A similar distribution could be seen in the
same winter groups. For the low water table group, culms struggle to survive, thus the distribution of
base diameter is strongly left-skewed (see Figure 2.27).
Figure 2.27: Low water table group base diameter distribution
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Base diameter growth with days
Base diameter shows a similar logistic growth to that of the culm green length. An example can be
seen in one of the plants in Figure 2.28.
Figure 2.28: Base diameter growth with days for one plant in the high water table group: a
logistic growth function can be seen, however, the diameter distribution is more dispersed than culm
length growth.
The equation for base diameter growth has the same form as culm length growth equation 2.5.
Dia(t) =
K
1+ e−r(t−t0)
(2.8)
where t : time, unit is day;
Dia : base diameter of culm , unit is mm;
r : intrinsic growth rate for base diameter, unit is 1/day;
t0: day at the point of inflection, unit is day;
K : carrying capacity, here represents the average largest diameter for a culm, unit is mm.
The growth time was adjusted to start from the same initial time for analysing the culm base diameter
growth. The assumption for the analysis of culm diameter is that the initial diameter is less than 1mm
and the final diameter is more than 4mm. Figure 2.29 shows the curve fitting for the high water table
groups in winter and summer.
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(a) Winter high water table group diameter growth (b) Summer high water table group diameter growth
Figure 2.29: Base diameter logistic growth function for high water table groups in winter and summer
For the medium water table group in winter, due to less data collection for diameter, there is no logistic
curve fitting that could be produced. For the low water table groups in both winter and summer, most
plants did not survive and shrinking or thinning of culms was discovered, thus the data collected
couldn’t produce a logistic decline. One plant out of nine may survive and grow, and this growth
could also be seen in the diameter growth, as seen in Figure 2.30.
Figure 2.30: Base diameter growth with day of one culm in the low water table group: it rarely
occurs, but a logistic growth function can be seen.
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The results of parameters for base culm diameter logistic growth in summer and winter are shown in
Table 2.5. When comparing diameter growth parameters between groups in summer, the high water
table group has the greatest maximum capacity of base diameter and the fastest growth rate among
the three groups. It takes the longest time for a culm in the low water table group to reach its half
growth capacity as compared to the high or medium water table group.
Table 2.5: Parameters of logistic growth functions for base culm diameters with days for the high
water table group in winter experiment and for the high, medium and low water table groups in
summer experiment
Groups K (mm) r (1/day) t0 (day)
Winter high water table groups 4.5±0.1 0.35±0.03 5.6±0.2
Summer high water table groups 5.4±0.5 0.62±0.03 3.8±0.1
Summer medium water table groups 4.4±0.2 0.30±0.08 8.4±1.0
Summer low water table groups 4.5±0.8 0.23±0.14 26.0±3.2
Parameters are presented as mean±uncertainty with 95% significance level
When comparing diameter growth parameters between summer and winter, the maximum capacity
of the base diameter for the high water table group in summer is 5.4± 0.5mm, which is higher than
the same water table group in winter. This matches what is seen in Table 2.4, where the mean base
diameter in the summer high water table group is greater than the winter high water table group.
The intrinsic growth rate per day of the summer high water table group is almost twice as high as
that of the winter group. This may reflect the impact of temperature, which we will discuss in the
following subsection.
Figure 2.31 shows the growth of base diameter of the high and medium water table groups in summer
and winter. The low water table group is not included due to exceptionally low growth.
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Figure 2.31: Logistic curve fitting of base diameters for the high water table and medium water table
groups in winter and summer
Base diameter with degree day
In order to minimize the effect of temperature on base culm diameter growth, the logistic growth
function was applied to analyse the effect of degree days on base diameter growth. The parameters of
the logistic growth function are shown in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Parameters of logistic growth functions for base culm diameters with degree days for the
high water table group in winter experiment and for the high, medium and low water table groups in
summer experiment
Groups K (mm) r (1/◦Cd) t0 (◦Cd)
Winter high water table groups 4.5±0.1 0.050±0.004 50.3±1.6
Summer high water table groups 5.4±0.1 0.047±0.003 52.0±1.1
Summer medium water table groups 4.4±0.2 0.022±0.006 99.2±13.8
Summer low water table groups 4.5±0.8 0.020±0.012 339.9±40.5
Parameters are presented as mean±uncertainty with 95% significance level
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After applying degree days in logistic growth analysis, the intrinsic growth rates of base diameter
growth is highest for the high water table groups in both winter and summer, which is more than
twice that of the medium and low water table groups. The required degree days to reach the plateau
of the logistic curve is shortest in the high water table groups, which is around half that of the medium
water table group and less than one sixth that of the low water table group.
Figure 2.32 shows the logistic growth of base diameter with degree days for the high water table
and medium water table groups in winter and summer. The results of the maximum capacity in
both high water table groups between summer and winter are the same as that of the logistic growth
with day (see Table 2.5). The difference in the mean growth rate and its 95% confidence interval is
2.7±4.7×10−3 (1/ ◦C day) which overlaps with zero, thus there is no significant difference in degree
day growth rate for the high water table group. There is also no significant difference in the required
degree days to reach the half capacity point, where the difference in the mean and its 95% confidence
interval is 1.6±2.0 (◦C day) intersecting zero.
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Figure 2.32: Logistic curve fitting of base diameters for the high water table and medium water table
groups in winter and summer
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2.3.6 Lepironia’s green culm area
Green culm area calculation
Lepironia’s photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration rely on its culms, especially the parts with
green color. Thus we use the term ‘green culm areas’ for Lepironia, which has the same meaning as
green leaf area. Only the green culm is considered because the color indicates the active transpiration
organ. The green area of each culm was calculated using the measured lengths and diameters, which
were obtained from digitization. A schematic diagram of one culm is shown in Figure 2.33. We
assume each culm has a conical shape, thus we use equation 2.9 for calculating a single culm green
area.
Figure 2.33: Schematic diagram of each culm
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The equation for calculating each culm green area is
GA = 0.5∗ pi∗ (D1+D2)∗GL (2.9)
where GA : green culm area, unit is mm2;
D1 : base diameter of culm, unit is mm;
D2 : top diameter of culm, unit is mm;
GL : green culm length, unit is mm.
The green culm length is dependent upon the type of culm measured, which was pre-defined in the
software and mentioned in Table 2.1. If the measured culm only has green color components, the
green culm length GL could be equal to the sum of L1, L2 and L3 as shown in Figure 2.33. If only
the middle section of the measured culm has green color, the green culm length GL is L2.
Total green culm area growth with day
The total green areas of a plant can be estimated through the sum of all green areas of its culms. Using
equation 2.9, the calculated total green culm areas of each water table group in winter and summer
are presented in Figure 2.34.
(a) All groups in winter with error bars representing
mean and standard error of calculated culm area
(b) All groups in summer with error bars representing
mean and standard error of calculated culm area
Figure 2.34: Sum of green culm area change with time in winter and summer
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When comparing green culm areas growth between different water table groups in both seasons, the
largest growth is in the high water table groups for both seasons, followed by the medium water table
groups and low water table groups. From Figure 2.34, there seems to be an exponential growth in the
sum of green culm areas with time. An exponential growth equation was applied for all plants in each
water table group in order to compare the growth rate between groups in both seasons.
At = A0ert (2.10)
where A0 : initial culm green areas, unit is mm2;
e : Euler’s number, e = 2.7182;
t : time in discrete intervals, unit is day or degree day ◦Cd;
r : growth rate, unit is 1/day or 1/◦Cd;
At : the area of green culms at time t, unit is mm2.
Figure 2.35 shows the overall curve fitting for three water table groups in winter and summer.
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Figure 2.35: Response of green culm area growth in three treatment groups to water table drawdown
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Results of the mean growth rate with 95% confidence level for each water table group with days are
shown in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Comparison of plant’s culm green areas growth rates with days
Groups High water table group Medium water table group Low water table group
Winter 0.026 ± 0.003 0.019 ± 0.005 -0.028 ± 0.013
Summer 0.045 ± 0.005 0.026 ± 0.010 -0.008 ± 0.017
In both seasons, the high water table group has the highest growth rate in culm green area, followed
by the medium water table group and the low water table group. The growth rate in the summer
low water table group green culm area has a large variance and the R square for the curve fitting is
low, which indicates a slight decrease or almost no change in green culm area for the low water table
group. For each water table group, the summer group has a higher daily growth rate than the winter
groups, which may reflect the effect of temperature and is discussed in the following subsection.
Green culm area growth with degree day
In a similar fashion to what has already been described, the aforementioned data were rearranged
using degree days to minimize the effect of temperature, which are shown in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8: Comparison of plant’s culm green areas growth rates with degree days
Groups High water table group Medium water table group Low water table group
Winter 3.1± 0.3× 10−3 2.3± 0.6× 10−3 −4.3± 2.0× 10−3
Summer 3.4± 0.4× 10−3 2.0± 1.0× 10−3 0.0± 1.3× 10−3
There is an overall trend of highest growth rates for the high water table groups, followed by the
medium water table groups and low water table groups. Excluding the low water table groups with
a negative or zero growth, Figure 2.36 shows the comparison of total green culm area growth with
degree days in winter and summer.
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Figure 2.36: Comparison of total green culm area growth rates with degree days in winter and summer
The difference in the mean growth rate and its 95% confidence interval is 3.2±5.0×10−4 (1/ ◦C day)
which overlaps with zero, thus there is no significant difference in degree day growth rate for the high
water table group. There is also no significant difference in the required degree day to reach the half
capacity point, where the difference in the mean and its 95% confidence interval is 3.0±9.8 (◦C day)
intersecting zero.
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2.3.7 Root distribution
Root depth and biomass
Plants were extracted at the end of the experiment and roots were sampled in each column at 5cm
intervals. With 3 plants growing in each column, the top 5 cm layer of soil contains roots from 3
plants. Since root distribution underneath the soil surface is unknown, if we try to extract roots from
each plant separately, we may introduce uncertainty to the measurement. Thus, we took soil and root
samples from each column as a whole.
Roots with soil for every 5cm interval were placed in a labelled bucket and maximum root depths
were measured during root extraction. Dry biomass of roots was measured after placing the roots in
an oven for at least 48 hours with a temperature of 60 degrees.
Table 2.9 shows mean root depths, maximum root depth and total root dry biomass for the three
groups in winter. Each water table group has 3 columns as replicates so data were analysed using
mean and standard error (standand deviation divided by square root of sample size) for each group.
Table 2.9: Comparison of root depths and root dry biomass between groups in winter
Groups
Mean root
depth (cm)
Maximum root
depth (cm)
Total root dry
biomass (g)
High water table group 41.0 ± 1.00 42.0 17.13 ± 2.27
Medium water table group 40.7 ± 0.67 42.0 31.29 ± 5.69
Low water table group 33.0 ± 12.5 58.0 11.19 ± 1.15
* data presented are mean and standard error with 95% confidence level
The initial root lengths for all groups was approximately 15cm. For the high water table group in
winter, the average root depth is 41.0 cm which is similar to the medium water table group; however
it has a lower root dry biomass than the medium water table group. For the low water table group,
with the water level settled at -60cm, the average root depth is 33.0cm, which indicates that most
plants couldn’t extract water. This could explain why only one out of 9 plants were able to survive in
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winter. The surviving plant had a maximum root depth of 58.0cm, which was just above the -60cm
water table and was able to absorb water.
Table 2.10 shows mean root depths, maximum root depth and total root dry biomass differences
between three groups in summer.
Table 2.10: Comparison of root depths and root dry biomass between groups in summer
Groups
Mean root
depth (cm)
Maximum root
depth (cm)
Total root dry
biomass (g)
High water table group 39.0 ± 4.58 42.0 7.63 ± 0.19
Medium water table group 37.7 ± 3.93 42.0 8.15 ± 1.27
Low water table group 36.0 ± 8.96 52.0 4.63 ± 0.83
* data presented are mean and standard error with 95% confidence level
When comparing the same group between winter and summer, the mean root depths and maximum
root depths fall into a similar range. Plants used in the summer experiment had initial sizes smaller
than those used in winter, which may be responsible for the lower final root biomass. The medium
water table groups in both seasons have the largest total root dry biomass, followed by the high water
table groups and low water table groups.
Similar to in winter, the mean root depth for the low water table group in summer is 36.0cm, which
does not allow plants to extract water from 60cm depth. This could explain the low survival rate
for the low water table group in summer as well, only 2 out of 9 plants were able to survive. The
maximum root depth of the low water table group is 52 cm; though it is 8cm above the water table,
the surviving plants could extract water from the unsaturated zone above the water table.
Root distribution in each group
Root weight density (unit: g/104m3) is used as an indicator of lateral root distribution, which is the
proportion of root dry biomass to the volume of soil. Figure 2.37 and Figure 2.38 shows the three
replicate columns’ root distribution for the high and medium water table groups in winter and summer.
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(a) Winter high water table group (b) Summer high water table group
Figure 2.37: Root distribution of the high water table groups in winter and summer
(a) Winter medium water table group (b) Summer medium water table group
Figure 2.38: Root distribution of the medium water table groups in winter and summer
As seen in the above figures, all root depths of both groups reached approximately 40cm below the
soil surface. For the high water table groups, the root distribution among the three columns is fairly
uniform in winter and summer with a higher proportion of roots distributed at the 5-10 cm layer than
soil layers below 15cm. The extension of root growth to the lower 40cm layer may be due to the lack
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of space for root growth near the surface. For the medium water table groups, the root distribution has
a higher variation between the three columns with a higher proportion of root weight density around
the 10-30cm layer than the high water table groups.
Figure 2.39 shows the three replicate columns’ root distribution for the low water table groups in
winter and summer.
(a) Winter low water table group (b) Summer low water table group
Figure 2.39: Root distribution of low water table groups in winter and summer
Root distribution for all groups in winter and summer is shown in Figure 2.40. The average value
and standard error of root weight density data for three replicates of each group were analysed and
exponential functions were applied to fit the curve for root weight density distribution (Lv et al.,
2010).
RWD(L) = RWD(0)∗ e−rL (2.11)
where RWD(L) is root weight density at length of L(cm) below the soil surface (unit: g/104m3);
RWD(0) is root weight density at the soil surface (unit: g/104m3);
L is the length (cm) below soil surface.
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Figure 2.40: Water drawdown impact on root distribution for three groups in winter and summer
Root weight density distribution in winter and summer is similar, where the medium water table
groups have the maximum root weight, followed by the high water table groups and low water table
groups. This may occur because Lepironia in the medium water table group need to develop deeper
roots to obtain water from 30cm below soil surface, compared to the high water table groups. Due to
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the low survival rate in the low water table group, its root weight density is the lowest among all three
groups.
2.3.8 Biomass
Lepironia’s biomass was measured at the end of the experiment when extracting the plant. Lepironia’s
culms were trimmed and placed in a bucket with water to keep them moist. Rhizomes were trimmed
to separate them from their roots in the first 5cm of top soil; roots were extracted at 5cm soil layer
depth intervals. Rhizomes and roots with soil were placed in labelled buckets and all buckets were
sent to the laboratory for measurements immediately after extraction. Culms were cleaned, trimmed
and divided into dry culms, green culms and base culms; rhizome and roots were separated from soil
and carefully cleaned. All components were placed in labelled containers and placed in an oven for
at least 48 hours with a temperature of 60 degrees for drying.
Biomass distribution
Bar charts of the roots, rhizomes and culms biomass of Lepironia between water table groups in
winter and summer are shown in Figure 2.41. Error bars refer to standard errors of biomass for 9
replicate samples with 95 % confidence level of each group.
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(a) Winter biomass distribution
(b) Summer biomass distribution
Figure 2.41: Biomass distribution in winter and summer
For the high water table groups, rhizome biomass and culm biomass are the highest of the three water
table groups in both winter and summer, followed by the medium water table groups and low water
table groups. Root biomass for the high water table groups is lower than the medium water table
groups. This may be due to the fact that high water table groups do not need to spend energy in root
growth thus could expend energy mainly on culm and rhizome growth.
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Root shoot ratio
For comparing growth in roots and culms for all groups in both seasons, root shoot biomass ratios are
analysed. Because rhizomes are below ground and connect culms to roots, below and above ground
biomass ratios are also analysed for all groups, in which below ground biomass is the sum of root and
rhizome biomass. These mass ratios are shown in Table 2.11.
Table 2.11: Comparison of root depths and root dry biomass between groups
Groups root/shoot ratio below/above ground biomass ratio
Winter Summer Winter Summer
High water table group 0.062 ± 0.007 0.060 ± 0.005 0.49 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.03
Medium water table group 0.206 ± 0.014 0.257 ± 0.054 0.50 ± 0.02 0.46 ± 0.06
Low water table group 0.311 ± 0.017 0.426 ± 0.042 0.87 ± 0.14 0.69 ± 0.06
* data presented are mean and standard error with 95% confidence level
High water table groups have the lowest root to shoot ratio among all groups in winter and summer.
Despite the plant differences, the root shoot ratios for individual Lepironia in the high water table
groups have no significant differences. Bar charts of root/shoot ratio and below/above ground biomass
ratio are shown in Figure 2.42.
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(a) Winter root/shoot ratio and below/above ground biomass ratio
(b) Summer root/shoot ratio and below/above ground biomass ratio
Figure 2.42: Winter and summer root/shoot ratio and below/above ground biomass ratio
From Figure 2.42, the root shoot ratio and the below to above ground biomass ratio can be seen to
increase with the increase of water table depths in both seasons.
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Biomass and LAI
Although root and rhizome were extracted and analysed per column, the measurement of culm
biomass was able to be separated for each plant in a column. The green area of each plant was
obtained based on measured culm lengths and diameters. Leaf area index (LAI) could be calculated
by the proportion of leaf area to the ground area. For conical-shaped Lepironia , the estimation of
LAI is equal to the half of the proportion of leaf area to the soil surface area (Chen & Black, 1992).
Gholz (1982) reported a linear relationship between biomass and LAI. A similar linear relationship
between green culm area and green culm dry weight biomass in winter and summer can be found in
Lepironia, which is presented in Figure 2.43.
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Figure 2.43: Relationship of green culm biomass and LAI
The relationships between biomass and LAI in both seasons are not identical and the reason for this
discrepancy is not known. This may indicate that the estimation of LAI cannot only rely on its leaf
biomass.
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2.4 Conclusions
The primary objective of the experiment is to better understand Lepironia’s growth response to three
groundwater drawdown amplitudes, i.e. 0, 30 and 60cm at a high drawdown rate of 8cm/day. Studies
of lower groundwater drawdown amplitudes (at 32cm) had demonstrated some degree of impact on
wetland vegetation growth, in terms of root shoot ratio (Smith & Brock, 2007). In this experiment,
drawdown was extended to 60cm below the initial water level and more rigorous measurements were
applied.
To investigate the impact of groundwater drawdown, measurements and monitoring were conducted
for culm numbers growth, rhizome lateral growth, sum of culm lengths, culm length growth, sum of
green culm areas, culm areas growth, root distribution, biomass distribution and root shoot ratio for
experiments in winter and summer. The measurement of these parameters and their relationship with
time has also been used to generate Lepironia’s growth responses to different groundwater drawdown
amplitudes for future development of a Lepironia growth model.
Our results show that high amplitudes of 60cm drawdown have a significant impact on the growth of
Lepironia. The survival rate of Lepironia is 100% for the high water table groups and 89% for the
medium water table groups in both seasons; however, only 1 out of 9 plants in winter and 2 out of 9
plants in summer were able to survive in the low water table groups that saw the greatest amplitudes
of drawdown.
In terms of culm population, rhizome lateral lengths, sum of culm green lengths and sum of culm
green areas, the lowest growth rates are in the low water table groups in both seasons. When further
analysis is conducted on root shoot ratio and biomass distribution, the highest root to shoot ratio is
found in the low water table group, which suggests that the plants were highly stressed compared to
the medium and high water table groups. Thus, low water availability caused by a high amplitude of
drawdown can have a significant negative impact on Lepironia’s growth in winter and summer.
Initial root dry biomass is similar for all groups, however the medium water table groups have the
highest final root dry biomass among all groups in both seasons. The initial root depths for all plants
are approximately 15-20cm in the planting stage before water drawdown. For the medium water table
groups, where water was drawn down to 30cm below soil surface, Lepironia may direct more energy
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to root growth than culm growth; there seems to be a growth delay for the medium water table groups
due to this. For the low water table groups, where water was drawn down to 60cm below soil surface
at a fast rate of 8cm/day, not all Lepironia plants are able to extend their roots to the unsaturated soil
zone, explaining their lowest root and culm biomass and lowest survival rate among the groups.
When analysing culm growth with days in both seasons, there is a general trend of declining growth
rates with decreasing water availability. The high water availability in the high water table groups does
not cause water stress for Lepironia, resulting in the highest growth rates in culm numbers, lengths
and areas as well as rhizome lateral lengths. The reduced water availability in the medium water
table groups produces low to medium water stress, resulting in roughly 20-50% lower growth rates
compared to the high water table groups. Low water availability in the low water table groups causes
high water stress resulting in the lowest growth rates and usually a decaying exponential growth.
In our study, the initial water table depth for the establishment of Lepironia was set at 5cm below the
soil surface for the roots of Lepironia being fully saturated, which is similar to Lepironia’s growing
condition in the field. For testing a rather extreme water level change condition, a fast water drawdown
condition was applied. It can therefore be concluded that fast water drawdown to an amplitude of 60
cm can cause significant stress to the growth of Lepironia. Groundwater drawdown amplitude to 60
cm may be regarded as the threshold for wetland plants’ growth. Groundwater drawdown to 30 cm
depth can cause some stress to the growth of Lepironia. If the initial settlement depth was greater
than 5cm below the soil surface (for example, water level at 30cm below the soil surface) or if water
drawdown was not fast, the conclusion may differ to reflect a greater resistance to water stress.
In addition to considering impacts on growth rate by water stress resulting from groundwater draw-
down, seasonal effects on plant growth were also considered. Summer high water table groups have
growth rates that are approximately 70% to 100% higher than those of winter high water table groups
when considering days rather than degree days; summer medium water table groups have growth rates
that are approximately 35% to 100% higher than those of winter medium water table groups.
However, when growth rates are expressed in degree days, there is no significant difference between
summer and winter for the high and medium water table groups with 95% significance level. For
summer and winter medium water table groups, there is less variance in growth rates in terms of
degree days as opposed to just days. This suggests that using degree days in considering growth rates
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could compensate for seasonal differences in growth. It can be concluded that Lepironia’s growth is
mainly affected by temperature under unstressed or less stressed conditions and is subject to water
availability under high water stress conditions.
Chapter 3
Estimation of Lepironia’s evapotranspiration rates at different
groundwater depths using a modified lysimeter method
3.1 Introduction
Evapotranspiration (ET) is a significant component of the water budget for groundwater-dependent
wetlands, which can equal or exceed annual rainfall in some years (Jacobs et al., 2002). There is
a growing interest in the study of wetland ET response to groundwater fluctuations since ET can be
affected by groundwater levels, wetland vegetation type and coverage and climate conditions (Jacobs
et al., 2002; Lafleur, 1990). However, this relationship has proven difficult to capture in the field.
For example, Jia et al. (2010) showed that ET was not affected by groundwater depths when the
groundwater level change was less than 10cm during the experimental period. Due to the small
groundwater depth change, it is unreasonable to draw the conclusion that ET is not affected by water
level changes based on the work of Jia et al. (2010). A more controllable environment, such as a
glasshouse, is needed for improving our understanding of the response of wetland vegetation ET to
groundwater level changes.
The objective of the present study is to determine Lepironia’s evapotranspiration rates under different
ground water stress and weather conditions at a glasshouse. We hypothesize that the overall trend of
ET is subject to plant growth, while the daily variation is subject to climate conditions. Furthermore,
we aim to develop ET response functions to Lepironia’s growth and development at different water
table depths under glasshouse conditions.
A few glasshouse experiments, although not directly using water levels to create water stress, found
that plants ET rates would respond to different water stress levels. Kacira and Ling (2000) applied
an indoor automatic plant monitoring system to monitor plant health and water use at well-watered
and stressed conditions. They used an automated computer-controlled drip irrigation system in order
to maintain a constant high soil moisture for the well-watered group and micro-lysimeters (equipped
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with load cells) for measuring ET rates of well-watered and stressed groups. The result showed a
declining trend of ET rate with the increase of water stress and a slightly increasing trend of ET
rate for the well-watered group. Beeson Jr (2011) also applied a lysimeter system with load cells to
measure ET rates of large plants with total weights up to 100kg. The plants were under four irrigation
treatments to represent different stress levels; the result also demonstrated that ET rates declined with
increasing water stress.
To date, no experimental designs have been found to directly measure wetland vegetation ET rates
at different groundwater depths. Therefore, we have designed a system that allowed us to measure
ET rates at constant water table depths. Similar to a lysimeter, plants were grown in containers, PVC
columns with a height of 1 meter, allowing us to create a large groundwater drawdown amplitude.
As stated in Chapter 2, we have selected Lepironia as the wetland plant for study; we have chosen
8cm/day as the fast groundwater drawdown rate and 0cm, -30cm and -60cm as the settled groundwater
depths.
A Mariotte bottle was connected to the container, which was used as a reservoir to provide a constant
water head (Tomar & O’Toole, 1980). The position of the Mariotte bottle could be adjusted to control
the water table, resulting in a constant head at the chosen depths; water is supplied to the container in
compensation for water loss due to ET and plant water uptake, making it possible to calculate ET rates
in terms of outflow from the bottle. Instead of directly measuring the weight of the container as other
studies have done, we have measured and monitored the weight of the Mariotte bottle using load cells
with a data logger. This has a few advantages: less laborious work that in that large containers need
not be moved, lower expense because large weight limit load cells and associated strong structural
supports are un-needed, and an increase in measurement accuracy because the lower weight limit load
cells have lower uncertainty in their weight measurements.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Experimental setup
The basic experimental setup includes a load cell, a Mariotte bottle and a container. Different from
most lysimeter designs, which use load cells underneath the container (Abtew & Obeysekera, 1995;
Beeson Jr, 2011; Martin et al., 2001), we used load cells to measure the weight change of a Mariotte
bottle which supplied water to the container. Figure 3.1 shows a single setup of the weighing system
and the connected PVC column.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of a single setup of the load cell and Mariotte bottle weighing system and its
connected PVC column
Construction of the column
For the construction of the columns, we used PVC columns 1 meter in height and 300 mm in diameter
as plant containers. The bottom of each PVC column was sealed tightly using a 300 mm diameter
PVC cap. Figure 3.2 presents a schematic of the column.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of column setup
Three outlets were installed 5 cm above the bottom of each PVC column and 90 degrees apart from
each other; they consisted of a drain valve, a barded joiner and a barded elbow. The drain valve
facilitates the drainage of water if needed and the barded joiner connects to clear vinyl tubing which
connects the PVC column and Mariotte bottle. The tube is the path way for water flowing from the
Mariotte bottle to the PVC column; if one end of the tube is not connected to the Mariotte bottle, it can
also be used for draining the column. The barded elbow has one end mounted inside the column and
the other end joining a 7mm diameter segment of clear vinyl tubing. This tube was vertically attached
to the face of the column with glue and tape to make a simple manometer. Each PVC column has two
manometers: one starts 5cm above the base of the column and the other starts either 20cm or 50cm
above the base of the column depending on the water drawdown amplitude. A 1m long fibreglass
measuring tape is glued onto the face of the PVC column in between the manometers, allowing water
table depth to be monitored.
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Construction of the Mariotte bottle
Each PVC column is connected to a weighing system, which is composed of a load cell and a Mariotte
bottle; Mariotte bottles have been used in experiment designs that require a constant head or a constant
flow rate (R. Moore, 2004; Tomar & O’Toole, 1980). We adopted the Mariotte bottle for maintaining
a constant head in the column, as depicted in Figure 3.1, where the blue dashed line is the constant
water level, which is the same level as that of the end of the glass tube inside the Mariotte bottle, as
opposed to the water level inside the bottle. Thus, the position of the base of the glass tube determines
the height of the constant head. When water inside the column is lower than the constant head due to
water withdrawal by plant water use or evapotranspiration, the water inside the Mariotte bottle flows
into the column, driven by air pressure. Once the water level in the column returns to the constant
head, this water transfer process stops.
The construction of a Mariotte bottle is shown in Figure 3.3, which is similar with what has been
presented in R. D. Moore (1990). The most important issue in constructing a Mariotte bottle is to
prevent air leakage from the cap, from the space between the glass tube and cap and from the outlet.
As seen in Figure 3.3b, we used the original cap of the bottle, drilled a hole of the same diameter
as that of the glass tube and applied a rubber band to keep the glass tube tight in the cap. A silicon
layer was further applied around the boundary of glass tube and the cap. At the outlet, as seen in
Figure 3.3c, we applied some silicon around the outlet and a metal pin around the plastic tube to keep
it tightly sealed.
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(a) 10L bottle
(b) Bottle cap
(c) Bottle outlet
Figure 3.3: Mariotte bottle
Unlike a normal water supply bottle where the water level would be the same as the column due
to hydrostatic pressure, the water level inside the Mariotte bottle is not controlled by hydrostatic
pressure. Water is constantly withdrawn from the plant-soil system, but the water level remains the
same in the column due to the function of the Mariotte bottle. Thus, the water supplied from the
Mariotte bottle is equal to the water loss from plant-soil system.
Ideally, we don’t want to refill the Mariotte bottle every day because it may bring some undesired
experimental errors, e.g. the cap not sealed tightly or data drift due to re-establishing the water
balance between bottle and column. Studies on wetland plant’s daily ET rate provide varying values
from 3mm/day (Lafleur, 1990) to 12mm/day (Abtew & Obeysekera, 1995), which accounts for 200g
to 900g of water loss per day based on our soil surface areas. We performed a trial that showed a
similar high ET rate for healthy Lepironia. Thus, we selected 10 litres as the volume of the Mariotte
bottles for our study.
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Setup of load cell
Instead of measuring the weight change of a large container as in other lysimeter studies (Beeson Jr,
2011; McKeon et al., 2008; Riekerk & Numbers, 1982), we measured the weight change of the
Mariotte bottle, whose absolute weight is much lighter than that of the column (which can be up to
150 kg). Recent studies have used light weight lysimeters (Kacira et al., 2000; Ruiz-Peñalver et al.,
2014), however the lysimeter would be subject to the size of the pot and plant. Weight measurement
was performed automatically by connecting the bottle with load cells, which link to a data logger, as
seen in Figure 3.4.
(a) Load cell
(b) Installation (c) Load cell setup and calibration test
Figure 3.4: Load cell setup
The load cell we selected (C2G1, Qingdao Yida Industry & Trade Co., Ltd) has a maximum carrying
weight of 8kg and an accuracy of 0.036 % of the measurement weight at a constant temperature. In
general, the higher the carrying weight, the higher the error. Thus, an uncertainty of approximately
±3g would be found if the measured weight was at 8kg, which would be within the 5% uncertainty
range of the expected ET (200-900 g). Because the maximum carrying weight is 8kg, water filling
the Mariotte bottle cannot exceed 7.5 litres.
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Load cells were connected to the data logger as seen in Figure 3.4c. We used a DT85 data logger
(dataTaker DT85, Thermo Fisher Scientific Australia Pty Ltd) which has the ability to connect with
a maximum of 16 electric sensors and connects to an external power supply. Weight data are auto-
matically stored in the internal memory of the data logger and are easily accessed by connecting to a
laptop through the USB outlet. In this experiment, we set the sampling interval frequency at 1 minute
with 9 load cells. Data were transferred to a laptop every five days.
Setup of the weighing system
In order to hang the Mariotte bottle and measure its mass, a simple metal platform was made using a
metal frame and chains, as shown in Figure 3.5. By adding a certain length of metal chains, we could
manually lower the Mariotte bottle in order to lower the controlled water table inside the column.
This allows us to attain the desired groundwater drawdown rate and amplitude.
Figure 3.5: Platform to connect Mariotte bottle and load cell
The experiment was conducted in a glasshouse at the St. Lucia campus of the University of Queens-
land. A weather station (WatchDog 2000 Series Weather Station, Spectrum Technologies, Inc.) was
set on site at a height of 1.5m within the glasshouse for recording temperature, relative humidity and
solar radiation every 1 minute. In both the winter and summer experiments, 9 columns and 9 sets
of weighing systems were used. Figure 3.6 shows the initial experimental setup at the glasshouse.
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Before transplanting Lepironia to the column, the water level in all 9 columns was set at -5cm to test
the performance of load cells and detect any problems with leakage.
Figure 3.6: Experimental setup at glasshouse, the University of Queensland
Lepironia were transplanted into the columns after the equipment test. 3 columns represented each
water stress treatment, which were 0cm, -30cm and -60cm respectively. It is important to note here
exactly what these numbers refer to in order to eliminate any confusion. The groundwater depths
of 0cm, -30cm and -60cm, that are referred to here, are not absolute depths referring to the physical
soil surface, but are relative depths in reference to an initial “saturated” condition with an absolute
groundwater depth of 5cm below the soil surface. Thus, here and elsewhere, references to “ground-
water depths” of 0cm, -30cm and -60cm are in fact actually drawdown depths of those distances,
referring to the initial condition such that their actual depths are 5cm lower than might be assumed
based on wording. While confusing, the reason for setting the initial, and thus also the 0cm, condition
at a depth of 5cm was to reduce or eliminate evaporation at the soil surface, which would invalidate
our Lepironia evapotranspiration measurements, and to inhibit algal growth.
3 Lepironia were planted in each column, resulting in 9 Lepironia replicates for each treatment group.
Poorter, Fiorani, et al. (2012) found that 8 replicates within 15% standard deviation of ln-transformed
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leaf area or biomass will see an 82% significant difference between treatments, whereas using fewer
replicates may result in seeing a lesser significant difference between treatments stemming from natu-
ral variability in growth. Hence, we use 9 replicates to ensure the quantitative estimation of differences
between treatments.
As opposed to most lysimeter designs that place load cells at the base of the container, load cells with
hanging platforms are a convenient method for adjusting water table depth. After Lepironia settled
in the columns for 3-4 weeks, we kept 3 platforms unchanged to create -5cm treatment group and
added 8cm length of chain onto the other platforms to create a water drawdown of 8cm/day. The
drain valve in the column was turned on for a few seconds to ensure that the water level in the column
was lowered to the desired depth. After 3 days of water drawdown, 3 columns settled at a water
table depth of -30cm. After another 4 days, the remaining 3 columns settled at a water table depth
of -60cm. Figure 3.7 shows a picture taken after water drawdown. Load cells were fitted under a
wooden shelter and wrapped with foil paper to prevent direct sunlight from heating the load cell and
potentially introducing an element of error to the measurements. Columns were also wrapped with
foil paper to prevent heating and reduce any thermal expansion effects for the water therein.
Figure 3.7: Experiment setup picture after water drawdown
3.2.2 Soil water content
Coarse sand is used as the soil medium due to its lower capillary rise effect as compared to fine
sand. During the loading of sand, the water level was settled at the surface to aid soil settlement.
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A few drying and wetting processes were applied to aid soil settlement, thus soil is assumed to be
homogeneously distributed in the column.
It is hypothesized that water drains relatively quickly during the water drawdown stage and that the
unsaturated zone won’t extend significantly above the water table. After the water drawdown, it is
expected that the soil layer above the stabilized water table would not hold much water ensuring that
water drawdown to different depths would result in differential water availability for plants’ water
use. For testing this, three soil moisture sensors (EC-5 soil moisture smart sensors, S-SMC-M005,
Onset Computer Corporation) with a HOBO micro station data logger (H21-002 data logger, Onset
Computer Corporation) were installed in one column with water table drawdown of 60 cm.
Soil moisture sensors were calibrated in the lab using the same sand materials and density as used
in the experiment (Cobos & Chambers, 2010). They were installed with the loading of the coarse
sand at 10, 30 and 50 cm below the soil surface. The reading for the three soil water moisture sensors
during water drawdown at 8cm per day and after the water drawdown is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Soil moisture at different soil layer depths during and post water drawdown
The volumetric water content (m3/m3) is defined as the volume of water per volume of soil. For the
sandy soil material we used in the experiment, the saturated water content is roughly 0.35. Figure 3.8
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shows the long-term water moisture content readings during and after water drawdown and the inset
figure shows the soil moisture content of three sensors during water drawdown. When the water table
settled at 60cm below the original water level (5cm below soil surface), the -10cm sensor read water
content at 55cm above the water table, -30cm sensor read water content at 35cm above the water table
and -50cm sensor read water content at 15cm above the water table.
From the inset figure of Figure 3.8, it can be seen that the soil water content responds quickly when
the water table is drawn down. Because the -10cm sensor is the top sensor, water drawdown affects it
earlier than the -30cm and -50cm sensors. After one drawdown event, if the water table is below the
location of the sensor, the sensor reads a new water content almost simultaneously with the drawdown.
The water content is roughly a function of the distance between the soil sensor and the new water table
depth.
After the water table stabilized at -60 cm, the top sensor (-10cm sensor) read a water content of
mean±standand deviation of 0.011±0.001 (m3/m3) and the middle sensor (-30cm sensor) read a
water content of 0.029±0.007 (m3/m3), which were both near zero indicating drying of the sandy
soil. The water moisture content of the bottom sensor (-50cm sensor) read 0.106±0.005 (m3/m3),
which is significantly higher than the top and middle sensors. This may be the impact of capillary rise
and there is an oscillation throughout the experiment due to diurnal effects.
3.2.3 Load cell calibration
Prior to the experiment, we tested the performance of load cells, as seen in Figure 3.4c, in a temperature-
controlled lab (temperature range from 19◦C to 21◦C) at the University of Queensland. The load cell
manufacturer specifications are shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Manufacturer specifications of load cells
Specifications Unit Technical Quota
Capacity kg 8
Sensitivity mV/V 1.8 ± 0.1
Non-linearity %F.S 0.02
Hysteresis %F.S 0.02
Repeatability %F.S 0.01
Creep (30min) %F.S 0.02
Input Resistance Ω 402 ± 10
Insulation Resistance Ω 350 ± 3
Zero Balance %F.S 2
Temperature Effect on Span %F.S/10 0.02
Temperature Effect on Zero %F.S/10 0.02
Excitation Recommended VDC 5 - 12
Safe overload %F.S 150
* F.S is the abbreviation of full scale, which is the maximum capacity of the load cell.
According to the load cell specification as seen in Table 3.1, the combined error estimated from a load
cell at constant temperature includes non-linearity, hysteresis, creep and repeatability.
ε=
√
εL2+ εH 2+ εR2+ εP2 (3.1)
where ε is the combined measurement error (unit %); εL is the nonlinearity (unit %); εH is the hys-
teresis error (unit %); εR is the repeatability (unit %); εP is the creeping (unit %).
The theoretical error at a constant temperature is ±3g, thus the goal of calibration is to keep the error
under 3g. Each Load cell connects with the data logger (dataTaker, DT85), which measures both
input voltage and output voltage and expresses the result in PPM (units of parts per million) as the
proportion of output voltage to excitation/input voltage. Load cell calibration allows conversion of
the PPM readings by the data logger to actual weight.
Steel calibration weights of approximately 1kg were used for the calibration process. According to
Misra et al. (2011), a 6-weight-point calibration achieves a better calibration result than a 4-weight-
point. We thusly used 8 different weights, increasing from 0kg to 7kg at an interval of 1kg to perform
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the calibrations.
Load cell weight readings can drift with temperature variation, however the temperature effect on load
cells is often ignored. Misra et al. (2011) placed load cells inside an aluminium plate and claimed that
the temperature effect could be ignored. Martin et al. (2001) measured weight change in the middle of
day to minimize the temperature effect. In this study, though load cells were covered under wooden
shelters, they were still exposed to ambient air which would be affected by temperature. Temperature
impact on load cells was tested in the glasshouse, the results of which can be seen in Figure 3.9.
(a) Raw data of weight and temperature (b) Temperature and weight relationship
Figure 3.9: Temperature effect on weight reading
A standard weight was suspended from a load cell for three days; when temperature increased dur-
ing the day, the measured weight increased. Data variation between days was caused by hysteresis,
repeatability and data creeping of load cells; however a general linear relationship could be obtained
through temperature and weight correlation. The correlation between temperature and weight from
Figure 3.9a is shown in Figure 3.9b.
An temperature compensation equation was modified from the DT80 Range User’s Manual (“DT80
Range User’s Manual”, 2005).
Weightactual =Weightmeasured− (Tem−T0)×K (3.2)
where K (g/◦C) is the temperature correction factor, Tem (◦C) is the measured atmospheric tempera-
ture and T0 (◦C) the temperature at which the load cell was calibrated.
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In order to determine the temperature correction factor, similar tests were conducted with different
weights and the relationship is shown in Figure 3.10a. The temperature correction factor K was
affected by the amount of weight used, which could be further expressed as the linear relationship in
Figure 3.10b.
(a) Raw data of weight and temperature (b) Finding temperature correction factor
Figure 3.10: Temperature correction of load cells
As studies have suggested (Beeson Jr, 2011), temperature compensation is important even for high
accuracy load cells that have been temperature compensated. In this study, temperature was recorded
every minute at the same frequency as load cell recordings. Load cell data were calibrated to temper-
ature to minimize the temperature effect and for later data analysis. Three more calibration tests were
conducted before and after each experiment, the details of which can be found in Appendix B.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Daily ET estimation
In this section, daily ET is expressed in units of grams per day (g/day), which is the measured water
loss from the Mariotte bottle per day. Ultimately, ET will be expressed as mm/day as in section 3.3.2
onwards, which is the volume of water lost (mass divided by density) per unit horizontal land surface
(ie the surface area of the column tops).
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Load cell raw data reading in winter and summer
The winter experiment ran from June 2013 to October 2013. Raw data collected by load cells are
shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Raw data of load cell reading in winter 2013
Whenever water in the Mariotte bottles approached the base of the glass tube, water was added to at
total weight of approximately 7500 g. The low weight of Mariotte bottle, at the time of refilling, was
about 2000 g; the high weight of the Mariotte bottle needed to be lower than 8000 g to avoid overload
of the load cells.
The water drawdown stage of the experiment started on the 16th day. At the start, the trend of water
use for all groups looked similar due to the similar initial condition of the plants. At the conclusion
of the water drawdown stage, the water level was settled at 5 cm below the surface for the high water
table group (the first row of the figure), at 35 cm below the surface for the medium water table group
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(the second row) and 65 cm for the low water table group (the third row).
From Figure 3.11, one can observe that after being filled, the weight of the Mariotte bottle declines
linearly until it is refilled. the spacing of these linear structures and their slope allow for easy visual
approximation of water use from these plots in Figure 3.11. Comparing groups after water settlement
on the 23rd day, for the high water table group, the water top-up frequency was higher than the
medium water table group and low water table group. The slope of water raw data was steeper in the
high water table groups than in the medium water table and low water table groups, which indicates
higher ET rates in the high water table group. This correlated with the growth of Lepironia, which
had larger green leaf areas in the high water table groups than in the other groups. Two columns in
the low water table groups had an almost flat line after the 70th day, indicating no water use, which
also correlated well with the death of the plants in those columns.
Similar data trends of the three treatment groups could be found in the summer experiment starting
from December 2013 to February 2014, which is shown in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: Raw data of load cell reading in summer
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In the high water table groups, the slope of water use becomes steeper with time which indicates
increasing ET rates. Analysis of plant growth also demonstrated an increase of green culm areas with
time in those groups, which suggests that the growing ET may be caused by plant growth.
The only exception is that an error in methodology occurred in one of the -30 cm groups (medium
water table group replicate 1) on the 50th day, resulting in a repurposing of the plants in that group to
detect plants’ response to a lack of groundwater recharge, better approximating drought conditions.
Thus, for the medium water table group 1, only the first 50 days’ water use was used for this data
analysis.
Analysis of Daily ET
In order to analyse daily ET, firstly load cell raw data were calibrated with temperature to obtain
actual weight readings. Data were filtered by the Savitzky-Golay filtering method to minimize data
noise and data in all groups were analysed to obtain a 3-day average measured water loss.
The daily ET was calculated by two methods: the absolute daily weight change and the rate of daily
weight change. Absolute weight change was calculated by subtracting the weight reading at the first
minute of the day from that of the last minute of the day. The rate of daily weight change was
estimated by the value of the slope from a least square linear curve fitting. The method of calculating
daily ET, as expressed as water loss per day, is introduced in Appendix C in greater detail.
The 3-day average measured winter water uptakes of the three treatment groups are shown in Fig-
ure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Winter 3-day average measured water uptakes of three groups
Water drawdown was initiated on the 16th day of the experiment; before that, the 3 groups had a
similar trend of water use. Day 23 was the start of the plant response stage. In general, the high water
table group had higher ET rates and a faster increase of ET rates with time than the medium water
table group. Due to the variable growth of Lepironia within a group, one of the columns in the high
water table group had a smaller ET than the other two columns in that group. The same variability
could also be found in the medium water table groups. The daily ET variation may be affected by
weather conditions and the overall increasing or decreasing trend of ET with time may be affected by
the available culm green areas, which we will discuss in the following section.
The 3-day average measured summer water uptakes of the three treatment groups are shown in Fig-
ure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Summer 3-day average measured water uptakes of three groups
Before the water drawdown on the 23rd day, the 3 groups in summer had a similar trend. Day 30 was
the start of the plant response stage in summer and a clear split in the trends can be seen for the 3
groups. This suggests the groundwater drawdown effect on the daily ET rates and the general trends
in the summer experiment agree with those of the winter experiment.
3.3.2 Actual ET and reference ET
The actual ET is affected by plant physiologic and structural conditions, such as plant height, leaf
areas, stage of growth and wetness of soil. When plant information is difficult to obtain, researchers
have developed a method to estimate actual ET from a standard reference ET, which can be determined
by meteorological data. For our study, the actual ET is measured by load cells, which was introduced
in the earlier section. In this section, we are going to investigate the relationship between the actual ET
and reference ET in order to have a better knowledge of how the actual ET data link to the theoretical
ET.
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Introduction of FAO reference ET
The Penman-Monteith method published by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO-PM) has
been widely used as the standard method to estimate referenced ET, denoted as ET0, which is defined
as “the rate of evapotranspiration from a hypothetical reference crop with an assumed crop height of
0.12 m, a fixed surface resistance of 70 sec/m and an albedo of 0.23, closely resembling the evapo-
transpiration from an extensive surface of green grass of uniform height, actively growing, completely
shading the ground and with adequate water” (Allen et al., 1998, p. 23). This definition provides the
theoretical basis for the estimation of parameters used in the equation. The full form of the FAO-PM
equation is written as:
ET =
∆(Rn−G)+ρacp(es− ea)/ra
(∆+ γ(1+ rsra ))ρwλ
(3.3)
where ET is the evapotranspirative flux expressed as depth per unit time, unit is mm day−1 or
mm hour−1 depending on the time step of calculation.
∆: the slope of the saturation vapour pressure temperature relationship, which can be obtained
by the equation ∆ =
4098[0.6108exp(
17.27Ta
Ta+237.3
)]
(Ta+237.3)2
, unit is kPa ◦C−1. Ta is the daily or hourly
average temperature calculated by the mean of maximum and minimum temperature.
Rn: the net radiation flux density at the surface which is measured by a pyranometer (or net
radiometer) equipped with a weather station in the glasshouse, unit is MJm−2day−1 for daily
estimation and MJm−2hour−1 for hourly estimation. (Note: the measurement unit is usually
Wm−1, which needs to be converted by 1 Wm−2 = 0.0864 MJm−2day−1.)
G: sensible heat flux density from the surface to the soil, for daily or 10 day calculation, G≈ 0;
for hourly calculation, during the day G = 0.1Rn and at night G = 0.5Rn, unit is MJm−2day−1
for daily estimation and MJm−2hour−1 for hourly estimation.
ρa: the mean air density at constant pressure, which is expressed as ρa = PTkvR , unit is kg m
−3.
P is the measured atmospheric pressure, unit is KPa; Tkv is the virtual temperature which can be
calculated by 1.01(Ta+273); R is specific gas constant which is equal to 0.287 kJ kg−1 K−1.
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λ: the latent heat of vaporization, which varies as a function of temperature. It is assumed to be
constant at 2.45 MJ kg−1 as it varies only slightly over normal temperature ranges (10 ◦C - 35
◦C in the glasshouse condition).
γ: the pyschrometric constant, for University of Queensland where the altitude is less than 100
m above the sea level, it is 0.067 KPa ◦C−1.
cp: the specific heat of moist air at constant pressure, which is expressed as cp =
γελ
P . ε is the
ratio of molecular weight of water vapour to dry air, which is 0.622 and dimensionless; P is the
measured atmospheric pressure, unit is KPa. λ and γ are the same as mentioned. The unit of cp
is MJ kg−1 ◦C−1.
es− ea: represents the vapor pressure deficit of the air, unit is kPa.
es: the saturation vapor pressure at air temperature, which is the mean of saturation vapour
pressure at the lowest air temperature and the highest temperature of the day or the hourly. The
equation is 0.6108[exp( 17.27TmaxTmax+237.3
)+ exp( 17.27TminTmin+237.3
)]/2, unit is KPa.
ea: the actual vapor pressure of the air derived from maximum and minimum relative humidity,
which is expressed as 0.6108[exp( 17.27TmaxTmax+237.3
)RHmin/100+exp(
17.27Tmin
Tmin+237.3
)RHmax/100]/2,
unit is KPa.
ρw: the density of liquid water, it is assumed to be 998.2 kg m−3 at 20 ◦C.
ra: the aerodynamic resistance to heat and water vapor transferring from the evaporating surface
to the air above the canopy. It is related to wind speed measurement at a height of 2 m. There
is an issue with the glasshouse condition where the wind speed is lower than 1 m/s, this low
wind speed couldn’t be recorded at the weather station which may be due to a relatively large
stall speed of anemometers (i.e. 0.5 m/s) (Jackson, Kustas, & Choudhury, 1988). Thus the
estimation for ra is adopted a semi-empirical equation from Thom and Oliver (1977), which is
expressed as ra = 6651+0.54U2
, U2 is wind speed measured at a height of 2 m, the unit of ra is
s m−1.
rs: the bulk surface resistance that describes the resistance of water vapor flow from inside the
leaf, vegetation canopy or soil to outside the surface. rs = 70 is used for calculation based on
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daily time step; for hourly time step, rs = 50 for day time and rs = 200 for the night time are
used, unit is s m−1. (Allen et al., 2006; Walter et al., 2000).
Determining reference ET
The glasshouse weather data, including air temperature, relative humidity and net radiation were
recorded every minute through an on-site weather station; the one-minute interval atmospheric pres-
sure could be retrieved from the University of Queensland weather station website (“UQWeather”,
2011), thus the hourly reference ET rate was calculated with available data and the daily ET0 was
obtained by the sum of 24 hours ET values.
Table 3.2 shows the monthly average net radiation and monthly maximum and minimum temperature
and relative humidity data during the winter and summer experimental periods.
Table 3.2: Monthly weather data to show the trend of change in major weather variables
Weather Variable Net Radiation Temperature Relative Humidity
Winter Average Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum
June 2013 1283.8 25.8 10.4 97.2 25.2
July 2013 1504.3 26.5 11.8 95.1 26.2
August 2013 2266.4 26.7 11.3 93.8 10.3
September 2013 2528.8 30.4 15.1 93.0 34.6
October 2013 3288.2 32.3 17.2 87.0 27.9
Summer
December 2014 4037.6 35.9 18.7 89.2 26.0
January 2014 3286.6 35.0 21.6 94.4 47.2
February 2014 2975.6 33.4 21.7 92.1 47.4
Based on equation 3.3, the results of reference ET for winter and summer experiment are shown in
Figure 3.15.
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(a) Winter reference ET, a higher net radiation and temperature resulting in a higher ET0
approaching October 2013
(b) Summer reference ET, a lower net radiation resulting in a lower ET0 towards the
month of February
Figure 3.15: Winter and summer reference ET calculated by FAO-PM equation
Summer has a higher daily ET0 of mm/day compared to winter with a mean ET0 of 2.3 mm/day. In
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order to test whether the calculated ET is a reasonable representation of the local glasshouse condition,
an additional measurement was conducted in winter, measuring evaporation from free surface water
in the same sized column that was used for plant growth. The result of the comparison between
reference ET and free water evaporation is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of reference ET0 and water evaporation
From Figure 3.16, the available daily water evaporation data closely match and are slightly lower than
the reference ET0. This may be due to fact that the reference ET0 is defined as short grass growing a in
well-water condition, which produces ET combining evaporation and transpiration. The relationship
indicates the estimation of ET0 is in a reasonable range.
Comparison of actual ET and reference ET
ET measured directly is the mass of water loss (g/day) and this is converted into the same units as
reference ET (mm/day) by dividing the water density and the surface area (ie the surface area of the
column top). For each water table group, there are three sub-groups with actual ET time-series data
(see Figure 3.13). In order to compare with the ET0, actual ET from each group is recalculated to
obtain the daily mean ET from three subgroups. Different from what was shown in Figure 3.13 and
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Figure 3.14, the mean data for comparison used the daily average rather than the 3-day average to
avoid trimming the maximum or minimum data and to avoid time lag. The mean value of actual AET
for the three water table groups in winter are compared to daily ET0, which is presented in Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: Comparison of three water group AET with ET0 in winter
It can be seen from Figure 3.17 that before the water drawdown, the three groups had a similar AET
in line with ET0. Following water drawdown on day 23, the high water table group had the fastest
growing AET relate to the other two water table groups and ET0. The mean AET of the medium
water table group increased rather slowly immediately following water drawdown and was initially
below the ET0. After day 95, it started to exceed ET0 and exhibited an increasing trend similar to
the high water table group. Following water drawdown, the ET rate of the low water table group
decreased very quickly and remained near zero. It is noted that ET rates from the high water table
group are several times higher than the FAO Penman reference ET, which is less seen in the field.
This is understandable as single plants receiving much more energy than they would in a field.
It also appears that AET and ET0 match each other in terms of their daily variations. In order to test
this, all ET data were transformed by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation;
this enabled all vectors of ET to be compared from the same baseline with a standard deviation of 1.
Figure 3.18 shows the comparison of the transformed ET.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of transformed reference ET and actual ET
After data transformation, there is a good match between the transformed reference ET and actual ET
from the high water table group and medium water table group in terms of the daily variation of high
and low peaks after day 40.
The same comparison was conducted on the summer experiment and results are shown in Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19: Comparison of three water group AET with ET0 in summer
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After water drawdown, a similar phenomenon of actual ET can be seen between three water groups
and reference ET. After day 23, the high water table group started to increased very quickly and
split from the reference ET and the other two water table groups. The medium water table group ET
increased slowly and was below E0 for most of the experimental period. The mean ET of the low
water table group had a steep drop after water drawdown and remained close to zero.
3.3.3 ET and green leaf area
Impact of Lepironia growth on ET
In chapter 2, we calculated Lepironia’s culm green leaf areas for each plant in three water table groups
in winter and summer (see 2.3.6). We hypothesize that the overall trend of actual ET is affected by
the growth of green culm area of Lepironia. Because ET was measured per column, the time-series
sum of green culm areas for each column (3 plants in one column) was analysed. Figure 3.20 below
shows the plot of the sum of green culm areas with days in winter.
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Figure 3.20: Sum of total green culm areas for three water table depths in winter
In order to analyse the impact of the growth of leaf areas on the actual ET, leaf area index is used,
which is defined as the ratio of total leaf area to the ground area. The ground surface area refers to the
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pot area (the surface area of the column), which is the same surface area applied earlier to transform
the mass of water use to mm/day. Figure 3.21 shows the result of LAI for the three water table groups
along with the actual ET from days post drawdown.
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(a) Winter groups leaf area index after water drawdown
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of leaf area index with daily ET for three water table groups in winter
LAI acts as a scale factor, thus the overall increasing or decreasing trends shown in Figure 3.21a
matches that of Figure 3.20. From Figure 3.21a, the winter high water table group has the fastest
green culm areas growth. When comparing this to Figure 3.21b, it can be seen that the overall trend
is similar. In addition to the overall growth trend, variation within groups is also similar, in that one
winter high water table subgroup has a slower growth than the other two subgroups and one winter
medium water table subgroup has a higher growth than the other two subgroups, resulting in an inter-
group overlap.
Figure 3.22 further demonstrates how LAI and ET may be correlated by plotting ET against LAI on
the specific dates where green leaf area data were recorded.
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Figure 3.22: LAI and ET for three water table depths in winter
From Figure 3.22, it seems that ET increases with the increment of LAI. Additionally, from the
groupings for three water table groups, the groundwater drawdown impact on the green leaf area/LAI
as well as on the ET can be observed.
By transforming summer total leaf areas data to LAI, a similar relationship is observed, which is
presented in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of leaf area index with daily ET for three water table groups in summer
From Figure 3.23, it appears that, for each subgroup in summer, the overall increasing or decreasing
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trends of ET match that of the LAI changes. Figure 3.24 further shows the plotting between LAI and
ET in summer for three water table groups.
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Figure 3.24: LAI and ET for three water table depths in summer
Similar to what is observed in the winter experiment, ET is increasing with the LAI, although it is not
strictly linear. It also indicates the groundwater drawdowm has an impact on both LAI and ET from
the cluster of three water table groups. The scatter of ET rates are likely to be caused by the daily ET
variation, which is a result of climate conditions. From both Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.24, LAI has
correlated with ET, but it does not capture the daily variation of ET like ET0 does, which can be seen
in Figure 3.18 in the earlier discussion. In order to use LAI to predict actual ET, crop coefficient Kc
is introduced.
Linking LAI and crop coefficient
Crop coefficient is defined as the ratio of ET from the crop or soil surface to the ET from a reference
surface (Allen & Pereira, 2009), which is commonly expressed as:
Kc =
ETc
ET0
(3.4)
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where Kc is the crop coefficient (dimensionless);
ETc is the crop evapotranspiration, unit is mm/day;
ET0 is the reference evapotranspiration, unit is mm/day;
Kc is a parameter that depends on the type of plants during a certain period of time (e.g. plant
growing stage). Crop coefficient Kc, which is the ratio of actual ET to reference ET0, is also used
as an indicator of plant water use. Through the calculation of reference ET using the FAO Penman-
Monteith equation, daily Kc changes over the experimental period were determined. In general, a high
crop coefficient of higher than 1.2 refers to a dense and well-grown plant ET and a low Kc indicates
plant stress. From the analysis of Lepironia’s Kc in the glasshouse, the high water table group has
an increasing Kc which is above 1 and can reach to 4-6 at the end of the experiment. The high Kc
correlates with its high water uptake and the fastest growth rate among three water table groups. It is
higher than other reported research, which could be due to the high density of growth of Lepironia in
the glasshouse or the relatively small ground surface area compared to other studies.
The medium water table group has a slowly increasing Kc which starts from near 1 and moves to
greater than 1 at the end of the experiment. This slow development indicates that the Lepironia was
under low water stress, but was able to adapt. The low water table group has a decreasing Kc which
approached zero at the end of the experiment, which is indicative of the high water stress caused by
the water table drawdown.
Stanghellini et al. (1989) suggested there is a relationship between Kc and LAI in which Kc can be
estimated as a function of LAI. In this study we adopted a function proposed by Kang et al. (2003),
and the result of the relationship between LAI and the corresponding Kc for the winter and summer
experiments is shown in Figure 3.25.
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(a) relationship between Kc and LAI in winter
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(b) relationship between Kc and LAI in summer
Figure 3.25: Kc as a function of LAI
The parameters in the LAI ∼ Kc functions in both winter and summer do not have a significant differ-
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ence due to the overlap of their 95% confidence interval. Thus for generating a LAI Kc function that
can be used in both seasons, all data from the three water table groups from winter and summer are
used and result is shown in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Generating relationship between Kc and LAI using summer and winter data
Using LAI to predict ET
From the relationship between actual ET and ET0, which is presented in equation 3.4, and from
the functions we have acquired between LAI and Kc, the actual ET can then be estimated through
ETc
ET0
= Kc ∼ LAI.
The equation for the all the water table groups is expressed as:
ETpre = ET0(
11.1LAI−1.6
LAI+12.4
) R2 = 0.81 (3.5)
If the time-series data of LAI is acquired, the actual ET rate for Lepironia can then be calculated based
on that period of time. In Chapter 2 section 2.3.6, we have developed the growth functions for the
sum of culm green leaf areas with degree days in winter and summer. Theoretically, a time-series
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based LAI can be estimated from growth rates with degree days when the initial LAI value is known
and temperature data are available.
Regarding analysis of green culm areas with degree days, there are no significant differences between
growth rates with degree days for both the high water table and medium water table groups in winter
and summer. Therefore, one single growth rate with degree day value is taken for each group. The
following equations are proposed for the prediction of ET at different water table depths.
For the high water table groups when Lepironia grows in well-watered conditions:
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(0.0031 DD(t))−1.6
LAIini exp(0.0031 DD(t))+12.4
) (3.6)
For the medium water table groups when Lepironia grows with a water table depth at 35cm below the
soil surface:
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(0.0020 DD(t))−1.6
LAIini exp(0.0020 DD(t))+12.4
) (3.7)
For the low water table groups when Lepironia grows with a water table depth at 65cm below the soil
surface:
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(−0.0043 DD(t))−1.6
LAIiniexp(−0.0043 DD(t))+12.4 ) Winter group
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(−0.0005 DD(t))−1.6
LAIini exp(−0.0005 DD(t))+12.4 ) Summer group
(3.8)
where ETpre(t) : predicted actual ET at day t, unit is mm/d;
. ET0: reference ET calculated by FAO-PM equation, unit is mm/d;
LAIini: initial leaf area index (dimensionless);
DD(t) : degree days at day t, which can be calculated using equation 2.1.
Using equation 3.6, the degree days of corresponding winter and summer experiments were estimated
based on measured temperature data. Initial LAI values were estimated by taking the mean of the
first measured plant leaf areas following water drawdown. The predicted ET results are shown in
Figure 3.27.
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(a) Predicted daily ET for the high water table group in winter
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(b) Predicted daily ET for the high water table group in summer
Figure 3.27: Predicted ET of high water table groups post water drawdown
From Figure 3.27, the predicted ET has a small deviation from the measured ET. It seems that the pre-
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diction also captures the daily variation from weather conditions. The relationship between predicted
values and measured values was further investigated and the results are shown in Figure 3.28.
(a) Winter high water table group (b) Summer high water table group
Figure 3.28: Relationship between predicted and measured ET for high water table groups
From Figure 3.28, it can be seen that the predicted winter high water table group ET are slightly
overestimated while the summer group ET are slightly underestimated. Both predicted values have
a good correlation (R2 = 0.84) with the measured data. The normalized root mean square errors are
15% for the winter predicted ET and 14% for the summer predicted ET.
Applying equation 3.7, the predicted medium water table groups ET are shown in Figure 3.29.
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(a) Predicted daily ET for the medium water table group in winter
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(b) Predicted daily ET for the medium water table group in summer
Figure 3.29: Predicted ET of medium water table groups post water drawdown
From Figure 3.29, the predicted ET from both seasons captured the trend of a slow daily ET increase
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for the medium water table groups. The predicted winter group ET during the later days of the
experiment (after day 100) are significantly higher than the mean measured ET. This may be due to
a large inner group variation in the growth of the winter medium water table group. The relation
between predicted values and measured values were further investigated and results are shown in
Figure 3.30.
(a) Winter medium water table group (b) Summer medium water table group
Figure 3.30: Relation between predicted and measured ET for medium water table groups
From Figure 3.28, it can be seen that the predicted winter high water table group ETs are overes-
timated while the summer group ETs have a larger deviation, which results in a lower R2 value.
Though winter group has a larger R2, however the differences between predicted ET and measured
ET are higher than the summer group. The normalized root mean square errors are 37% for the winter
predicted ET and 32% for the summer predicted ET.
For the low water table group, due to the daily measured ET is very low (less than 0.5 mm/day), the
uncertainty of load cell may have an impact on the actual daily ET rates. Thus, daily measured data
are transformed to the seven-day average measured data for the low water table groups in winter and
summer. Applying equation 3.8, the predicted low water table groups ET after water drawdown are
shown in Figure 3.31.
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(a) Predicted daily ET for the low water table group in winter
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(b) Predicted daily ET for the low water table group in summer
Figure 3.31: Predicted ET of the low water table groups post water drawdown
From Figure 3.31, the predicted ET of both seasons captures the decreasing trend of daily ET for the
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low water table groups. The relationship between predicted values and measured values was further
investigated and the results are shown in Figure 3.32. The normalized root mean square errors are
19% for the winter predicted ET and 38% for the summer predicted ET.
(a) Winter low water table group (b) Summer low water table group
Figure 3.32: Relation between predicted and measured ET for low water table groups
3.4 Conclusion
In this study, our objective is to understand how ET of the wetland plant Lepironia responds to ground-
water drawdown amplitudes at a fast drawdown rate. Our aims are to quantify ET rates of Lepironia
at different groundwater table depths and to predict ET by generating a response function to wetland
plant growth under different groundwater table depths growing conditions.
In order to quantify plants’ water uptake or ET, we have designed a modified lysimeter method to
directly measure ET rates from plant water loss. The experiment setup uses Mariotte bottles which
can be applied in the glasshouse for studying plants’ ET or water use with controlled water levels. The
system is inexpensive, stable and easy to set up, it does not require much space and can automatically
record plant water usage data through load cells at a time interval of one minute.
ET reflects how Lepironia respond to water table drawdown amplitudes. When comparing daily ET
between the three water table groups in both winter and summer experiments, the high water table
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group has the highest ET and increasing daily ET rates, followed by the medium water table group,
where Lepironia are settled at 30cm below the initial water table depth. The low water table group, in
which Lepironia stabilized at 60cm below the initial water table level after water drawdown, has the
lowest water use and a rapidly decreasing trend in the long-term daily ET changes.
Actual ET is affected by both local climate condition and plant growth and structural development.
Leaf area index (LAI), which is the ratio of leaf areas to ground area, was used to determine how
the growth of plants can affect ET. From the analysis of daily ET trends in the winter and summer
experiments, the long-term daily ET trend of Lepironia for each water table group is correlated with its
growth and development in terms of the increase or decrease of green culm areas. The daily variation
is affected by weather conditions. Crop coefficient (Kc) is introduced for the LAI ∼ Kc function,
which can be used to link reference ET to actual ET, taking daily ET variation into account. Thus, the
prediction of actual daily ET can be expressed as a function of LAI and reference daily ET0.
For testing the hypothesis that the growth of plants contributing to the long term daily ET trend,
the green leaf area growth functions with degree days, which were categorized by three water table
groups and introduced in Chapter 2, have been applied to generate ET response functions to plant
growth. The equation predicting actual time-series based daily ET for each water table group is
further developed using initial LAI and growth rates with degree days together with reference ET0 in
order to capture both long term trend and short term daily variation. This has been proved through our
comparison of predicted and measured ET data in winter and summer, in that the ET with LAI and
climate condition function is able to capture the overall growth for the high and medium water table
groups and the decreasing trend for low water table groups. For the high and medium water table
groups, the predicted ET also captures the daily variations resulting from local weather conditions.
The advantage of applying the growth of LAI with degree days is that it can compensate for the
seasonal impact on the prediction of ET. Although the parameters in the equation of predicting ET
are subject to glasshouse conditions, the methodology (ie. using initial LAI, growth rates with degree
days and daily weather conditions) may have potential applications for data collection in field studies
involving groundwater for predicting ET.
Chapter 4
Possible nocturnal water use by Lepironia Articulata
4.1 Introduction
It is generally accepted that plants use water during the day and close their stomata at nights to
minimize transpirational water loss. However, we propose that Lepironia can use a significant amount
of water at night to enable their growth.
Recent studies by Dawson et al. (2007) and Snyder et al. (2003) show that a wide range of C3 and C4
plants can transpire water during the night. These studies investigated nighttime leaf conductance and
found the amplitude of nocturnal transpiration rates were generally 5% to 15% that of daytime rates.
Transpirational water loss is likely not the only mechanism for water uptake during the evening. In
Tanner (2003)’s discussion of whether transpiration is essential for a plant, he points out that transpi-
ration occurs in order to prevent the plant from wilting; however, plant water movement associated
with plant growth, e.g. the expansion of leaves, does not depend on transpiration. Tanner and Beevers
(2001)’s experiment on plants’ mineral uptake showed that plants that only received nutrients at night
had no difference in growth compared to plants that received nutrients only during daylight hours.
Graf et al. (2010) discovered that plants can efficiently store starch for nights, which is produced
through photosynthesis during the day, in order to support nocturnal metabolism and their growth
at night. Both studies effectively demonstrated plants’ ability to grow at night, strongly indicating
that there may be additional water movement processes involved to transport nutrients at night beside
transpirational water loss.
The nighttime water use and plant growth experiment that is described in this chapter is an extension
of the main experiments that were introduced in Chapters 2 and 3. During the first winter experiment
data collection phase, we noticed that there was a considerable quantity of water being used at night
and new culms appeared more often in the early morning than in late afternoon. This aroused our
interest regarding whether this water use was related to the plants’ nighttime growth.
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We conducted a glasshouse experiment which recorded plants’ growth and water uptake during days
and evenings and differentiated between the two. Throughout the experiment, we found significant
nocturnal water use, representing around 20-70% of the daytime water uptake. Due to frequently high
relative humidity during the evening (typically 60% to 80%) in the glasshouse in winter and summer,
plants are not likely to transpire water during the night. From the comparison of diurnal and nocturnal
plant growth, it appears that plant water uptake is not restricted to transpirational water loss during
nights and may be used for plant growth during evening hours.
4.2 Materials and Methods
The details of the experimental setup were introduced in Chapter 3 section 3.2.1. Water uptakes were
measured using load cells and collected through a data logger at one minute intervals. One load
cell was used for each column with a Mariotte bottle, which regulated water flow and kept water
levels constant. Load cells were calibrated at a constant temperature and were further corrected for
temperature prior to the experiment (see section 3.2.3). The data logger was examined to ensure
that it recorded the correct real time data. The hourly water uptake data were calculated through the
accumulative weight loss from the Mariotte bottles.
Nine Lepironia in the high water table groups were used for this experiment as they grew in well-
watered conditions and exhibited the greatest and healthiest growth compared to the medium and
low water table groups. Three columns were used, representing three groups, with three Lepironia
growing in each column. Thus we use “Group A, B and C” to represent the three columns with high
water table conditions for both the winter and summer experiments. By comparing data measured
in the afternoon to that of the same morning, we can obtain growth during the days; by comparing
data measured in the afternoon to data collected the next morning, we can obtain the evening growth.
The growth of Lepironia was measured through three variables: culm numbers, culm lengths and
culm areas at dawn and at dusk over 20 consecutive days in winter and 10 days in summer. The first
day’s data were used as a baseline comparison, thus, data presented in this study are presented as 19
daytime and nighttime comparisons in winter and 9 daytime and nighttime comparisons in summer.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Day and night water use comparison
Hourly water uptake
Figure 4.1 shows the hourly ET of three experimental groups, one water evaporation group and the
reference evaporation data of two days during the winter experimental period. The hourly reference
ET was calculated using the FAO PM equation (see equation 3.3) and the water evaporation rate was
recorded using the same experimental setup containing free surface water instead of a soil surface
with plants. During the winter experiment (Aug 20-30, 2013), daytime starts from sunrise at 06:00
and ends at sunset at around 17:00 (13 hours) and nighttime proceeds from 17:00 to 6:00 in the next
day (11 hours).
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Figure 4.1: Two days hourly ET comparison between the experimental groups, water evaporation
group and reference ET in winter (daytime starts from sunrise at 06:00 and ends at sunset at around
17:00 and nighttime proceeds from 17:00 to 6:00 in the next day)
From Figure 4.1, water uptake by the three groups is roughly twice as high as the reference ET during
the day-time. The hourly variation of the three experimental groups agree with each other in both day
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and night, however, Group A has the lowest hourly ET compared to the other two groups. One can
see that there is a significant amount of water used during the nights (between 17:00 and 6:00) for the
three groups and that the variance between groups is lower compared to daytime.
It is also noticed that for the water evaporation column, there is a negative reading which indicates
that there is some water flowing back to the Mariotte bottle during the night from the column. This
behavior is observed in a less exaggerated way in some of the plant-containing columns. Observing
all of the variables, we remain uncertain of the root cause of this phenomenon. We suggest it could
have biological cause or may be due to environmental factors in the glasshouse such as the impact of
industrial fans which operate during the day more than at night.
For the other test columns, there should be some degree of impact from the fans causing back flow of
water, however, there is a much greater distance between the fans and the rest of the plant columns
than there is between the evaporation column and its nearest fan, thus the impact is much smaller.
During the summer experiment, the fans in the glasshouse are usually kept on continuously so the
water back flow effect is less pronounced. Given the data we have, it is impossible to accurately
calculate the quantity of water back-flow and thus to normalize the data for this effect. It should
be noted, however, that back-flow of water from the columns acts to mask observations of nighttime
water usage, resulting in a small under-estimation of nocturnal water uptake. Moreover, though hourly
ET rates are affected by these pressure changes, there will be no effect on daily ET. In order to
minimize the impact of back flow, the sum of daytime or sum of nighttime hourly data are used in the
data analysis rather than the exact hourly ET data.
During the summer experiment (January 19-29, 2014), daytime lasts longer, from 5:00 to 18:00 (13
hours) and nighttime is from 18:00 to 5:00 of the next day (11 hours); nighttime water use can also
be observed in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Two days hourly ET comparison between the experimental groups and reference ET
in summer (daytime starts from sunrise at 05:00 and ends at sunset at around 18:00 and nighttime
proceeds from 18:00 to 5:00 in the next day)
From Figure 4.2, diurnal ET from the three groups is roughly 1.5 times as high as that of the reference
ET. The hourly variation between the three groups is similar; the inter-group variation is smaller than
that of the winter groups, with only Group C being slightly higher than the other two groups during
the daytime.
Mean day and night water use between groups
ANOVA (Analysis of variance) was conducted to examine the inter-group variability which, as men-
tioned above, is significant for day and night water uptakes in winter, where a p value of less than
0.05 indicates significance. The p-value of the groups in the winter experiment is well below the sig-
nificance threshold (See Appendix D). Figure 4.3 shows the daily average of the summation of hourly
ET for day and night water uptake during the winter experiment.
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Figure 4.3: Mean diurnal (daytime) and nocturnal (nighttime) water usage between groups in
winter. Error bars refer to the standard error of the mean, sample size n = 19.
Among the three high water table groups, Group B has the highest daytime and nighttime ET, followed
by Group C, whose diurnal ET is about 19% lower and whose nocturnal ET is 16% lower than that
of Group B. Group A has the lowest average daytime water use with a diurnal ET 67% lower than
Group B and 59% lower than Group C. Its nighttime water use is not significantly lower than Group
B and C, however, being 22% lower than Group B and 6% lower than Group C.
The low water use of Group A in the winter high water table group was due to plant variance through-
out the experiment, which was mentioned in Chapter 3 section 3.3.3. Figure 4.4 shows the overall
trend of daily ET for Group A,B and C and the time period within the overall experiment that this
nighttime experiment was executed. From the figure, we can see the difference in ET between the
three groups.
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Figure 4.4: Overall daily ET of the three groups in winter
The impact of inter-group variability is also significant to the day and night water use in summer,
with a p value equal to 10−4. Figure 4.5 shows the daily average of the summation of hourly ET for
daytime and night water use during the summer experiment.
Figure 4.5: Mean diurnal and nocturnal water use between groups in summer. Error bars refer
to the standard error of the mean, n = 9.
Group C has the highest diurnal ET, which is 51% higher than Group A and 49% higher than Group
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B. The nocturnal water use of Group C is 17% higher than that of Group A and 22% higher than
Group B. The evening water use variance is not as high as the variance of the daytime water use,
which is similar to what was observed in the winter experiment.
Figure 4.6 shows the overall trend of daily ET for Group A,B and C in the overall summer experiment
and the time period in which the night experiment was performed, from which the group variance can
be observed.
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Figure 4.6: Overall daily ET of three groups in summer
From both the winter and summer experiments, the group variance has a stronger impact on the
daytime water than on the nighttime water use. The proportion of nocturnal water uptake to diurnal
ET is generally higher in winter than in summer. In winter, Group A has the largest ratio of nocturnal
to diurnal water ET, which is 0.82. Group B has the lowest winter ratio of nocturnal to diurnal ET,
which is 0.37. In summer, the ratio of nocturnal to diurnal ET is smaller, ranging from 0.24 to 0.30.
Day and night water uptake variance
Figure 4.7 shows the groups’ mean and standard error of diurnal and nocturnal water uptake through-
out the winter experiment. The groups’ average nighttime water use is 45% of the average daytime
ET over 19 days in winter.
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Figure 4.7: Day and night water uptake variance in winter. The mean of diurnal and nocturnal ET
uses the group means; error bars refer to the standard error of the group mean with a sample size n=3.
The diurnal ET usually has a larger variance than the nocturnal ET due to group differences, as shown
from the error bars in Figure 4.7. For the nocturnal ET, the highest group variance occurred on the
10th night, which was the night with the lowest relative humidity recorded of the 19 nights.
Figure 4.8 shows the three groups’ mean and standard error of day and night water uptake during the
summer experiment.
Figure 4.8: Day and night water uptake variance in summer. The mean of diurnal and nocturnal
ET uses the group means; error bars refer to the standard error of the group mean with a sample size
n = 3.
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Similar to what was observed in the winter experiment, in summer the diurnal group variance is higher
than the nocturnal variance, resulting in a higher standard error of the mean ET. Considering the high
ratio of nocturnal water uptake to diurnal water uptake (74% in winter and 61% in summer) and the
overall low variance of water uptake between groups compared to time-of-day, it seems that there
may be another form of water uptake rather than transpiration during the nights.
Climate impact on diurnal ET
From Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, the daily variance can be observed by comparing the daily difference
between diurnal and nocturnal ET and group variance can be seen by comparing the standard error
of the group means. Reference ET is expected to be closely correlated with daily ET as we have
discussed in Chapter 3 section 3.3.2.
In order to identify the main factor affect diurnal ET, an N-Way ANOVA was conducted on both
the diurnal reference ET and groups. The p value for the diurnal reference ET is zero, indicating
a significant impact from reference ET; the p value for the groups is 0.18 indicating no significant
impact from inter-group variability (Appendix D). Figure 4.9 shows some correlation between the
diurnal reference ET and three groups’ mean diurnal ET.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of diurnal reference ET and group ET
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The variances of reference ET also has found to have a significant impact on diurnal ET in summer.
Figure 4.10 shows the diurnal reference ET and three groups’ mean diurnal ET during 9 days of the
summer experiment.
Figure 4.10: Comparison of diurnal reference ET and group ET
From the FAO-PM equation (3.3), the reference ET is known to be a function of several climate
variables; the three main variables are temperature, relative humidity and solar radiation. When
conducting ANOVA on each variable, except mean temperature, both relative humidity and solar
radiation have a strong impact on the winter and summer diurnal ET. Group as a factor, itself, does not
have a strong impact on both season’s diurnal ET, however, the group variance in winter is larger than
in summer, which may result in the interaction between group and climate impact being significant in
winter but not in summer.
Climate impact on nocturnal water uptake
For investigating what may cause the nighttime water uptake between the three groups, we firstly
conducted a N-way ANOVA analysis on the impact of the reference ET and inter-group variability
on nocturnal water uptake. The result shows that reference ET has a significant impact on nocturnal
water uptake in winter, with a p value of zero while inter-group variability does not have a significant
impact on nocturnal ET (Appendix D).
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According to equation 3.3, when solar radiation is zero at nights, the main factor that triggers night-
time reference ET is vapour pressure deficit, which is closely related to relative humidity. In theory,
the lower the relative humidity, the higher the vapour pressure deficit, resulting in a higher transpira-
tion rate. Thus, we further conducted several N-way ANOVA and found that relative humidity is the
only climate variable that affects the nocturnal water uptake.
Figure 4.11 shows a combined plot of nocturnal ET from 3 groups and the mean relative humidity
during the 19 days of winter experiment.
Figure 4.11: Relationship between nighttime mean relative humidity and nocturnal ET in winter
From Figure 4.11, it can be observed that a low relative humidity correlates with a high nocturnal ET.
During dry nights, transpiration of Lepironia is likely to increase compared to other nights with high
relative humidity.
When fitting the nocturnal ET with mean relative humidity, the R2 values of the three groups indi-
cate that average relative humidity may contribute to approximately 55%-80% of the nocturnal water
uptake, as shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Linear plots between nighttime mean relative humidity and nocturnal ET in winter
Different from what was found in the winter experiment, ANOVA shows an insignificant impact of
mean relative humidity on nocturnal water uptake in summer, with a p value of 0.06. Figure 4.13
shows a combined plot of nocturnal ET from 3 groups and the mean relative humidity during the 9
days of summer experiment.
Figure 4.13: Relationship between nighttime mean relative humidity and nocturnal ET in summer
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The correlation between a low relative humidity with a high nocturnal water ET can be seen in summer
from Figure 4.13, however, the variation in summer nighttime mean relative humidity is relatively
low (from 65% to 89% with a mean of 78%), which may be the cause of the insignificant impact
ANOVA result. Figure 4.14 shows the linear relationship between mean nighttime relative humidity
and nocturnal ET in summer.
Figure 4.14: Linear plots between nighttime mean relative humidity and nocturnal ET in summer
The linear relationship is not as strong as in summer, which may be due to a smaller variance and
range of mean relative humidity. Most of the nights in winter and summer had a relative humidity of
around 75%, so transpiration from plants is assumed to be very low; however, we still find an average
of 2mm water uptake per night in winter and approximately 1.5mm water uptake in summer. We
hypothesize that the growth of Lepironia , in terms of culm numbers, lengths or areas, may be another
contributing factor in the nighttime nocturnal water uptake.
4.3.2 Plant growth
In this section, three variables, culm number, green culm length and green culm area, will be used to
evaluate the relationship between growth and time-of-day. Since each column, or group, contained
three Lepironia plants each, the plant groups are denoted as “A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3”.
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Degree days are also used to in the analysis because it relates closely to plant growth (see equation
2.1).
Culm Number Increase
At each day and night measurement, the culm number was recorded for each plant during the winter
and summer experiments. Results of the groups’ mean day and night culm number increase and the
boxplot of overall day and night culm number increase are shown in Figure 4.15 and the error bars
refer to the standard error of the daily mean with a sample size n = 19.
(a) Mean diurnal and nocturnal culm number increase
between groups in winter
(b) Boxplot of diurnal and nocturnal culm number in-
crease in winter
Figure 4.15: Winter diurnal and nocturnal culm number increase
It appears that new culms in winter emerge more often at nights than during the day time, with a
median number of 2 per group per night and 0 per group per day. From Figure 4.15b, there were some
nights that saw a relatively large number-of-culm increase per plant. There is no clear correlation
between degree days and culm number growth as confirmed by ANOVA.
Figure 4.16 shows the mean day and night culm number increment between group and the boxplot of
the overall day and night culm number increment and the error bars refer to the standard error of the
daily mean with a sample size n = 9.
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(a) Mean diurnal and nocturnal culm number increase
between groups in summer
(b) Boxplot of diurnal and nocturnal culm number in-
crease in summer
Figure 4.16: Summer diurnal and nocturnal culm number increase
An overall trend of a higher nocturnal culm number increase can be observed in summer, however,
the differences between the day and night number increase and the magnitude of number increase is
smaller than in the winter experiment. This could be due to a smaller size of Lepironia during the
experimental period in summer than in winter.
Green culm length increment
The growth of culm length can be calculated from the length at the measured time minus the length
at the previous measurement. The lengths of culms of Lepironia were measured at dusk and at dawn
each day during the experimental period. During the winter experiment, random culms were chosen
for measurement due to a relatively large plant size and the limit of time. For organizing the length
increment data, only continuous data points were chosen to represent the length increment either for
the day or for the night. During the summer experiment, all youth culms were measured.
Figure 4.17 shows the mean day and night culm length increment between plant groups and the
boxplot of the overall day and night culm length increment; the error bars refer to the standard error
of the daily mean with a sample size n = 19. Though the growth varied between 9 plants in winter,
they demonstrated a similar higher growth at night in terms of culm length compared to daytime,
which was on average 1.4 times that of the daytime length growth.
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(a) Mean diurnal and nocturnal culm length increase be-
tween groups in summer
(b) Boxplot of diurnal and nocturnal culm length in-
crease in summer
Figure 4.17: Summer diurnal and nocturnal green culm length increase
Figure 4.18 shows the groups’ mean day and night culm length increment during 19 days of the
experiment and the relationship between degree day and the mean day and night length increment.
ANOVA found a significant relationship between degree day and the diurnal or nocturnal increment,
however, the disperse data points distribution results in a very low R2 value.
(a) Groups’ mean diurnal and nocturnal culm length in-
crease in winter, the error bars refer to the standard er-
rors of group mean with a sample size n = 9 (groups)
(b) Relationship between diurnal and nocturnal degree
days and culm length increment, linear curve was fitted
to both diurnal and nocturnal growth
Figure 4.18: Winter groups’ mean diurnal and nocturnal green culm length increase and their rela-
tionship with degree day
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The summer experiment showed a higher growth during the day than at night compared to the winter
experiment. Figure 4.19 shows the 9-day mean day and night culm length increment between plant
groups and the boxplot of the overall day and night culm number increment; the error bars refer to
the standard error of the daily mean with a sample size n = 9.
(a) Mean diurnal and nocturnal culm length in-
crease between groups in summer
(b) Boxplot of diurnal and nocturnal culm length
increase in summer
Figure 4.19: Summer diurnal and nocturnal green culm length increase
The relationship between growth, time-of-day and degree day is investigated and results are shown in
Figure 4.20.
(a) Groups’ mean diurnal and nocturnal culm
length increase in summer, the error bars refer to
the standard errors of group mean with a sample
size n = 9
(b) Relationship between diurnal and nocturnal
degree days and culm length increment, linear
curve were fitted to both diurnal and nocturnal
growth
Figure 4.20: Summer groups’ mean diurnal and nocturnal green culm length increase and their rela-
tionship with degree day
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As seen from the Figure 4.20a, the groups’ mean culm length increment is often higher in the day
than at night. The linear relationship between degree day and growth at either day or night isn’t found
to be significant according to ANOVA, however, the cluster is less dispersed than that of the winter.
Generally, a higher degree day correlates with a larger culm length increase.
Culm Area Increments
Culm area was calculated from the sum of each culm’s area based on measured culm lengths and
diameter using equation 2.9. Figure 4.21 shows the mean day and night culm area increment between
plant groups and the boxplot of the overall day and night culm area increment; the error bars refer to
the standard error of the daily mean with a sample size n = 19.
(a) Mean diurnal and nocturnal culm area increase be-
tween groups in winter
(b) Boxplot of diurnal and nocturnal culm area increase
in winter
Figure 4.21: Winter diurnal and nocturnal green culm area increase
All the plant groups in winter have a higher culm areas increment at night than during the day, which
agrees with the earlier discussed results on culm numbers and lengths. The correlations between the
groups’ mean diurnal or nocturnal growth with degree days or daily mean groups’ diurnal or nocturnal
growth with degree days are not found to be significant according to ANOVA. Figure 4.22 shows the
groups’ mean day and night culm area increment over 19 days of winter experiment. It seems that
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there is an increasing trend of the total culm area increments in the later days of the winter experiment,
which may be due to the growth of Lepironia.
Figure 4.22: Groups’ mean diurnal and nocturnal green culm areas increase in winter, the error bars
refer to the standard errors of group mean with a sample size n = 9 (number of the group).
During the summer experiments, the diurnal and nocturnal green culm area growth do not differ
significantly based on the sample paired t-test with a p value of 0.35. Figure 4.23 shows the groups’
mean day and night culm area increment over 9 days of the summer experiment. While there are small
differences between diurnal and nocturnal culm area increments, overall the increment is similar.
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(a) Mean diurnal and nocturnal culm area increase be-
tween groups in summer
(b) Boxplot of diurnal and nocturnal culm area increase
in summer
Figure 4.23: Summer diurnal and nocturnal green culm area increase
Figure 4.24 shows the groups’ mean day and night culm area increment over 9 days of summer
experiment. There is a small variation between diurnal and nocturnal culm area increments, overall
the increment is similar.
Figure 4.24: Groups’ mean diurnal and nocturnal green culm areas increase in summer, the error bars
refer to the standard errors of group mean with a sample size n = 9
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4.3.3 Linking water use with plant growth
From section 4.3.1, we have learnt that Lepironia use a significant amount of water during the nights
which can’t be wholly accounted for humidity-driven transpiration. From section 4.3.2, we have also
observed significant nighttime growth. In winter, when the average nocturnal water use is about 45%
of the daytime water use, the growth of Lepironia’s number, green culm lengths and green culm areas
at night is higher than in the daytime. In summer, when the average nighttime water use is around 28%
of the daytime water use, the growth of Lepironia ’s culm number is higher at night than during the
days, but its nocturnal green culm area growth shows no difference compared to its daytime growth.
Do these observations indicate that a higher nighttime water use is correlated to the growth of the
plant?
In Chapter 3 we have learned that ET is linked to culm leaf areas and that leaf area is also an im-
portant index for the growth of plants, therefore an ANOVA analysis has been conducted to include
all of the data in the summer and winter experiments to test if leaf area has a significant impact on
nocturnal water uptake. The ANOVA result shows a low p value for relative humidity as one of the
impact factors (10−13) and a low p value for culm area increment (10−6), indicating both can have a
significant impact on nocturnal water uptake. A linear relationship is explored to correlate nocturnal
culm area increment (Area) and nocturnal mean relative humidity (Rh) with nocturnal water uptake,
which is written as:
Nocturnal water uptake = 5.72−0.05Rh+1.13×10−5Area, R2 = 0.57, RMSE = 0.6 (4.1)
The relationship was plotted in Figure 4.25. From the figure, it can be seen that the increase in relative
humidity causes a decrease in nocturnal water uptake while the increase in nocturnal culm leaf area
causes an increase in nocturnal water uptake. However the actual relationship is probably not linear -
the curve we produce is more valuable for understanding the correlation of these variables.
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Figure 4.25: Nocturnal water uptake with nocturnal culm area increment and mean relative humidity
4.4 Conclusion
The objective of this study is to understand what may cause the nighttime water use for Lepironia.
From the main experiment measuring Lepironia’s growth response to groundwater drawdown, we dis-
covered a nighttime plant growth and a significant amount water use during the night. We conducted
further measurements on Lepironia nocturnal growth with the intention of investigating nighttime wa-
ter uptake. In section 4.3.1, we used “nocturnal ET” as it was the common understanding of nighttime
transpirational water loss, however, with the sizeable growth of plants at nights in both seasons, “noc-
turnal ET” may not be the correct term to describe Lepironia’s nighttime water uptake. We argue that
the nighttime transpirational water loss is not the only mechanism for Lepironia’s water movement at
night.
Two day-and-night studies were conducted to take carefully measure the growth of Lepironia in winter
and summer. From both experiments with Lepironia growing in well-watered conditions, the load cell
recorded significant nocturnal water uptake. The mean diurnal ET during the winter experimental
period is 5.4 mm/day and the mean nocturnal water use is 2.5 mm/day. The mean diurnal ET during
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the summer experimental period is 5.2 mm/day and the mean nocturnal water use is 1.4 mm/day. The
difference in the individual groups’ ET rate under the same climate conditions is likely to be caused
by plant variability, which was discussed earlier in Chapter 3. The diurnal ET can be explained by the
reference ET, which links to the climate conditions; however, the nocturnal water use cannot be well
explained by the high relative humidity.
Measurement of plant growth in terms of culm number, green culm lengths and green culm areas was
conducted at dawn and at dusk. Differences in growth between the day and night and between groups
are compared in both seasons. In winter, although the nocturnal water use is around 55% lower than
day, it is found that most culms appeared at night and the overall green culm lengths and green culm
areas increases by a larger magnitude at night than during the day. In summer, the ratio of evening
water use is about 28% of the daytime water use. The number of culms increase at night is larger than
during the day; however, for its culm length, daytime increment is slightly higher than the nighttime
increment. Despite the lower water uptake during the night, there is no significant difference between
the diurnal and nocturnal green culm area increments in summer.
In the earlier chapters, degree days have been shown to have a significant impact on the growth of
culm numbers, lengths and areas. We also investigate the impact of degree day on the growth of
Lepironia to determine if the higher nighttime growth is related to degree day. The results show a
less significant impact of degree day compared to the actual time-of-day on growth in winter, which
may be due to the small difference in degree days between day and night. Although the cluster of
degree days observed in the summer experiment may explain a higher diurnal culm length growth
than nocturnal growth, the correlation between degree days and growth is not very high. Perhaps due
to the relatively short time frame of this experiment, the impact of degree days is not as significant as
it is in the long-term experiment.
From the observed significant plant growth at night with considerable water uptake, we hypothesize
that plant growth contributes to nocturnal ET. Several components of Lepironia could store water,
such as roots, rhizomes and culms. In fact, the emergence of new culms at night indicates expansion
of the rhizome, however, rhizome growth is impossible to directly measure because it is buried under
the soil. Leaf area can link to the growth and water use, thus it is tested as a factor to investigate its
impact on nocturnal ET. From the ANOVA and a linear model fitting, it seems that nocturnal ET is
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affected by both growth and relative humidity. A lower relative humidity causes higher transpiration
rates and thus a higher ET; the growth of leaf area has a greater impact on ET.
As Caird et al. (2007) stated, “implications for plant water and nutrient relations suggest that night-
time transpiration water loss may also impact plant productivity and growth, although experimental
evidence on the subject is scarce.” When investigating the water use impact on growth, it would
seem that a high water use should bring higher growth; however, results from ANOVA indicate that
uptake is not a significant impact for nocturnal growth. Perhaps this is due to the time frame of our
experiments or perhaps the night time growth is not just related to the water use at night but also an
extension from the day hours, for example, energy is stored during the day and used at nights.
Several studies have reported a ratio of nighttime transpiration rate as 5% to 15% of the daytime; from
our study, however, this figure is higher. We think this difference is due to differences in methodology.
From other studies, measurements were taken directly from leaf conductance for measuring transpi-
ration loss but did not include water use for plant growth. For some nights in the summer experiment,
a low ratio of 8% water use to the diurnal ET can be found which agreed with previous studies.
The comparison of plant’s diurnal and nocturnal growth has not been reported significantly in liter-
ature. Future studies may be conducted to investigate if this is a plant-specific case or whether this
behaviour is observable for other plants. The relationship between nighttime growth and nocturnal ET
should be further investigated to better understand plant growth mechanism, which may be valuable
for economic crops.
Chapter 5
Capturing temperature-driven Lepironia growth and structure
development with L-systems
5.1 Introduction
Computer modelling allows us to capture the growth and development of plants in the form of plant
architecture, which is the dynamic organization of plant components and their three-dimensional
distribution (Guo et al., 2011). Plant architecture is critical for studying plant growth and develop-
ment because it carries important information pertaining to a plant’s interaction with the environment.
The aboveground plant architecture, such as stems, leaves and reproductive parts, can affect its sur-
rounding environment; for example, plant leaves can affect the plant’s light environment in terms of
intercepting or diffusing solar radiation. Plant canopies, which are formed by the structure of plant
leaves and stems, can have an impact on the air flow through them and the amount of rainfall in-
tercepted by them. The underground plant structure (i.e. plant root systems) may alter the physical
properties of the soil by extending roots into soil layers. Meanwhile, the architecture of the plant is
modified by multiple environmental factors such as sun light, temperature, water and nutrients. A
plant gathers multiple resources, such as sunlight, CO2 and water for photosynthesis and respiration
to expand existing cells or grow new cells. This results in changes to plant architecture in terms of leaf
elongation or expansion and the initiation of new organs. A plant also adjusts to its environment in
several ways, such as leaf positioning for light interception or root extension for accessing water and
reducing environmental stress (Hanan & Hearn, 2003). Plant modelling is an interdisciplinary area
involving biology, mathematics and computer science, which attempts to describe the complexities
of plant growth and its interaction with the environment in an explicit mathematical way (Godin &
Sinoquet, 2005).
In general, the plant architectural model treats a plant as a sum of its components, such as apexes,
leaves, flowers, stems and roots (Figure 5.1). Each component may have growth rules with successive
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time intervals that can be determined by field investigation or laboratory experiments; for example, a
leaf grows in length and width (Hanan, 1997). The component may also have an internal development
rule where one component is replaced by another; for example, an apex develops into a flower. Plant
growth and structural development can be interpreted as a function of environmental variables, such
as temperature or sunlight (Cieslak et al., 2008; Fourcaud et al., 2008; Kaitaniemi et al., 2000).
Figure 5.1: A schematic of plant components (a) an example of how components of a plant link
together (b) an example of how a bud(growing point) turns into a branch, how stem internode grows
in width and length and how leaf expands (Cieslak, 2010)
Many functional structural plant models are based on Lindenmeyer systems or L-systems. L-systems,
which were established by Aristid Lindenmeyer in 1968, introduced a parallel rewriting system for
the growth of algae (Lindenmayer, 1968). It applies rewriting rules to replace a simple initial object
by a complex object. From initially serving as a model to simplify a multicellular organism, it has
since served as the basis for a mathematical formalism for plant development processes. With the
development of computer graphic techniques in the 1980s, “turtle graphic” was introduced to interpret
L-systems for generating complex plant structures (Goldman et al., 2004; Prusinkiewicz et al.,
1996b). In recent decades, L-system models have been applied to a range of systems, from trees to
herbaceous plants, such as peach, cotton, wheat, maize and rice as well as weeds (Fournier et al.,
2003; Kaitaniemi et al., 2000; Prusinkiewicz, 1998; Watanabe et al., 2005). To date, there have
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not been any plant architectural models reported for wetland plants.
Lepironia is a dominant emergent wetland plant in groundwater-dependent wetlands in southeast Aus-
tralia. Understanding its development and interaction with the environment will help scientists and
administrators in managing these unique groundwater-dependent ecosystems. Previous studies have
suggested that temperature is the key factor affecting plant growth in the absence of other environ-
mental stresses (Sadok et al., 2007; Slafer & Rawson, 1995). This has also been observed in Chapter
2 of our study in our analysis of Lepironia growth rates in green culm length and culm base diameter
with degree days. Our hypothesis is that the growth and structural development of Lepironia can be
addressed as a set of temperature driven functions when Lepironia is not under environmental stress.
Thus, we propose to use temperature as the main driving factor for Lepironia’s growth and structural
development.
Our research question is “can we develop a temperature-driven Lepironia architectural model and will
the model capture the growth and structural development of Lepironia or be capable of predicting the
growth and development of Lepironia.” Our objectives are (i) to develop an L-Lepironia functional-
structural model based on the assumption of Lepironia branching patterns and required degree days
and the generated growth response functions of Lepironia to temperature; (ii) to determine model in-
put parameters and its uncertainty (i.e. standard deviation) and to determine the impact of parameters
through sensitivity analysis; (iii) to calibrate the L-Lepironia model using winter experimental data
and validate the model using summer experimental data. This is one small step in combining the
physiology and architecture to produce an empirical Lepironia 3D architectural model. There also
remains the potential to add in other environmental factors for understanding Lepironia’s functions
and its physical responses to the surrounding environment, such as water stress.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Introduction to L-systems
Basic L-systems
The grammar of L-systems (G) is defined as:
G = (V,ω,P),
where
V: the alphabet, which includes symbols, also known as modules, representing all components to be
used in the system. In the plant model, it may include symbols representing the morphological units,
e.g. an apex A, a leaf L and a flower R.
ω: the start, named axiom, which contains one or more modules from V to define the initial state of
the system.
P: the rewrite rules, also known as productions. Production rules define the transformation of one
component to another. The production rule consists of two strings, the predecessor and the successor,
made up of modules, which takes the form of
predecessor→ successor ,
where modules matching the predecessor are replaced by successor at each derivation step.
For a simple example of an L-system, let us look at Prusinkiewicz (1999)’s treatment of the devel-
opment of the bacterial named anabaena. V has two modules: A as a small cell and B as a big cell,
where A is the axiom. The production rules (or rewriting rules) are A → B and B → AB. As an
L-system is a parallel rewriting system, at each step of the model running, whenever there is A or B,
the model runs the defined production rules. A very simple form of two production lines can make
small cell A become multiple cells after a few time step. The derivation or time step is set at 5 and
each step of the model run is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: A simple example of L-systems (Prusinkiewicz, 1999)
Parametric L-systems
An extension of L-systems included parameters into the production rules (Hanan, 1992), which
resulted in the addition of a set of formal parameters ,∑, and G became:
G = (V,∑,ω,P),
where each module now may have associated parameters.
The production rules can then be expressed as:
predecessor : condition→ successor ,
in which the condition must be true for a predecessor to become a successor (Prusinkiewicz et al.,
1996a). The setting of parameters has made it possible for plant growth to evolve from qualitative to
quantitative approaches.
Let us take the example of a flower bud that turns into a flower and define one derivation step as one
day. The growth rule is that a flower bud, module Bud() (predecessor module), can be replaced by
a flower, module Flower() (successor module) when the age t is equal to or greater than 10 days. If
the age is less than 10 days, the new age t will be t +1 and the length l of the bud will double. Thus,
the parameters for the predecessor are t and l. Let’s assume the successor F has one parameter t; the
production rules can be written as:
Bud(t, l) : t < 10→ Bud(t+1, l ∗2)
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Bud(t, l) : t >= 10→ Flower(t−10) .
L-system is context-sensitive, which means that information can be transferred between modules. For
example, in the second production rule where Bud() turns into Flower(), the information of age t is
passed to the Flower(). At the age of 10 days, a bud turns into a flower, thus the age of the flower
starts from t−10 to reset the days.
If the parameters are determined by environmental conditions, e.g. the age t is expressed as degree
days dd rather than actual days, then the model results are sensitive to the input temperature. In this
case, the production rules can be written as:
Bud(t, l) : t < 10→ Bud(t+dd, l ∗2),
where dd is the daily average temperature that is above the lower temperature threshold according to
the current day’s temperature (Ruml et al., 2010). Thus, the parametric L-systems provide a way to
couple productions with environmental variables, allowing the growth of plants to be affected by the
atmospheric temperature.
In the real world, plant growth can be random rather than deterministic. Stochastic L-systems were
also developed so that productions at each derivation step could be applied with a certain probability.
One predecessor module can produce several successor modules based on probability (Prusinkiewicz,
Lindenmayer, & Hanan, 1990). In addition to its use for plant growth, modern applications of L-
systems have included the fields of genetic encoding and modular robot design (Pollack et al., 2001).
5.2.2 Graphic interpretations of L-systems
Prusinkiewicz (1987) introduced and applied LOGO-turtle graphic programming language (Abelson,
1986; Papert, 1971) for L-systems with the intention of demonstrating plant geometry development
in a visual and an animation form. Turtle graphic can be visualized as an invisible turtle standing on a
location moving towards a direction with a set of parameters, such as length, color and width, defined
in the model. 3D visualization is implemented by orienting the turtle in ~H,~L,~U space. Figure 5.3
shows the metaphorical turtle and the control of its travel in a 3D space. The turtle responds to a set
of instruction creating an image, in this case, representing by the current string of modules, interpreted
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from left to right.
(a) Travelling Turtle (Viruchpintu & Khiripet, 2005) (b) Three Dimensions (Prusinkiewicz et al., 1990, p.19)
Figure 5.3: Controlling the travel of turtle in 3D space
The below equation expresses the rotations of the turtle:
[~H ′ ~L′ ~U ′] = [~H ~L ~U ] R .
where R is a 3×3 rotation matrix. Rotations by angle α are represented by the matrices (Prusinkiewicz
et al., 1990, p.19):
RU(α) =

cosα sinα 0
−sinα cosα 0
0 0 1

RL(α) =

cosα 0 −sinα
0 1 0
sinα 0 cosα

RH(α) =

1 0 0
0 cosα −sinα
0 sinα cosα

The meanings of direction symbols in Figure 5.3b with its three vectors and forms of graphic language
are listed as below Prusinkiewicz (1987) :
+ Turn left by angle α, using rotation matrix RU(α), expressed as +(α) or Le f t(α)
- Turn right by angle α, using rotation matrix RU(−α), expressed as −(α) or Right(α)
& Pitch down by angle α, using rotation matrix RL(α), expressed as &(α) or Down(α)
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∧ Pitch up by angle α, using rotation matrix RL(−α), expressed as ∧(α) or U p(α)
\ Roll left by angle α, using rotation matrix RH(α), expressed as \(α) or RollL(α)
/ Roll right by angle α, using rotation matrix RH(−α), expressed as /(α) or RollR(α)
For plant L-systems modelling, production results take the form of successor modules containing the
output variables. Each module can be defined using turtle graphic language to generate the graphic
characteristics such as angle, length, width, diameter, shape and colour. Graphic images are produced
at each derivation step, thus an animation of plant visualization can be produced. Here we only
introduce the angle representation; more detail on how to use turtle graphic in plant L-systems models
is included in the updated user manuals of L-studio (Karwowski & Lane, 2006; Meˇch, James,
Hammel, Hanan, & Prusinkiewicz, 2005).
5.2.3 Data collection with 3D digitising
The morphological data of Lepironia that can be measured directly are the growth of its population,
rhizome lateral lengths and culm lengths. A sonic digitizer, which was earlier introduced in Chapter
2 section 2.2.3, was used to measure plants’ morphological data in three dimensions.
These data were originally recorded in the form of (x,y,z) to represent the data point’s 3D coordinates.
At the start of each measurement, the reference x,y,z axis was set to ensure the measured data points
during the experiment consistently use the same background coordinate system. Let us take measuring
the base and the tip of the culm as an example. The base culm point’s 3D coordinate was constant
during the experiment (culms do not move) but the data point of the culm tip changed with the growth
of culm. At measurement time 1, the tip point read a coordinate of (x1,y1,z1) ; at measurement time
2, the tip point read a coordinate of (x2,y2,z2). The relative length and angle between these two points
could then be obtained and used for culm length growth analysis.
Floradig software is used to regulate what data points are required to record through the sonic digitizer,
read and interpret the recorded data and to save and export data files for further analysis. A config-
uration file, which is pre-defined in Floradig according to the user’s data collection requirements, is
used as a guideline to inform the software regarding what data point to record and what information
to interpret from the data points. More details on the 3D digitizing technique and Floradig software
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can be found in the articles of Hanan and Room (1997) and Hanan and Wang (2004). Two main
components defined for Lepironia in the configuration file are ‘node’ and ‘leaf’ representing data for
the rhizome and culms, as seen in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Definitions of digitized components for experiments
Components Description Output
Node 0 - 10 Node number represents the generation of
the culm and the branching level of rhizome
development. The number 0 represents the
initial node and numbers 1 through 10 rep-
resent new generations. When a new culm
appears, a new node is entered with one
measurement point to record the position of
culm base.
For the initial generation, the
lengths and angles recorded are
the relative length and angles be-
tween nodes in the first generation.
For later generations, the lengths
and angles recorded are the relative
length and angles between them-
selves and their mother nodes in
the previous generation
Leaf 0 - 6 Number represents leaf type from type 0 to
type 6, as seen in Figure 5.4. Leaf type 0
refers to dead culm. Leaf type 4 refers to
newly appeared young culms, which have
two measurement points. Leaf types 1 and
5 are young culms which have three mea-
surement points. Leaf types 2,3 and 6 are
mature culms with four or five measurement
points. The transition of leaf type through
time reflects the transition in leaf growth.
For each leaf type, the output
data are lengths and angles be-
tween two points of measurement.
The measurement point is usually
determined by culm morphology,
such as culm base, green culm,
dry culm or the culm section with
flower. Culm lengths can be di-
vided into base culm length, green
culm length and dry culm length
and their relative angles.
Figure 5.4: Diagram of leaf types 0 to 6. Red dots represent the measurement points.
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5.2.4 L-studio, plant modelling software and its language lpfg
L-studio provides a modelling environment using L-system-based language and a graphic interface
(Prusinkiewicz et al., 2000) in Windows operating systems. There are two programming languages
you can use with L-studio: cpfg and lpfg. cpfg (Meˇch et al., 2005) is an L-system-based language
and lpfg (Karwowski & Lane, 2006) is an L+C language, which is an extension of programing
language C++. Turtle graphic is also expressed in cpfg/lpfg for the drawing/interpretation of the plant.
Other software platforms based on L-systems are OpenAlea using language Python and GroIMP using
language XL (Hemmerling et al., 2008; Pradal et al., 2008).
In this study, we choose L-studio because it has been used and tested by many researchers over the
last decade (Cieslak et al., 2008; Fourcaud et al., 2008; Kaitaniemi et al., 2000; Prusinkiewicz,
1998; Watanabe et al., 2005). We also use lpfg language which has greater potential in developing
a complex model than cpfg due to the wide use of C++ libraries and the facility for the exchange of
the coding. Below is a figure of the programming and graphic interface of L-studio (Figure 5.5); the
graphic interface can be an animation of plant growth if defined in the program.
Figure 5.5: A screenshot of the L-studio programming and graphic interface
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Here are some commonly seen components of an lpfg program, which are closely connected with the
L-Lepironia model description in section 5.3.1.
- C++ library
At the start of the program, libraries for using L-based language that link to C++ language are set as
default in lpfg, such as #include<lpfgall.h>. Other C++ libraries can be added based on users’ need.
- Predefined constant and function
Constants used in lpfg are normally defined in the form of:
#define NAME value
If a parameter used in the L-Lepironia model is constant, capitalized letters are used for its name.
#define can also be used to predefine some functions that are used in the model. In L-Lepironia model,
in order to generate a random value that follows a normal distribution with a mean of m and a standard
deviation of s, the syntax of nran(m,s) is (“Random numbers”, n.d.):
#define nran(m,s) m+s*sqrt(-2*log((rand()+1.0)/(RAND_MAX+1.0)))*
cos(2*pi*(rand()+1.0)/(RAND_MAX+1.0))
- Module
Modules that are used in lpfg are either predefined or user-defined. Predefined modules are mostly
used in turtle graphics (see section 5.2.2), for example, F(d) draws a line with a length d. SB() and
EB() are used at the start and the end of a branch for modelling branch structures. The turtle moves
from its original position onto the branch after SB() and pops back to its original position the after
EB(). Cut() cuts the remainder of the current branch. SetColor() sets the color of the current line.
SetWidth() sets the width of the current line. StartGC(), PointGC() and EndGC() draws a generalized
cylinder. Sphere(r) draws a sphere of radius r. More information on predefined modules can be found
in the user manual of lpfg (Karwowski & Lane, 2006).
User-defined modules need to be declared in the model, which normally have the form of:
module name(parameters)
where the name is the name of the module and parameters, which can be none or several, is a list of
the types of parameters. For example:
module Lep(int,int);
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The name of the module is Lep, which has two parameters with data type integers (int).
- Control statements
Before the derivation of the model, there are four control statements set including Start, StartEach,
EndEach and End (Karwowski & Prusinkiewicz, 2003). Start and End are processed at the begin-
ning and the end of the model simulation, which have the form of:
Start: {
statements}
End: {
statements}
Within the model simulation, StartEach and EndEach are processed at the start and the end of each
derivation step, which have the form of:
StartEach: {
statements}
EndEach: {
statements}
Figure 5.6 shows a simple process of how this model runs.
Start StartEach EndEach End
Figure 5.6: Flowchart of model run
At the beginning of the first derivation step, the model executes the statement in Start then executes
the statement in StartEach. After one derivation step, the model executes the statement in EndEach
then loops back to StartEach to continue the next derivation step. When the model reaches a set
number of derivation steps, it executes the statement in End. The number of derivation steps is
determined by the derivation length. Its syntax is:
derivation length: expression;
The expression must be an integer, which can be a constant.
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- Productions
The production refers to the module production, where the predecessor is replaced by the successor.
In lpfg, the syntax of production rule is:
predecessor: {
produce successor}
L+C also has a statement of nproduce, which repeatedly executes a production rule to produce a
successor ‘piece by piece’. Different from produce, nproduce does not terminate the production
until it meets the statement produce (Prusinkiewicz, 2007).
predecessor: {
nproduce successor1
produce successor2 }
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5.3 Model Description
5.3.1 Model algorithm
Control statement
The Lepironia L-system model aims to capture the growth of Lepironia under non water-stressed con-
ditions. Because measurement data are derived from a number of Lepironia with a natural variability,
the model needs to reproduce this variability through the observed data distribution (for example, nor-
mal distribution) and probability of branches. The approach is through a Monte Carlo-like method,
which repeats the model for a large number of runs, for instance, running the model 1000 times and
generating 1000 sets of output data. Each model run represents the length of time for which measure-
ments were taken in each experiment. It is approximately 120 day in winter and 70 days in summer,
each derivation step is one day. Therefore, in the model control statements, we set a loop to allow the
model to run a complete measurement cycle and that repeats this run until it meets the requirement of
the defined repeatable time.
Constants are presented in capitalized letters and variables in lower case letters. “//” is used as com-
mentary after a command line in the program. All constants and variables used in the model need to
be predefined in the model, some of which are listed below:
#define REP 1000 // set repeatable run time
#define DAY 120 // set summer measurement days
int day; // set variable day as integer
int rep; // set variable rep as integer
float tem; // set variable tem as real
float alldd [DAY]; // set array data structure alldd of 70 real variables
FILE *temp; // set ‘temp’ as a file
FILE *fp; // set ‘temp’ as a file
The Start statement creates an array with degree days of a length of 120 (value defined as DAY)
and sets the initial values for variable day and rep. At each derivation step, the program processes
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StartEach, where day is updated as day = day+1. The degree day of the nth day, which is denoted
as tdd, is read from the nth row of array alldd.
Start : {
srand(time(NULL)) // initiate a pseudo-random number generator;
day = 0; //day and rep are variables with initial value of 1
rep = 1;
temp=fopen("Temp.dat","r"); //open a temperature file that contains degree days
fp=fopen("rhizome.dat","w+"); //create an output file for recording model run results
for (inti = 1; i <= DAY ; i++){
fscanf(temp, "%f \n", &tem); //reads temperature from each line and gives it to ‘tem’
alldd[i] = tem; //creates an array ‘alldd’ of 70 variables with daily temperature
}
}
StartEach : {
day = day+1; //each derivation step is each day
tdd = alldd[day];//day is the parameter in array alldd[day] and gives this degree day to ‘tdd’
fprintf(fp,"time %d %f \n",day,tdd); //every day writes ‘Day’ and ‘dd’ to output ‘rhizome.dat’
}
Earlier we mention that we want to repeat the model runs for 1000 times and the repeating number is
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defined as a constant REP. EndEach is used to control this procedure by setting a loop, which writes:
EndEach : {
if (day == DAY){ //if day equals to DAY 70
day = 0; //then day becomes 0
rep = rep+1; //rep is updated as ‘rep+1’ means one run cycle is finished
}
if (rep > REP){ //if rep is larger than REP 1000
return; //then the model run is completed
}
}
When the model run reaches REP 1000 times, the model executes the statement in End, which writes:
End : {
fclose(temp);){ //close input file temp
fclose(fp); //close outpur file fp
}
Initialization production
The Lepironia L-system model starts with the module named Lep(N0,N1), where N0 and N1 are pre-
defined as constants to represent the initial mature and youth generation culm numbers in the model.
The reason for separating the youth from the mature is based on the observation that mature culms
remained unchanged during the experiment while young culms acted as the branching units for the
plant’s reproduction.
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The production rule of Lep(n0,n1) is written as:
LEP(n0,n1) : {
if (n1 > 0)
produce SubLEP(floor(n0/n1)) LEP((n0−floor(n0/n1)),(n1−1));
}
Lep(n0,n1) produces sections of Lepironia named SubLEP(num); for each SubLEP(num), a decom-
position rule is used to produce several first-generation mature culms with one second-generation
youth culm. The production is written as
SubLEP(num) : {
for (int i = 0; i < num; i++){
nproduce RIStart(A,B,C,D) SB() CBase(1,0) CApex(1,0,ran(1)) EB();
}
produce SB() RApex(2,0,ran(1)) EB();
//ran(1) generates a pseudo-random number between 0 and 1
}
This code produces between 1 and n first generation mature culms in the for loop and one youth culm
in the produce command line. The production of a mature culm includes modules RIStart(), CBase()
and CApex() in the nproduce command line, which will be further introduced in sections 5.3.3, 5.4.2
and 5.4.4. The produce command line produces the second generation rhizome apex RApex(), which
is detailed in the upcoming section. Thus, Lep() and SubLep() lead to the production of N0 first
generation mature culms and N1 second generation youth culms.
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Rhizome apex production RApex()
Rhizome apex module RApex(n,dd, prob) represents the start of culm growth for youth generations,
including three parameters which are n, the generation, dd, the degree days and prob, the rhizome
branching probability. From the production of Lepironia initialization rule, the initial rhizome apex
starts from generation n = 2. The rhizome apex module defines the position of an apex and produces
modules for the growth of a new culm emerging from the apex. In addition, because each new culm
starting from generation 2 acts as a branching unit for Lepironia, rhizome apex module also defines
the future branches probability. Based on analysis of data regarding Lepironia’s recorded rhizome
position and time of appearance, the branching pattern can be roughly divided into 4 categories: zero
branch, one branch, two branches and three branches. Figure 5.7 shows the flow chart of rhizome
apex production, where there are four conditions set for branching probability.
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RApex(n,dd,prob)
0<=prob<=PROA? Culm
PROA<prob<=PROB? Culm+BApex(n+1,dd,MAX1)
PROB<prob<=PROC? Culm+BApex(n+1,dd,MAX1)+BApex(n+1,dd,MAX2)
PROC<prob<=1?
Culm+BApex(n+1,dd,MAX1)+BApex(n+1,dd,MAX2)
+BApex(n+1,dd,MAX3);
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
Figure 5.7: Flowchart of rhizome apex module RApex() production.
PROA, PROB and PROC are constants predefined in the model to represent the branching probabili-
ties. When probability ‘prob’ is between 0 and PROA, there is only one culm produced (Culm) and
no branch produced. When probability ‘prob’ is between PROA and PROB, there is one culm Culm
produced and one branch apex module BApex(n+1,dd,MAX1) produced. Probability ‘prob’ between
PROB and PROC produces one culm Culm and two branches BApex() and ‘prob’ between PROC
and 1 produces one culm Culm and three branches BApex(). As mentioned earlier, n is generation
thus a new branch generation becomes n+ 1 in BApex(). MAX1, MAX2 and MAX3 are constants
predefined in the model representing the total degree days required to produce the first, second and
third branch.
The variable prob is a pseudo-random number generated between 0 and 1 at each day, which means
over a large number of trials, the probability of a number falls into the range of x and y (where y is
larger than x and both x and y are within [0 1]) is (y-x)%. Here is a simple example: let’s assume
the analyzed probability for zero branching is 20%, one branching is 40%, two branching is 30%
and three branching is 10%. The constant parameters PROA, PROB and PROC will be 0.2, 0.6
(=20%+40%) and 0.9 (=20%+40%+30%) respectively.
If the condition 0 <= prob <= 0.2(PROA) is true, rhizome apex produces zero branch, which meets
the assumption of 20% chance for zero branching probability. Rhizome apex produces one branch
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(40%) under the condition of 0.2(PROA) <= prob <= 0.6(PROB), produces two branches (30%)
under the condition of 0.6(PROB) <= prob <= 0.9(PROC) and three branches (10%) under the
condition of 0.9(PROC)<= prob <= 1).
The production rules of rhizome apex are written as:
RApex(n,dd, prob) : {
if(prob > 0 & prob <= PROA)
produce RI(n,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,F1,G1) SB() CBase(n,dd) CApex(n,dd,ran(1)) EB();
if(prob > PROA & prob <= PROB)
produce RI(n,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,F1,G1) SB() CBase(n,dd) CApex(n,dd,ran(1)) EB()
BApex(n+1,dd,MAX1);
if(prob > PROB & prob <= PROC)
produce RI(n,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,F1,G1) SB() CBase(n,dd) CApex(n,dd,ran(1)) EB()
BApex(n+1,dd,MAX1)
BApex(n+1,dd,MAX2);
if(prob > PROC & prob <= 1)
produce RI(n,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,F1,G1) SB() CBase(n,dd) CApex(n,dd,ran(1)) EB()
BApex(n+1,dd,MAX1)
BApex(n+1,dd,MAX2)
BApex(n+1,dd,MAX3);
}
In the produce command line, “produce RI(n,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,F1,G1) SB() CBase(n,dd) CApex(n,dd,ran(1))
EB()” is the production rule for producing one culm. Modules RI(), CBase() and CApex() will be
further introduced in section 5.3.3, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4. The production of BApex() is discussed in the
upcoming section and the estimation of constant parameters PROA, PROB and PROC is further dis-
cussed in section 5.4.1.
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Branch apex production BApex()
The branch apex BApex() regulates the time at which a new culm appears and leads to the production
of a new culm. The production flow chart of branch apex module is shown in Figure 5.8.
BApex(n,dd,max)
dd > max?
BApex(n, dd + tdd, max)
RApex(n, dd - max, prob)
yes
no
Figure 5.8: Flowchart of branch apex module BApex(). Variables in BApex() include n, the gen-
eration, dd, degree days and max, degree days required for a new culm to appear. tdd is the degree
day read from the daily temperature file. If the condition dd > max is true, which means degree days
is larger than maximum degree days required for branching, RApex(n,dd−max, prob) is produced
with appearance time updated as ‘dd−max’ If degree days dd is smaller than max, BApex() remains
the same but its current degree days is updated as dd = dd+ tdd.
The production of BApex(n,dd,max) is written as:
BApex(n,dd,max) : {
if(dd < max)
produce BApex(n,dd+ tdd,max);
if(dd >= max)
produce RApex(n,dd−max,ran(1));
}
When branch apex is first produced, its degree days dd is usually smaller than the required maximum
degree days it needs to meet to generate a new culm. At each time step, the program updates a new
degree days ‘tdd’ from the input temperature file and the degree day in branch apex updates itself
by dd = dd+ tdd. When degree days reaches the required degree days max for branching, BApex()
becomes RApex(), which leads to the appearance of a new culm with information regarding the future
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branching probability of that new culm.
The rhizome apex RApex() and branch apex BApex() set the rhizome structural development for
Lepironia. This regulates the time of new culm appearance and leads to the growth of culms. The
modules retaining to the growth of culms, such as culm base diameter CBase(), culm apex CApex(),
culm internode CI() and green culm length GL(), will be introduced in the later sections with the
production rules for these modules.
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5.3.2 Model modules
A list of modules used in the model is listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Description of modules in L-Lepironia model
Modules Description Associated parameters
LEP() represents Lepironia in the axiom, produces SubLEP() numbers of first and second
generation: n0,n1
SubLEP() subsection of Lepironia, produces culms of first gener-
ation with RIStart(), CBase() and CApex() as well as
rhizome apex RApex() for second generation
number of first generation
culms to be produced: num
RApex() rhizome apex of Lepironia, produces a youth culm
with RI(), CBase() and CApex() as well as branch apex
BApex() using random probability
generation n , degree days dd
and the probability of further
branching prob
BApex() branch apex of Lepironia, updates dd in BApex() if dd
is lower than max, but produce a new rhizome apex
RApex() if dd is higher than max.
generation n , degree days dd
and the required degree days
for branching max
RIStart() first generation rhizome internode, produces lengths
with angles based on observed data distribution
mean and standard deviation
of lengths and angles
RI() youth generations rhizome internode, produces lengths
with angles based on observed data distribution
mean and standard deviation
of lengths and angles
CBase() base diameter of culm: constant for the initial genera-
tion, grows with degree days for later generations
generation n, degree days dd
and parameters associated to
logistic growth function
CApex() culm apex, produces CIStart() for first generation culm
and CI() for youth generations
generation n, degree days
dd, probability prob for culm
growth
CIStart() culm internode for first generation, produces culms of
observed lengths and angles
mean and standard deviation
of lengths and angles
CI() culm internode for youth generations, produces culm
base length BL(), green culm length GL() and dry
culm lengths DL() of observed lengths and angles
degree days dd, mean and
standard deviation angles
GL() produces green culm length with logistic growth func-
tion
degree days dd and param-
eters associated to logistic
growth function
BL() produces culm base length when the time reaches a
certain degree day but not over a certain set length
degree days dd, delayed de-
velopment time T0 and maxi-
mum length BLMAX
DL() produces dry culm length when the time reaches a cer-
tain degree day but not over a certain set length
degree days dd, delayed de-
velopment time T0 and maxi-
mum length DLMAX
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5.3.3 Degree days growth function
Culm base growth function
For high water table groups, the logistic function is applied to base diameter growth. The equation
for base diameter growth is
Dia(t) =
K
1+ e−r(t−t0)
(5.1)
where t : degree days dd, unit is (◦C day);
Dia : Dia = Dia(t), here represents the base diameter of culm , unit is (cm);
r : intrinsic growth rate, represents the maximum growth rate for base diameter, unit is (1/◦C day);
t0: degree days at the point of inflection, unit is (◦C day);
K : carrying capacity, here represents the largest diameter, unit is (cm).
The justification of logistic growth function and determination of parameters were presented in Sec-
tion 2.3.5. Figure 5.9 shows the logistic growth of base diameter with degree days for high water
table groups in winter and summer.
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Figure 5.9: Logistic curve fitting of base diameters for high water table groups in winter and summer
The module for generating base diameter growth is CBase(n,dd), in which n represents the generation
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of culms and dd represents degree days. Degree days dd will update each day with the calculated
daily degree days tdd from the input temperature file, which writes dd = dd+ tdd. In the production
rule for each time step, CBase(n,dd) is updated by CBase(n,dd+ tdd), which is written as:
CBase(n,dd) : {
produce CBase(n,dd+ tdd);
}
As mentioned earlier, culms for the initial generation (n = 1) remained the same during the experi-
ments. The base diameter of generation 1 is assumed to be constant with time, with a mean diameter
of 0.25 cm. Applying the diameter growth function, the module CBase() in the L-Lepironia model
writes:
CBase(n,dd) : {
if (n == 1)
produce Sphere(0.125);
if (n > 1)
produce Sphere(0.5∗K/(1+ exp(−R∗ (dd−T0))));
}
Sphere(r) in the lpfg program draws a sphere with a radius of r. The parameters for logistic growth
of base diameter are pre-defined in the L-Lepironia model and are listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Parameters for diameter logistic degree days growth function
Groups K (cm) R (1/◦C day) T0 (◦C day)
Winter high water table groups 0.45±0.01 0.050±0.004 50.3±1.6
Summer high water table groups 0.54±0.01 0.047±0.003 52.0±1.1
* data are presented as mean± 95% functional confidence interval.
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Green culm length growth function
The logistic function is applied to green culm length growth as it is for culm base growth, which is:
GL(t) =
KL
1+ e−RL∗(t−TL0)
(5.2)
where t : degree days dd (◦C day);
GL : L = L(t), here represents the green length of culm (cm);
rL : intrinsic growth rate, represents the maximum growth rate for green culm length (1/◦C day);
TL0: degree days at the point of inflection (◦C day);
KL : carrying capacity, here represents the longest green culm length (cm).
The justification of logistic growth function and determination of parameters were presented in Sec-
tion 2.3.3. Figure 5.10 shows the logistic growth of green culm lengths with degree days for high
water table groups in winter and summer.
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Figure 5.10: Logistic growth curves of green culm lengths for high water table groups in winter and
summer
The module producing green culm length is GL(dd), in which dd will update each day with the
calculated daily degree days dd from the input temperature file. Thus each day, GL(dd) is updated
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by GL(n,dd+ tdd).
GL(dd) : {
produce GL(dd+ tdd);
}
Applying the green culm length growth function, the module GL(dd) in L-Lepironia model writes:
GL(dd) : {
produce F(KL/(1+ exp(−RL ∗ (dd−TL0))));
}
The parameters in the logistic equations were determined based on analysis of results presented in
Section 2.3.4; they are listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Parameters for green culm length logistic degree days growth function
Groups KL (cm) RL (1/◦C day) TL0 (◦C day)
Winter high water table groups 104.7±1.2 0.0146±0.0003 245.8±2.3
Summer high water table groups 115.5±1.4 0.0150±0.0003 232.0±2.3
* data are presented as mean± 95% functional confidence interval.
5.4 Model parameters
5.4.1 Parameters on branching probability and maximum degree days
Figure 5.11 shows a treeplot of rhizome branching for four plants in the winter high water table
groups. The “Trimtreeplot” function (Gaigalas, 2006) was used for generating rhizome branching in
Matlab.
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Figure 5.11: Rhizome branching patterns for plants in winter high water table groups
The top center point in each plot represents the plant, nodes in the first row that extend from the center
node are the nodes for the first generation, the second row nodes are the second generation, which can
be called children nodes relative to the first row’s mother nodes. All plants for the non water-stressed
groups have developed a similar number of generations, which is either 9 or 10. We assume that all
plants have a similar branching pattern — that is a similar probability of the number of branches and
the time required to produce each branch.
The branching probability refers to the number of branches (or the number of children nodes) that a
mother node is able to produce. From Figure 5.11, the minimum branch number is zero; the maxi-
mum branches number is 5, which is very rare and may be due to measurement error. To reflect the
most commonly observed branching behaviour, the four branches events — zero, one, two and three
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branches — are selected.
It is hypothesized that the probability of a culm branching event is independent, such that past branch-
ing events do not affect current behaviour. These probabilities are set as parameters in the rhizome
apex RApex(n,dd, prob) module as a condition for producing a certain number of branches, which
is denoted as ‘prob’.
A Matlab code was written to find the branching probability and required degree days for branching.
An initial vector of [0 0 0 0] was set to represent the number of zero, one, two and three branches.
During the model run, the code finds the number of new branches and updates the vector by adding
1 to the branching scenario. For example, if a zero branch was found, a number 1 would be added to
the first value and the vector becomes [1 0 0 0].
At the end of the model run, a vector [n0 n1 n2 n3] is the final result and the probability vector is
calculated as [ n0n0+n1+n2+n3
n1
n0+n1+n2+n3
n2
n0+n1+n2+n3
n3
n0+n1+n2+n3
]. In the model, ‘proba’, ‘probb’ and
‘probc’ are parameters used in defining conditions for branching probabilities, which are n0n0+n1+n2+n3
and n0+n1n0+n1+n2+n3 and
n0+n1+n2
n0+n1+n2+n3
.
In modules RApex(n,dd, prob) and BApex(n,dd,max), degree days are updated at each time step.
Thus, three degree days parameters ‘MAX1’, ‘MAX2’ and ‘MAX3’ (◦C day) are used for representing
the degree days a culm needs for producing a first branch, second branch and third branch.
When a first or second branching node emerged during the experiment, its appeared time was recorded.
The calculated degree day between it and its mother node is used to estimate the degree day a culm
requires to produce a first, second or third branch. For the basic L-Lepironia model, only the high
water table group is considered in order to eliminate the water stress effect. Thus, 9 plants in the high
water table group have been used to analyze branching probability and required degree days in winter
and summer. Parameters for use in both seasons are estimated through branching probability and the
mean and standard deviation of required degree days, which is shown in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Parameters of branching probability and required degree days
Parameters PROA PROB PROC MAX1 MAX2 MAX3
Winter 0.235 0.754 0.935 126.2 187.1 259.3
Summer 0.244 0.707 0.920 124.3 176.2 265.3
From Table 5.5, the probability of a zero branch in both seasons is similar and it seems that summer
has a higher probability of two branches than winter. The mean degree day that a culm requires to
produce one, two or three branches in winter and summer are relatively close.
5.4.2 Parameters for initial rhizome internode
The initial rhizome internode RIStart(a,b,c,d) locates the culm position for the first generation
culms. Rhizome internode parameters refer to its morphological parameters, which include lengths
and angles. For the initial generation, the length and angle were measured from the first generation
nodes. In order to reflect the natural variability of Lepironia, the mean and standard deviation of
measured parameters were used to create variance in the model.
Based on the distribution properties of morphological parameters described in Appendix E.1, param-
eters a and b of RIStart(a,b,c,d) are the mean and standard deviation for log-transformed rhizome
internode length; c and d are mean and standard deviation for rhizome internode angle. The code of
RIStart(a,b,c,d) in the program writes:
RIStart(a,b,c,d) : {
produce Right(nran(c,d)) F(exp(nran(a,b)));
}
The constant parameters used in RIStart(a,b,c,d) are listed in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Parameters of lengths and angles of rhizome internode RIStart()
Parameters on rhizome internode A (cm) B (cm) C (◦) D (◦)
Winter first generation 0.19 0.08 88.8 44.8
Summer first generation 0.18 0.07 90.5 40.9
5.4.3 Parameters for rhizome internode
Probability determines whether or not a rhizome node will branch and how many new culms will
appear; degree days provides information regarding when this emergence happens. The measurement
of internode lengths and angles was conducted on the children nodes extending from their mother
nodes (or from one generation to the generation thereafter) except for the first generation, as explained
earlier.
The location of new culm emergence is defined by the module RI(n,a,b,c,d,e, f ,g), which is the
relative length and angle between a new culm and its mother culm, the nearest culm to where the rhi-
zome extends. In RI(n,a,b,c,d,e, f ,g), parameter n is generation; a and b are the mean and standard
deviation for rhizome internode log-transformed length; c and d are mean and standard deviation of
rhizome internode angle for generation 2 to generation 4. e, f and g are used for generating rhizome
internode angles from generation 5 and higher generations, in which e and f are parameters in a linear
function for determining the mean and g is used to estimate standard deviation.
In the L-Lepironia model, the rhizome internode RI() module writes:
RI(n,a1,b1,c1,d1,e1, f 1,g1) : {
if(n < 5)
produce Right(nran(c1,d1)) F(exp(nran(a1,b1)));
if(n >= 5)
produce Right(nran(e1∗n+ f 1,g1∗ (e1∗n+ f 1))) F(exp(nran(a1,b1)));
}
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The constant parameters used in RI() in both seasons are shown in Table 5.7, and details for deter-
mining these parameters are described in Appendix E.2.
Table 5.7: Parameters of lengths and angles of rhizome internode
Parameters A1(cm) B1(cm) C1(◦) D1(◦) E1(◦) F1(◦) G1
Winter 0.21 0.06 88.8 44.8 -6.8 123.7 0.56
Summer 0.20 0.04 90.4 40.7 -5.3 103.8 0.48
5.4.4 Parameters for initial mature culms
Most first generation culms remained the same throughout the experiment due to the fact that they
were already maturely grown prior to transplanting to columns. Root samplings also revealed that
their roots were mostly black, which indicated that root development had ended. Thus, there are no
growth rules applied in the first generation; the parameters of the model do not change with time or
degree days dd. For high water table groups, there is a small percentage of culms does not growth
logistically and its length remains the same size as it was firstly digitized. This probability is included
in the module CApex() denoted as prob.
In L-Lepironia model, module CIStart() produces initial mature culms when generation n= 1, which
comes from module CApex(). CApex() produces modules for culm growth, which is written as:
CApex(n,dd, prob) : {
if (n == 1)
produce CIStart(A2,B2,C2,D2,E2,F2,G2,H2);
if (n > 1&prob < GLPRO)
produce CIStart(A2,B2,C2,D2,E2,F2,G2,H2);
if (n > 1&prob >= GLPRO)
produce CI(dd,A3,B3);
}
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The estimation of GLPRO is based on the initial and final length of green culm length where the
length increase is less than 50 mm during a long period of time. From analysis of high water table
groups, the value of GLPRO has a mean of 4.3% and an uncertainty of 1.9%.
Parameters in CIStart(a2,b2,c2,d2,e2, f 2,g2,h2) in winter and summer are used to generate culm
angles, culm base lengths, culm green lengths and the log-transformation of culm dry lengths that
capture their data distribution characteristics. a2 and b2 refer to mean and standard deviation of culm
base lengths; c2 and d2 refer to mean and standard deviation of culm green lengths; e2 and f 2 refer
to mean and standard deviation of log-transformed culm dry lengths; g2 and h2 refer to mean and
standard deviation of culm base lengths. CIStart() is written as:
CIStart(a2,b2,c2,d2,e2, f 2,g2,h2) : {
produce Up(nran(g2,h2))SetWidth(0.25) StartGC()
SetColor(19) F(nran(a2,b2)) PointGC
SetColor(16) F(nran(c2,d2)) PointGC SetWidth(0.05)
SetColor(20) F(exp(nran(e2, f 2)))EndGC();
}
The initial parameters used for generating culms in winter and summer are shown in Table 5.8. Details
for determining these parameters are described in Appendix E.3.
Table 5.8: Parameters of lengths and angles of first generation culms
Parameters A2(cm) B2(cm) C2(cm) D2(cm) E2(cm) F2(cm) G2(◦) H2(◦)
Winter 8.7 3.0 32.0 16.8 0.3 0.1 90.9 11.1
Summer 3.0 2.8 53.7 20.5 0.3 0.1 88.6 10.1
5.4.5 Parameters related to culms CI()
Unlike the first generation culms, culm lengths changed with time for later generations. From the first
appearance of a new culm to its fully grown state, its morphology typically changes from a strictly
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green culm to a mixed light yellow culm base, green culm midsection and light brown dry tip. These
characteristics are recorded during digitization using the Floradig software.
The lengths of culms in the model are produced through the module CI() with its derivative culm
lengths modules BL(), GL() and DL(), representing culm base length, green culm length and dry
culm length, respectively. Green culm length module ‘GL(dd)’ applies logistic growth function; its
associated parameters were introduced in the earlier section 5.3.3.
The production rules of CI() are written as:
CI(dd,a3,b3) : {
produce Up(nran(a3,b3)) SetWidth(0.5) StartGC()
BL(dd) PointGC()
GL(dd) PointGC() SetWidth(0.05)
DL(dd) EndGC();
}
The appearance of culm base BL() and dry culm DL() is assumed to represent the maturation of a
culm. Since their time of appearance is later than the time of appearance for green culm length, the
initial appearance time for culm base or dry culm is called delayed time. The analysis of culm lengths
in the winter experiment indicates that the average time of culm base initial appearance was 208.5 ◦C
day and the average time of dry culm initial appearance was 212.3 ◦C day. In order to simplify the
model, TL0, which is approximately 232 ◦C day for winter high water table groups in Table 5.4, is
selected to use as the parameter for delayed time in module BL() and DL().
According to observations, for the high water table groups, final lengths of culm base and dry culm
remained unchanged. Their development is assumed to increase linearly with degree days after de-
layed time T0 until a maximum length is reached. Since TL0 represents one half of the time for a culm
to reach its maximum length, TL0 ∗2 is the time for a culm to reach its maximum length in both culm
base and dry culm.
The length change of culm base is assumed to have a linear relationship between length and degree
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days until a maximum length, BLMAX , is reached. BL(dd) is written as:
BL(dd) : {
if (dd <= TL0)
produce F(0.5) SetWidth(K/(1+ exp(−R∗ (dd−T0))));
if (dd > TL0) & (DD <= TL0 ∗2)
produce SetColor(19) F(BLMAX/TL0 ∗ (dd−TL0)) SetWidth(K/(1+ exp(−R∗ (dd−T0))));
if (dd > TL0 ∗2)
produce SetColor(19) F(BLMAX) SetWidth(K/(1+ exp(−R∗ (dd−T0))));
}
‘SetWidth(K/(1+ exp(−R ∗ (dd−T0))))’ is used for produce a diameter for culm growth, which is
described earlier in section 5.3.3. Similarly, dry culm length module DL(dd) has a parameter for
delayed development T0 and a parameter for maximum culm length DLMAX ; DL(dd) is written as:
DL(dd) : {
if (dd <= TL0)
produce F(0.1);
if (dd > TL0) & (dd <= TL0 ∗2)
produce SetColor(20) F(DLMAX/TL0 ∗ (dd−TL0));
if (DD > TL0 ∗2)
produce SetColor(20) F(DLMAX);
}
From analysis of measured data, the parameter BLMax used in BL(dd) is 13.4 cm in winter and 12.8
cm in summer; the parameter DLMAX in DL(dd) is 3.0 cm in winter and 3.3 cm in summer.
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Additional parameters involved with CI() are a3 and b3, the mean and standard deviation of culm
angles. ‘Up(nran(a3,b3))’ produces culm angles with mean and standard deviation generated from
measured angle data. Similar to parameters of culm angles for culms of the first generation, culm
angles can be assumed to follow normal distribution. Figure 5.12 shows the normal probability plot
for measured culm angles of the high water table groups in winter.
Figure 5.12: Normplot of culm angles in winter
The distribution of measured culms angles in summer is very similar to that in winter. The normal
probability plots indicate a normal distribution for culm angles in both seasons. In winter, the mean
of culm angle a3 is 89.0◦ with a standard deviation b3 of 9.9◦, which are close to the parameters for
initial culm angles. In summer, the mean of culm angle a3 is 87.7◦ with a standard deviation b3 of
10.4◦. Similarly, these mean and standard deviation parameters for culm angles are close to that of
the initial culms in summer.
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5.5 Model Results and Discussion
The L-Lepironia model was run for 120 days with winter growth rules and parameters and using actual
temperature data collected from the glasshouse. The model can visualize the varied culm angles,
different components of culms’ length change and rhizome development at the surface. Figure 5.13
is an example of this visualization with 10 day intervals for a model run of 120 days.
(a) 10th day (b) 20th day (c) 30th day (d) 40th day
(e) 50th day (f) 60th day (g) 70th day (h) 80th day
(i) 90th day (j) 100th day (k) 110th day (l) 120th day
Figure 5.13: Visualizations from an L-Lepironia model run for 120 days at 10 days intervals
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5.5.1 Initial model results
It is important to determine if the L-Lepironia model based on the parameters generated from mea-
surements is capable of capturing individual plant growth. To test the model performance, the pre-
dicted and measured variables are compared, which include culm numbers, green culm lengths and
green culm areas. These three variables will be used throughout the model result analysis.
In order to estimate how well the model predicts the observed measurement, we use three statistic
measures: r (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient), RMSE (root-mean-square error) and
NRMSE (normalized root-mean-square error).
The formula for r is:
r =
∑ni=1(Xi− X¯)(Yi− Y¯ )√
∑ni=1 (Xi− X¯)2
√
∑ni=1 (Yi− Y¯ )2
(5.3)
where Xi represents the ith data point of a measured sample with size n (X1,X2, ...,Xn) and Yi represents
the ith data point of a of predicted vector with size n (Y1,Y2, ...,Yn). X¯ and Y¯ are the mean of the
measured and predicted data vectors. The correlation coefficient r has a range of [-1, 1]. A high
r-value (towards 1) indicates a close correlation between measured and predicted data.
The formula for RMSE is:
RMSE =
√
∑ni=1 (Yi−Xi)2
n
(5.4)
Yi−Xi is the difference between the predicted and measured data and is also known as the residual.
RMSE has the same unit as the measurement. A lower RMSE value indicates less residual variance,
thus a better prediction of measured data.
For identifying the relative error, NRMSE is introduced to normalize RMSE by dividing RMSE by
the range of the predicted data vector:
NRMSE =
RMSE
Ymax−Ymin (5.5)
RMSE is expressed as percentage, where Ymax and Ymin are the maximum and minimum value of
prediction.
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Individual-based analysis
Because there are 9 plants in the high water table group with a natural variation, henceforth the
individual-based analysis will refer to the mean and standard deviation of the time-series results of
culm numbers, green culm lengths and culm areas. Likewise, there is a system uncertainty from gen-
erating a random number to be used as the branching probability in the L-Lepironia model, excluding
any other input parameter uncertainty. The assumption is that 1000 model runs can generate a large
data set for capturing the distribution of the output results.
In module Lep(n0,n1), we use values of 24 for N0 and 17 for N1, which are the arithmetic mean of the
first generation and second generation culm number. Figure 5.14 shows the measured and predicted
culm numbers with degree days in winter.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of measured and predicted culm numbers with degree days
The error bars represent the standard deviation of measured and predicted culm numbers. Overall, the
standard deviation from the measured numbers is larger than the standard deviation generated from
the model branching probability. There is an overlap between the measured and the predicted data
distribution; r is 0.980, RMSE is 12.6 and NRMSE is 9.7%.
The prediction of green culm lengths and green culm areas use the equations of the Lepironia growth
function (see equations 5.1 and 5.2) and parameters generated from measured data. Figure 5.15 shows
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the comparison of measured and predicted green culm lengths and green culm areas with degree days
for the winter experiment.
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(a) Total green culm lengths with degree days
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(b) Total green culm areas with degree days
Figure 5.15: Comparison of measured and predicted total green culm lengths and areas with degree
days
From Figure 5.15, there are some overlaps between measured and predicted green culm lengths and
green culm areas where the predicted values are higher than the measured values. The correlation
coefficients r between measured and predicted green culm lengths and green culm areas are 0.981
and 0.980, which indicates the model trend correlates well with the observed data. NRMSE between
the measured and predicted green culm lengths and green culm areas are 6.5% and 11.7%, which
suggests further analysis of the uncertainty and sensitivity of input parameters is warranted.
Ramet based analysis
The individual-based analysis uses the mean and standard deviation of samples from 9 plants to
represent measured data. For instance, the parameters N0 and N1 used in module Lep(n0,n1) are
the arithmetic mean of the first generation and youth generation culm numbers from 9 plants. Taking
the arithmetic mean assumes that all plants contribute equally to the final results, however, some
plants may contribute more than others. Thus, in this section, we propose a ramet-based analysis to
re-evaluate the measured data.
The development of Lepironia is similar to that of a clonal colony, where the growth of the Lepironia
starts from one single ancestor and spreads through extension of its rhizome. A ramet is an individual
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member of a clone, which is similar to the growing tip of Lepironia’s rhizome. If there are a higher
number of ramets (growing points) in one individual plant, it is expected to have a greater culm
number, green culm length and green culm area, which seems to explain the measured plant variance.
For an individual plant, the number of ramets is assumed to be the number of youth culms. The
following equation transforms the measured data to ramet-based measured data:
Xramet(t) =
Xt−X0
Nramet
(5.6)
where Nramet : the number of ramets of a plant, which is the youth generation culm number;
Xt : the measured data of X at time t;
X0: the measured data of X at the initial time t0;
Xramet(t): the transformed ramet-based measured data at time t.
In the equation, measured data X can be culm number, total culm green length or total culm green
area and time t is degree day. Figure 5.16 shows the results of the ramet-based transformed culm
number for the winter high water table group.
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(a) Individual-based culm number with degree days.
Culm number growth was earlier introduced in sec-
tion 2.3.1. Curve fitting has a R square of 0.40 and
there is a wide variation of data distribution.
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(b) Ramet-based culm number with degree days. R
square of 0.86 indicates a good curve fitting. Data
points are less dispersed and has a smaller deviation
than individual-based data.
Figure 5.16: Comparison of individual-based and ramet-based culm numbers with degree days
The ramet analysis is similar to the approach to normalize measurement data by forcing data to start
from one at the initial time. Figure 5.16b demonstrates the behaviour of culm number growth based on
one growing point. At each time t, Xramet(t) is analysed to acquire the mean and standard deviation of
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measured data. What is different from the individual-based analysis is that the new arithmetic mean
takes the differing contribution of each individual plant into account by considering the number of
ramets for each plant. The parameter N1 in module Lep(n0,n1) is defined as the number of youth
generation culms, which is a similar concept to the number of ramets/growing points.
Using the same parameter N0 and N1 for Lep(n0,n1) as in the individual-based analysis, Figure 5.17
shows the comparison of ramet-based measured and predicted culm numbers with degree days.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of measured and predicted culm numbers with degree days
By conducting the ramet-based analysis, the deviation of the measured data is smaller than the original
measured data (Figure 5.14). The correlation coefficient r is 0.96 which indicates a close correlation,
however, the NRMSE value is 11.9% which is higher than the NRMSE of 9.7% in the individual-
based analysis.
The ramet-based analysis was conducted on the green culm lengths and areas and the results are
shown in Figure 5.18.
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(a) Total green culm lengths with degree days
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(b) Total green culm areas with degree days
Figure 5.18: Comparison of ramet based measured and predicted total green culm lengths and green
culm areas with degree days
The correlation coefficients between the measured and predicted total green culm lengths and green
culm areas are both 0.98, which are the same as the individual-based data. NRMSE values of pre-
dicted green culm lengths and areas are 8.9% and 12.4%, which are slightly higher than 6.5% and
11.7% in the individual-based analysis. It seems like the ramet based analysis does not improve the
predicted model results, however, through normalization of measured data, it minimize the uncer-
tainty of measured data.
5.5.2 Sensitivity analysis of parameters
The purpose of conducting sensitivity analysis is to evaluate which parameters have a strong impact
on the model results and may require additional attention to improve its estimation (Hamby, 1994).
Sensitivity analysis also assists in improving model design and the calibration of parameters. There
are four sets of parameters that are used in the L-Lepironia model: (1) probabilities, including three
probability parameters for branching and one probability for youth culm growth; (2) required degree
days for branching, including three parameters for one, two and three branches; (3) green culm length
growth parameters, which are three parameters used for generating the logistic growth function and
(4) base diameter growth parameters, which are three parameters for generating the logistic growth
function.
The initial model run uses the mean value of each parameter. The sensitivity analysis tests the effect
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of each parameter on the model output by adjusting its mean by mean ±1, ±2 and ±4 standard
deviations, except for the probability parameters, which are adjusted by ±5% and ±10% of their
mean values. The impacts on the model predictions are investigated using three variables as stated
earlier: culm population, green culm lengths and green culm areas. The method we use is a Monte
Carlo-like approach with 1000 repeated model runs and using a one-factor-at-a-time analysis while
keeping other factors fixed. The results are analysed to acquire the normalized root-mean-square error
NRMSE and compare it with the initial model run result.
Sensitivity analysis of probability
There are three parameters for branching probabilities, PROA, PROB and PROC, which are explained
in section 5.4.1 and one parameter GLPRO for youth culm growth which is mentioned in section 5.4.4.
All probabilities are defined within the range of 0 to 1, thus±5%,±10% are used for its sensitivity test
and 0% means no change of parameters. Results of the comparison between predicted and measured
data are shown as values of NRMSE in Table 5.10.
Table 5.9: Sensitivity analysis of parameters regarding probability
NRMSE PROA PROB
-10% -5% 0 5% 10% -10% -5% 0 5% 10%
Number 4.1 5.5 9.8 14.1 18.5 3.6 6.1 9.8 14.2 15.8
Length 11.1 8.2 6.5 4.8 4.3 9.2 7.6 6.5 5.0 5.4
Area 16.9 13.7 11.7 9.3 7.4 14.7 13.1 11.7 9.7 9.7
NRMSE PROC GLPRO
-10% -5% 0 5% 10% -10% -5% 0 5% 10%
Number 4.2 6.9 9.8 12.0 12.9 NaN 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8
Length 8.4 7.2 6.5 5.9 5.8 NaN 8.1 6.5 4.7 3.4
Area 14.0 12.7 11.7 10.8 10.8 NaN 13.7 11.7 9.6 7.3
All correlation coefficients r with adjusted probabilities are more than 0.97, indicating a good corre-
lation between predicted and measured data. GLPRO refers to the probability in determining whether
an existing culm will grow or not, thus it has no effect on culm number. The probability of GLPRO is
4.3%, which means only 4.3% of youth culms will not grow for the high water table group, thus the
change by -10% is not applicable for it.
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Figure 5.19 shows the predicted NRMSE which is caused by the change of parameters in culm num-
ber, green culm length and green culm area. In the figure, the X-axis is the absolute percentage
change to the probability and Y-axis is NRMSE of predicted model results. The center point is the
initial NRMSE before adjusting any parameter.
(a) Culm number (b) Green culm length (c) Green culm area
Figure 5.19: Impacts on NRMSE by changes of probabilities
From Figure 5.19, between branching probabilities, PROA, which is the probability between no
branch or one branch, has the strongest impact on the predictions of all variables, followed by PROB
and PROC. It is noticed that decreasing any of the branching probability parameter by 10% could
control the NRMSE value of culm number predictions to under 5%, however, this will increase the
residuals of prediction for culm lengths and areas. The increase of green culm growth probability
GLPRO has a stronger impact than PROA on green culm lengths and has a similar impact as PROA
on green culm areas.
Sensitivity analysis of required degree day for branching
The introduction of the three parameters for branching requiring degree days can be found in section
5.4.1 and its mean values used in the initial model run are shown in Table 5.5. For three parameters
MAX1, MAX2 and MAX3, their standard deviations are 30.6, 41.4 and 50.0 ◦Cd respectively for the
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winter experiment. The mean parameters are adjusted to vary by ±1, ±2 and ±4 standard deviations
and the results are shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.10: Sensitivity analysis on required degree day for branching
NRMSE MAX1
-4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4
Number 94.3 15.4 15.4 9.8 16.0 23.6 26.4
Length 86.6 24.0 24.0 6.5 3.4 6.0 9.9
Area 97.6 30.8 30.7 11.7 6.6 4.7 6.8
NRMSE MAX2
-4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4
Number 13.3 4.0 7.1 9.8 11.7 15.1 17.5
Length 22.4 11.6 8.6 6.5 4.9 3.8 4.0
Area 29.1 17.4 14.2 11.7 9.9 7.9 7.3
NRMSE MAX3
-4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4
Number 5.6 8.3 10.0 9.8 9.9 11.0 13.1
Length 9.0 7.2 6.3 6.5 6.1 5.8 4.9
Area 14.5 12.7 11.6 11.7 11.5 10.9 9.8
Figure 5.20 shows the predicted NRMSE resulting from the change of degree day parameters in culm
number, green culm length and green culm area. In this figure, X-axis is the varied standard deviations
and Y-axis is the NRMSE of predicted model results. The center point is the initial NRMSE before
adjusting any parameter.
(a) Culm number (b) Green culm length (c) Green culm area
Figure 5.20: Impacts on NRMSE by changes to required degree days for branching
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Though decreasing MAX1 increased the NRMSE by 90% (invalid model), correlation coefficients r
with adjusted probabilities are between 0.90 and 0.98. MAX1, representing the required degree days
for first branching, has the strongest impact on the model results, followed by MAX2 and MAX3. The
slight increase of all parameters within one standard deviation can improve the prediction of green
culm lengths and areas, but do not favour the prediction of culm numbers.
Sensitivity analysis on green culm length growth function
The green culm length function was introduced in Chapter 2 section 2.3.3 and its application in the
L-Lepironia model was discussed in section 5.3.3. For assessing its impact on output results, the
model fitting uncertainty was changed to be the prediction interval, as seen in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Prediction intervals for the culm green length logistic growth function
The new prediction confidence interval covers 95% of the observation data, and this interval is as-
sumed to be 2 standard deviations and larger than what was shown in Table 5.4. One standard devia-
tion of maximum capacity KL is 145 mm, one standard deviation of intrinsic growth rate RL is 0.0047
1/◦Cd and one standard deviation of degree day to reach one half of capacity TL0 is 7.5 ◦Cd. Each
parameter mean is varied by ±1, ±2 and ± 4 standard deviations and predicted NRMSE values are
shown in Table 5.11 and Figure 5.22.
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Table 5.11: Sensitivity analysis of parameters for the green culm length growth function
NRMSE KL
-4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4
Length 20.6 7.9 3.3 6.5 12.6 18.9 31.8
Area 17.3 4.9 5.9 11.7 18.4 25.3 39.1
NRMSE RL
-4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4
Length 10.8 5.5 6.2 6.5 6.6 6.5 6.4
Area 11.4 9.0 10.9 11.7 12.1 12.0 11.9
NRMSE TL0
-4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4
Length 10.2 8.5 7.6 6.5 5.6 4.7 3.2
Area 15.9 13.8 12.8 11.7 10.7 9.6 7.7
(a) Culm number (b) Green culm length (c) Green culm area
Figure 5.22: Impacts on NRMSE by changes of parameters for green culm length logistic growth
function
From Figure 5.22, parameters for the green culm length growth function do not affect culm number,
thus NRMSE values for culm number do not exist in Table 5.11. The maximum culm length has the
strongest impact on the predicted culm lengths and areas and the length minus one standard deviation
results in a predicted culm length under the 5% residual threshold. The intrinsic growth rate and time
to reach half capacity do not seem to have a significant impact on predicted results.
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Sensitivity analysis of culm base diameter growth function
The culm base diameter growth function was introduced in Chapter 2 section 2.3.5 and its application
in the L-Lepironia model was discussed in section 5.3.3. Similar to the culm length growth function
analysis, the prediction intervals of function are obtained and the standard deviation of maximum
capacity K, intrinsic growth rate R and degree day to reach one half of capacity T0 is 0.70 mm, 0.012
1/◦Cd and 6.2 ◦Cd. Each parameter mean is varied by ±1, ±2 and ± 4 standard deviations and
predicted NRMSE values are shown in Table 5.12 and Figure 5.23.
Table 5.12: Sensitivity analysis of parameters for the culm base diameter growth function
NRMSE K R
-4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4 -4 -2 -1 0 1 2 4
Area 20.5 6.2 5.1 11.7 19.2 26.8 42.3 6.1 11.5 11.8 11.7 11.9 11.7 11.8
(a) Culm number (b) Green culm length (c) Green culm area
Figure 5.23: Impacts on NRMSE by changes of parameters for the culm base diameter logistic growth
function
Because the culm number and culm length results are not affected by the diameter growth parameters
and because the change in T0 has a small impact on culm area, as seen in Figure 5.23, Table 5.12 only
shows the results of predicted culm areas NRMSE from maximum culm diameter capacity K and
growth rate with degree day R. Maximum capacity K has a stronger impact on culm area predictions
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than the other two parameters, which is similar to the result of the sensitivity analysis on the green
culm length function.
5.5.3 Model calibration and validation
Model calibration
Based on the model sensitivity tests, we can make informed decisions on adjusting parameters to
obtain a better prediction from model outputs. Our aim is to reduce the residuals between predicted
and measured data and to constrain NRMSE close to 5% the significance threshold. Among all of
the input parameters, probabilities PROA, required degree days for branching MAX1, culm growth
maximum capacity KL and culm base diameter maximum capacity K have the strongest impact on the
model results; thus, these parameters should not be adjusted by more than half of their standard devi-
ation. For less significant parameters, the adjustment is one standard deviation towards the preferred
prediction. After model calibration, the individual-based and ramet-based winter experiment models
are re-examined, and the results of comparison between predicted and measured culm numbers are
shown in Figure 5.24.
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(a) Individual-based culm number with degree days
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(b) Ramet-based culm number with degree days
Figure 5.24: Comparison of predicted and measured culm numbers after model calibration
The correlation coefficient r between model prediction and measured data based on individual plant
analysis and ramet analysis are 0.976 and 0.980, indicating a good correlation between predicted and
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measured trends. The NRMSE of calibrated individual-based and ramet-based models are 4.8% and
5.6%, which are lower than the initial model NRMSE of 9.8% and 11.9%.
The maximum capacity parameter KL does not have an influence on the culm number prediction but
can improve the prediction of green culm lengths and areas, for whom KL is adjusted to half a standard
deviation lower than its initial mean values. Figure 5.25 shows the comparison of green culm lengths
between measured data and the calibrated individual-based and ramet-based models.
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(a) Individual-based green culm length
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(b) Ramet-based green culm length
Figure 5.25: Comparison of predicted and measured green culm lengths with degree days after model
calibration
The correlation coefficient r between model prediction and measured data based on individual plant
analysis and ramet analysis are both 0.996, indicating a good correlation between predicted and mea-
sured trends and an improvement of the initial model result. The NRMSE of both models are 1.6%
and 5.6%, which are also lower than the initial NRMSE of 6.5% and 8.9%. The results of the compar-
ison of green culm areas between measured data and the calibrated individual-based and ramet-based
models are presented in Figure 5.26.
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(a) Individual-based green culm areas
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(b) Ramet-based green culm areas
Figure 5.26: Comparison of predicted and measured green culm areas with degree days after model
calibration
The correlation coefficient r between model prediction and measured culm areas based on individual
plant analysis and ramet analysis are both 0.995, indicating a good correlation between predicted and
measured trends and an improvement on the initial model result. The NRMSEs of both models are
3.1% and 5.8%, which are also lower than the initial NRMSEs of 11.7% and 12.4%.
Model validation
The summer experiment measurement data are used for the L-Lepironia model validation. Based
on the analysis for branching probability and required degree day for branching in section 5.4.1, the
parameters in the winter and summer experiments are fairly close. The calibration of these parameters
for the winter experiment is shown in Table 5.13, which is also used in the model validation.
Table 5.13: Calibrated parameters of branching probability and required degree days
Parameters PROA PROB PROC MAX1 MAX2 MAX3
0.185 0.704 0.835 142.2 207.1 259.3
From the model sensitivity analysis, the maximum capacity of culm length and base diameter can
strongly impact the model result, thus these two parameters from the analysis of the summer data
were used in the model (see section 5.3.3). Due to the fact that both the culm length and diameter
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growth rates with degree day parameters are similar between winter and summer and the impact of
these parameters on the model results is minor, the winter parameters remain applied in the model
validation.
The summer model run starts at the date when the number of mature and youth generation culms
was first recorded, which is required in module Lep(n0,n1), and lasts for 70 days. The temperature
input file was changed to the summer recorded temperature file. The model was run for 1000 times
and the predicted data were compared to the measured culm number, green culm length and green
culm areas. Figure 5.27 shows the measured and predicted culm numbers with degree days through
individual-based and ramet-based analysis.
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(a) Individual-based culm number with degree days
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(b) Ramet-based culm number with degree days
Figure 5.27: Comparison of measured and predicted culm numbers with degree days for the summer
experiment
Because the detailed digitized measurement was initiated approximately 20 days after the number
of mature and youth generation culms was first recorded, there is a long tail before measured data
appeared in Figure 5.27. The correlation coefficients r between measured and predicted culm numbers
are 0.990 and 0.989 for individual-based and ramet-based analysis, which indicates the model has
good correlation with measured data. The NRMSE values of both models are 4.8% and 4.7%, which
are lower than the 5% significance threshold and also lower than the NRMSE of the initial model
result in section 5.5.1.
Similar analysis is conducted on the total green culm lengths to compare measured and predicted data
as seen in Figure 5.28.
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(a) Individual-based green culm length
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(b) Ramet-based green culm length
Figure 5.28: Comparison of green culm lengths with degree days for the summer experiment
The correlation coefficients r between measured and predicted total green culm lengths are 0.997 and
0.996 for individual-based and ramet-based analysis, which indicates the model has good correlation
with measured data. Similar to Figure 5.27, ramet-based analysis can reduce the uncertainty of mea-
surement data. The NRMSE values of both models are 3.2% and 3.4%, which are lower than the 5%
significance threshold.
Figure 5.29 shows the comparison between measured and predicted total green culm areas for the
summer experiment.
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(a) Individual-based green culm areas
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(b) Ramet-based green culm areas
Figure 5.29: Comparison of predicted and measured green culm areas with degree days for the sum-
mer experiment
The correlation coefficients r between the measured and predicted total green culm lengths are 0.996
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and 0.995 for individual-based and ramet-based analysis, which indicates the model has good corre-
lation with measured data. The NRMSE values of both models are 5.7% and 6.4%, which are slightly
higher than the 5% significance threshold but still demonstrates a better prediction than the initial
model results.
5.6 Conclusion
An L-system based L-Lepironia model was created for simulating the growth and structural develop-
ment of Lepironia. The structural development of Lepironia first starts from the lateral development
of its rhizome, thus the model is based on rhizome branching probabilities and the required degree
days when a branching event occurs. The growth of Lepironia in the model uses logistic growth func-
tions of green culm lengths and base diameters with degree days, which were introduced in Chapter 2.
Parameters for branching probability, required branching degree days and growth functions between
the winter and summer unstressed groups are similar, which indicates that temperature could be the
driving force for plant growth and development when stress is absent. In order to test this hypothe-
sis and the model performance, this model was established and calibrated using parameters from the
unstressed groups in the winter experiment and validated through summer experiments.
Three variables are used to compare modelled and experimental results: culm numbers, total green
culm lengths and total green culm areas. Besides analysing mean and standard deviation from in-
dividual recorded plant data to represent mean measured results and its uncertainty, we propose a
ramet-based analysis of the measured data under the assumption that one youth culm is one growing
point of Lepironia. A Monte Carlo-like approach was performed for the model, taking into account
the randomly generated probability for branching, to estimate the model output uncertainty. The pre-
dicted mean result with its uncertainty are compared to the measured mean results with uncertainty
in terms of individual-based and ramet-based analysis.
Our research question is can we build an L-system based plant model and can the model capture
the actual growth and development of Lepironia? Based on the initial model, the prediction results
are evaluated mainly using two statistic measures: the correlation coefficient r and normalized root-
mean-square errors NRMSE. r assesses whether the predicted curve has a close correlation with the
measured trend and NRMSE represents the relative error between predicted and measured data. The r
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value of the initial model result for culm number, total green culm lengths and areas are approximately
0.97 and the NRMSE values are approximately 10%, either for individual-based or ramet-based mea-
surement data.
In order to reduce the relative error between predicted and measured results and to give a better
understanding of the parameters, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the main input parameters
covering four branching probabilities, three required degree days and six growth function parameters
using one-factor-at-a-time analysis. The probability and required degree days for the first branching
are proven to have a significant impact on the predicted culm numbers, total green culm lengths and
areas. The parameter of maximum capacity for logistic growth functions has a stronger impact than
the intrinsic growth rate and time to reach one half of the maximum capacity on the prediction of total
green culm lengths and areas. For future research, these high impact parameters need to be given
more consideration when conducting measurements of the growth of Lepironia or similar plants.
The calibration of the L-Lepironia model is conducted by carefully adjusting parameters; for high
impact parameters, the adjustment is no more than half of its standard deviation. The calibrated L-
Lepironia model has demonstrated an improved correlation between measured and predicted data,
with r of approximately 0.99 and values of NRMSE in the range of 1.6% to 5.8% for both individual-
based and ramet-based analyses of measurement data. Summer data are used to verify the calibrated
L-Lepironia model. The r of culm numbers, green culm lengths and areas are approximately 0.99 and
the values of NRMSE are in the range of 3.2% to 6.4% for both individual-based and ramet-based
measurement data. The high correlation and the relatively low error of the validation results have
demonstrated that the model result is a good fit for the measurement data under the hypothesis that
temperature is the main driver of growth.
There are a few things that we may conclude from the model and its analysis: (1) More research
should be conducted on high impact parameters, including first branching probability and the required
degree day for first branching. It would be advisable that researchers pay close attention to these
parameters in their measurement or improve the method of estimating these parameters. In this study,
the branching probability was assumed to be independent between branching events, which means
that the later branching event is not affected by the earlier branching event. Further research may be
conducted regarding a conditional probability for branching events.
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(2) Ramet-based measurement data has the advantage of reducing the natural variation of measured
data, minimizing the input uncertainty compared to the individual-based analysis. More importantly,
the comparison between predicted and ramet-based measured data has demonstrated a high correla-
tion and low residuals. This indicates that rather than taking a complete measurement of all compo-
nents of Lepironia or similar clonal plant, measurement data from several growing points of a plant
may be sufficient for researchers to generate required parameters to create or validate a plant model.
(3) Is the correlation coefficient r a good measure for estimating a good model fit? In some model
studies (Thornby et al., 2007), only r is used to evaluate whether a model is a good fit to the measured
data. Our studies on parameter sensitivity find that sometimes, although r value is high (>0.9) with a
low p value (< 10−10), the NRMSE value can be over 90% which means the predicted result may vary
by a factor of 9 from the measured data. In this case, the model is not a good fit for the observation.
It is recommended that Lepironia be studied under field conditions to test the L-Lepironia model so
as to obtain a model that applies widely beyond the conditions tested here. This is the first time
rhizome branching probability, required degree days and logistic growth functions have been applied
to the growth of Lepironia under glasshouse conditions; however, for field application, parameters
will need to be adjusted. The sensitivity analysis that has been applied for the model results has
demonstrated the capacity of parameter calibration and validation to allow the extendibility of the
model to other conditions.
The L-Lepironia model may have the potential to be adapted for other wetland species having a similar
plant structure, such as Juncus or certain types of weeds with rhizome development. Regarding the
model algorithm, the methodology may apply for other plant growth models considering branching
probability in plants’ structural development as well as the required degree days for branching.
From the model simulation results using ramet-based input data, it is suggested that the sampling
method should not be completely random or may not require sampling every branch and culm as our
experiment did. Future data collection, either in the glasshouse or in the field, could be conducted by
sampling randomly selected branches (ramets) with all of the culms and its branching development
under that selected branch.
Chapter 6
Modelling Lepironia’s Growth under Different Groundwater
Stress Conditions
6.1 Introduction
In glasshouse experiments, Lepironia were settled at three different water table depths representing
low, medium and high groundwater drawdown amplitudes. Water availability differences can have a
significant impact on plant structure in terms of growth and development rates (see Chapter 2). These
plants’ growth and development also alter daily ET rates in the long-term, which can be expressed as
a function of leaf area index (see Chapter 3). The structure of aboveground Lepironia is comprised of
rhizomes and culms that can be interpreted by Lepironia’s 3-D structural model, L-Lepironia model
(see Chapter 5).
Through the comparison of observed to predicted results, we have demonstrated the capacity of our
L-Lepironia model in predicting the growth and structural development of Lepironia under no-water-
stress conditions. We have also discussed what the model sensitivity analysis may mean for future
plant measurements. In this chapter, we aim to extend the L-Lepironia model use to simulating plants
under water stressed conditions and to predicting ET.
6.2 Model extension to water stressed groups
6.2.1 Medium water table groups
Medium water table group refers to columns containing Lepironia where the water table is settled at
30 cm below the original water level after a fast groundwater drawdown. The model framework for
the medium water table groups is the same as shown in Chapter 5 section 5.3.1 with some major pa-
rameters altered to suit this group. These altered parameters used for the winter and summer medium
water table groups are shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Parameters for medium water table groups
Parameters Branching probability Required branching degree days
PROA PROB PROC MAX1 MAX2 MAX3
0.302 0.709 0.975 233 385 446
Parameters Culm length growth function Diameter growth function
KL RL TL0 K R T0
889 0.011 292 4.0 0.022 99
Beside branching probabilities, all the rest of the parameters are associated with degree days, thus
they apply for both seasons. The survival rates for the winter and summer medium water tables are
high; however, not every youth culm is able to become mature. The probability of a dormant green
culm length is 25% compared to 4% in the high water table groups.
The predicted numbers of culms, total green culm lengths and total culm areas are compared to the
observed results. Correlation coefficients r and normalized root mean square error NRMSE are used
to evaluate the prediction. Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the predicted culm numbers,
green culm lengths and green culm areas for the medium water table groups in winter and summer.
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Figure 6.1: Results of predicted and measured culm numbers for medium water table groups
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(a) Winter total green culm length
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(b) Summer total green culm length
Figure 6.2: Results of predicted and measured green culm lengths for medium water table groups
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(a) Winter total green culm area
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(b) Summer total green culm area
Figure 6.3: Results of predicted and measured green culm areas for medium water table groups
Table 6.2 shows the r and NRMSE for the predicted culm numbers, green culm lengths and green
culm areas between winter and summer medium water table group using L-Lepironia model.
Table 6.2: r and NRMSE values for the medium water table groups
r NRMSE
Number Length Area Number Length Area
Winter 93.3% 89.8% 86.8% 15.4% 19.8% 20.3%
Summer 93.0% 97.0% 96.8% 15.4% 10.7% 13.3%
The predicted results demonstrated a close fitting with the observed data, however, the overall NRMSE
values are not as low as the high water table groups (approximately 5%), which may be due to a larger
uncertainty in the input data.
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6.2.2 Low water table groups
Low water table group refers to columns containing Lepironia where the water table is settled at
60 cm below the original water level after a fast groundwater drawdown. From Chapter 2, we have
learnt that Lepironia’s growth is significantly affected by water stress. For the high and medium water
table groups, degree days seem to account for seasonal differences, however, it may not apply well
in the low water table groups. We applied a summer length growth decay rule for winter and set the
probability of GLPRO as 0.9. The altered parameters used for the winter and summer low water table
groups are shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Parameters for low water table groups
Parameters Branching probability Required branching degree days
PROA PROB PROC MAX1 MAX2 MAX3
0.886 0.966 1 367 552 NA
Parameters Culm length growth function Diameter growth function
KL RL TL0 K R T0
497 -0.0077 180 4.0 0.020 340
We assume that when a predicted green culm length is less than 20 mm, that culm is regarded as a
dead one, thus the predicted numbers of culms are determined by their final lengths. Figure 6.4 shows
the predicted culm numbers for the low water table groups in winter and summer.
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Figure 6.4: Results of predicted and measured culm numbers for low water table groups
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Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 shows the predicted green culm lengths and green culm areas for the low
water table groups in winter and summer.
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(a) Winter total green culm lengths
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(b) Summer total green culm lengths
Figure 6.5: Results of predicted and measured green culm lengths for low water table groups
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(a) Winter total green culm areas
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Figure 6.6: Results of predicted and measured green culm areas for medium water table groups
Table 6.4 shows the r and NRMSE for the predicted culm numbers, green culm lengths and green
culm areas between winter and summer low water table groups using L-Lepironia model.
Table 6.4: r and NRMSE values for the medium water table groups
r NRMSE
Number Length Area Number Length Area
Winter 94.5% 99.5% 99.2% 12.4% 42.5% 23.9%
Summer 42.7% 94.5% 78.3% 56.1% 31.5% 72.4%
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The predicted results overall demonstrated a similar trend as the observed data, however, the NRMSE
values for both seasons are not low indicating a large residual. Compared to the high and medium
water table groups, Lepironia in low water table groups have a larger within group variation due to
different response to adapting the high stressed conditions.
6.3 Model extension for predicting ET
An important application of the model extension is for ET prediction. From Chapter 3, we have
developed a relationship between leaf area index LAI and crop coefficient Kc, which is applicable for
all water table groups in both seasons:
Kc = 11.1LAI−1.6LAI+12.4
Different from the empirical equations shown in Chapter 3 section 3.3.3, the prediction of ET is based
on the predicted culm areas result from each time step, which is a result of sum of individual culms
following a logistic growth function.
6.3.1 Predicted ET for high water table groups
Using the predicted sum of green culm areas, the predicted ET results for the high water table groups
in winter and summer are shown in Figure 6.7. The NRMSE value, which evaluates the residual
difference between predicted ET and measured ET, is 7.9% for the winter high water table group and
9.7% for the summer using predicted leaf areas from the L-Lepironia model. When using the high
water table group empirical equation in section 3.3.3, the NRMSE values are 15% and 14% for the
winter and summer high water table groups respectively. The predicted ET from the L-Lepironia
model has demonstrated an improved result compared to the empirical equation.
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(a) Predicted daily ET for the high water table group in winter
(b) Predicted daily ET for the high water table group in summer
Figure 6.7: Predicted ET using results from L-Lepironia model for the high water tables
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The relationship between predicted values and measured values is shown in Figure 6.8.
(a) Winter high water table group (b) Summer high water table group
Figure 6.8: Relationship between predicted and measured ET for high water table groups
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 have demonstrated an improved predicted ET results through a lower
NRMSE and higher R2 values over using the empirical equation in Chapter 2 and 3.
6.3.2 Predicted ET for the medium water table groups
Predicted ET results corresponding to the predicted sum of green culm areas in the L-Lepironia model
for the medium water table groups are shown in Figure 6.9. The predicted ET results show a close fit
with the measured ET.
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(a) Predicted daily ET for the medium water table group in winter
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(b) Predicted daily ET for the medium water table group in summer
Figure 6.9: Predicted ET using results from L-Lepironia model for the medium water tables
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The relationship between predicted values and measured values is shown in Figure 6.10.
(a) Winter medium water table group (b) Summer medium water table group
Figure 6.10: Relationship between predicted and measured ET for medium water table groups
Compared to the predicted ET using the empirical equation in section 3.3.3, the predicted ET from
L-Lepironia model has improved in terms of less residuals between predicted and measured data. The
previous NRMSE values from the empirical equation are 37% and 32% for the winter and summer
medium water table groups respectively. The new NRMSE values from the L-Lepironia model results
are 14.9% for the winter group and 27.3% for the summer group.
6.3.3 Predicted ET for the low water table groups
Predicted ET results corresponding to the predicted sum of green culm areas in the L-Lepironia model
for the low water table groups are shown in Figure 6.11. As explained earlier in section 3.3.3, for
compensating the measurement uncertainty for the low water table groups, results of the measured
ET are presented as a seven-day average ET. Both winter and summer groups are able to capture the
decreasing trend of ET.
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(a) Predicted daily ET for the low water table group in winter
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(b) Predicted daily ET for the low water table group in summer
Figure 6.11: Predicted ET using results from L-Lepironia model for the low water tables
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The relationship between predicted values and measured values is shown in Figure 6.12.
(a) Winter high water table group (b) Summer high water table group
Figure 6.12: Relationship between predicted and measured ET for high water table groups
The predicted ET from the L-Lepironia model has roughly the same results compared to the predicted
ET using the empirical equation in section 3.3.3. The previous NRMSE values from the empirical
equation are 19% and 38% for the winter and summer medium water table groups respectively. The
new NRMSE values from L-Lepironia model results are 24.4% for the winter group and 27.1% for
the summer group.
6.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have demonstrated two extensions to the L-Lepironia model: (1) simulating Lep-
ironia’s growth and structural development in response to different groundwater stress conditions and
(2) predicting ET using predicted leaf area results from the L-Lepironia model. The results from the
model extension are subject to glasshouse conditions in such a way that they can be compared directly
to the measured ET data as well as results from empirical equations developed in Chapter 2 and 3.
The predicted results regarding culm numbers, total green culm lengths and total green culm areas
for low stress groups (water level at -30 cm) closely correlate with the measured data with around
15% NRMSE. For high stress groups (water level at -60 cm), the prediction is capable of capturing
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the declining trend, however, NRMSE values are higher than the other groups which may be due to
higher variability within group.
The extension of the L-Lepironia model has predicted ET results more accurately than the empirical
equations where the difference is that one uses an empirical plant growth equation (based on curve
fitting as in Chapter 2) and the other uses the L-Lepironia plant model (based on plant structural
development). The empirical equations are presented in an exponential form based on the measured
data (see Chapter 2), however, it seems to overestimate the final result compared to the L-Lepironia
model. The improved predicted ET results seem to be a logistic growth function which may fit the
observed data better. This comparison suggests the advantage of using a plant model, which is in fact,
significant for the validation of the model.
The parameters used in the model are subject to the glasshouse conditions and experimental setup, ie.
fast groundwater drawdown rates and certain amplitudes. The extendibility of the model to situations
in which there is not a sudden groundwater drawdown may require adjusting the parameters to be in
the mid-range of what has been used, with the assumption that plants will have a higher tolerance
where the drawdown rate is low. However, this will need to be further tested in a glasshouse or field
setting. Furthermore, it will be valuable to couple the L-Lepironia model with a hydrological model
for developing vegetation-hydrological models capable of simulating the dynamic feedback between
water availability, plant response and actual ET.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Motivation
The objective of our study is to improve our understanding of the feedback between groundwater
and emergent Lepironia. Previous studies have found the decline of groundwater table elevation can
have a significant negative impacts on plants’ health in the short term and plant community compo-
sition in the long term. In these studies, the response of wetland plants in subtropical groundwater
dependent wetland systems has not been given much attention. Vegetation can affect a groundwater
budget through evapotranspiration (ET). Researchers have developed several methods to measure or
calculate ET rates of vegetation, however only a few studies have been found to directly measure
ET of groundwater dependent vegetation in response to groundwater level changes and none involve
laboratory experiments.
In addition to research gaps in the study of groundwater dependent wetland species and laboratory
ET measurement, the modelling of vegetation and groundwater in its current form has little capacity
to capture these plant-groundwater interactions. Researchers have attempted to model vegetation
development processes, but ecological models often ignore the impacts of groundwater on vegetation.
A number of studies have simulated water loss from the groundwater system through ET; however,
there is no groundwater and vegetation interaction in ET prediction, such as how ET responds to
vegetation’s growth and development. With these research gaps in mind, we aim to quantify the
plant-groundwater relationship, particularly in the context of plant functional response modelling.
The scope of this study is constrained to a single subtropical wetland indicator species Lepironia
articulata corresponding to a groundwater dependent wetland. Laboratory experiments have been
developed to control groundwater drawdown rates and amplitudes in order to study the groundwater
and Lepironia interactions. We first examine the physical growth response of Lepironia to changing
groundwater drawdown amplitudes at a rapid drawdown rate. Second, through a modified weighing
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system, this study has directly measured ET rates for plants at with different groundwater levels. We
want to establish how feasible it is to obtain data on plant growth and ET response to water availability.
This study has drawn together the physical response of plants to groundwater changes and the re-
sponse of groundwater to plants through ET. It is desirable to quantify the relationships in this interac-
tion for use in hydrological models as well as plant response models. Thus, we develop a correspond-
ing plant functional structural model (FSPM), an L-Lepironia model, to capture Lepironia response
to water level changes in terms of growth and structural development. In addition to predicting the
physical growth and development of Lepironia due to meteorological conditions (temperature) and
to groundwater level drawdown, the estimation of leaf areas or leaf area index from the L-Lepironia
plant model can also inform the prediction of ET.
7.2 Summary of thesis findings
Our goal for the laboratory experiment is (1) to generate growth response functions for Lepironia in
terms of groundwater levels; (2) to determine the water usage/evapotranspiration rates of Lepironia at
different groundwater table depths representing water availability. Thus three groundwater drawdown
amplitudes, i.e. 0, 30 and 60 cm at a high drawdown rate of 8cm/day are set. The high water table
group refers to the 0 cm drawdown and Lepironia grown in well-watered conditions, the medium
water table group refers to 30 cm drawdown and the low water table group refers to 60 cm drawdown.
We hypothesize that (1) at least for our experimental conditions, a rapid increase in depth to ground-
water will cause a decrease in the growth rates of Lepironia’s culm number, rhizome lateral lengths
and green culm length, leading to a decrease of green culm areas and an increase in mortality, and
that the decrease of leaf area caused by groundwater drawdown will in turn decrease ET rates; (2) the
overall trend of ET is subject to plant growth, while the daily variation is subject to meteorological
conditions; and (3) temperature is the driving force for plant growth regardless of seasonal differences
in the absence of other environmental stresses.
A new experimental design is proposed based on a column lysimeter setup in which wetland Lepironia
can be established. Water levels were controlled and discharge (ET) rates were measured using a load
cell - Mariotte bottle system (see section 3.2.1). Load cells were calibrated several times before,
during and after the experiment to ensure data quality (see section 3.2.3 and Appendix B).
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7.2.1 Experiment-based data analysis
Motivated by the objective of relating plant growth to ET and developing an L-system plant model,
the measurement of above-ground plant components was conducted through 3D digitization to record
geometric and topological data that changed with time, such as size, orientation, spatial location of
each component and physical connections between components. These data were used to generate
plant growth functions for culm numbers, rhizome lateral lengths, green culm lengths and green culm
areas. Root distribution and biomass were also measured at the start and end of the experiment to
investigate the groups’ differences.
Beside plant measurement, other data collected include weights of Mariotte bottles, local temperature,
relative humidity and solar radiation with a 1 minute data recording interval as well as soil moisture
at 10, 30 and 50 cm below soil surface at 15 minutes intervals. Weight changes of the Mariotte
bottles were analysed to calculate a daily ET rate for each water table group (see section Appendix
C). Climate data were used to analyse reference ET; temperature data were also used to calculate
degree days which were used extensively in our study with plant growth. Soil moisture data were
used to examine how the groundwater drawdown affected water availability at various depths.
Our results show significant differences in growth between water table groups in terms of culm pop-
ulation, rhizome lateral lengths, sum of culm green lengths and sum of culm green areas. The draw-
down amplitude of 60 cm caused a significant negative impact on the growth of Lepironia in the low
water table groups, which have the lowest survival rate and growth rates and usually a decaying ex-
ponential growth in both seasons. Furthermore, the lowest biomass and highest root shoot ratios were
found in the low water table groups, suggesting that the plants were highly stressed under low water
availability conditions.
Following water drawdown, the ET rate of the low water table group decreased very quickly and
remained near zero in both seasons, which correlates well with the fast decrease in leaf areas. The
crop coefficient Kc, which is the ratio of actual ET and reference ET, declined from slightly below 1.0
prior to drawdown to approximately 0.2 after drawdown in winter and declined from roughly 0.5 to 0
in summer. These low Kc values also indicate a water deficit for plants in low water table groups.
Adaptive growth behaviours can be found for the medium water table groups through their extension
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of root lengths to reach the saturated soil, their distribution of roots and the fact that they had the
highest root biomass among the three groups. The growth rates of culm number, total culm lengths
and areas in the medium water table groups are roughly 20-50% lower compared than the high water
table groups in both seasons. The medium water table groups’ final total biomass is approximately
50% lower in winter and 63% lower in summer than the high water table groups.
The mean daily actual ET of the medium water table group increased rather slowly immediately
following water drawdown and was initially below the reference ET. The variability of the increase
trends of ET within the group agrees with that of the green leaf area in both seasons. The initial Kc
following drawdown was around 0.6, indicating some degree of stress; its slow increase to near 1.0 or
over 1.0 supports the observation of its adaptive growth, which also correlates well with the increase
of leaf area index. The growth behaviour and ET analysis have suggested that 30 cm water level
drawdown has resulted in reduced water availability and low to medium water stress for the medium
water table groups.
Lepironia in the high water table groups have exhibited the highest growth rates in terms of the its
population, lateral rhizome lengths, sum of green culm lengths and areas. The high water table group
has the largest final biomass compared to the other two groups; however, its mean root biomass
is lower than that of the medium water table group, which indicates that there is no need for it to
distribute energy for root growth due to the well-watered environmental conditions. The actual ET
rates of the high water table groups increase quickly after the drawdown and correlates well with the
increase of leaf areas. Kc values also increase quickly from close to 1.0 to a range of 3.0 to 5.0 at the
finish of the experiment, indicating a healthy growth of Lepironia.
It can be concluded that Lepironia’s growth response to groundwater drawdown will be most pro-
nounced at 60 cm due to this being below the main root zone. Groundwater drawdown to 30 cm
depth can cause some stress to the growth of Lepironia resulting lower growth rates and ET.
In addition to impacts on growth rates by water stress resulting from groundwater drawdown, seasonal
effects on plant growth were also considered. Summer high water table groups have growth rates that
are approximately 70% to 100% higher than those of the winter high water table groups; summer
medium water table groups have growth rates that are approximately 35% to 100% higher than those
of the winter medium water table groups. When the growth rates of culm numbers, green culm
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lengths and green culm areas are expressed in degree days, there is no significant difference between
summer and winter for the high and medium water table groups with a 95% significance level. This
suggests that using degree days in considering growth rates could compensate for seasonal differences
in growth rates.
7.2.2 Linking leaf areas with ET predictions
Growth rates using degree days for the sum of leaf areas have been developed using measured data.
Leaf area index LAI is the ratio of leaf areas to soil surface area, thus these leaf area growth rates also
apply for LAI. With the relationship developed between LAI and Kc, LAI has been used as an index
for the prediction of ET. Motived by the results of this study that show that the long-term daily ET
trend of Lepironia for each water table group is correlated with its growth and development, in terms
of the increase or decrease of green culm areas, and that daily ET is correlated with ET0, empirical
estimations of ET were developed for Lepironia growing at different water table depths.
For the high water table groups, where Lepironia grows with a water table depth at 5cm below the
soil surface:
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(0.0031 DD(t))−1.6
LAIini exp(0.0031 DD(t))+12.4
) (7.1)
For the medium water table groups, where Lepironia grows with a water table depth at 35cm below
the soil surface:
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(0.0020 DD(t))−1.6
LAIini exp(0.0020 DD(t))+12.4
) (7.2)
For the low water table groups, where Lepironia grows at a water table depth at 65cm below the soil
surface:
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(−0.0043 DD(t))−1.6
LAIini exp(−0.0043 DD(t))+12.4 ) Winter group
ETpre(t) = ET0(t) (
11.1 LAIini exp(−0.0005 DD(t))−1.6
LAIini exp(−0.0005 DD(t))+12.4 ) Summer group
(7.3)
Daily ET0 can be estimated using climate data; degree day DD(t) can be calculated using temperature
data; initial LAI can be determined based on initial leaf area measurements; other parameters are de-
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termined based on curve fitting of the actual measurement data. The comparison between measured
ET and predicted ET demonstrates a good fit with the three water table groups’ long-term ET devel-
opment trends, which capture the overall growth for the high and medium water table groups and the
decreasing trend for the low water table groups. For the high and medium water table groups, the
predicted ET also captures the daily variations resulting from local weather conditions; for the low
water table groups, whose long-term ET approaches 0, this daily variation is less significant.
Capturing the long-term trend and the short-term variation in ET prediction has confirmed our hy-
pothesis regarding ET response. Linking LAI to ET prediction demonstrates the feasibility of using
measured data for generating an ET response function.
7.2.3 Integrating plant response functions in an L-system model
L-systems are the basis for many functional-structural plant models, which treat plants as an arrange-
ment of its components and predict how these components evolve and develop with time. With our
measurement of Lepironia growth response, we have aimed to develop a temperature-driven Lepiro-
nia architectural model that is capable of capturing and predicting the growth and development of
Lepironia.
The physical connections between the components and the morphological development of the com-
ponents of Lepironia were measured using 3D sonic digitization; these data were analysed to define,
govern and construct the growth and structural development of Lepironiain L-systems. The structural
development of Lepironia starts with the lateral development of its rhizome. The recorded physical
connection between mother and children culms and the time-series data of culm appearance are used
to analyse rhizome branching probabilities and the required degree days until a branching event oc-
curs. The time-series data of changes for green culm lengths and base diameters were used to generate
logistic growth functions, which were modelled as a function of temperature and water table depths.
Parameters for branching probability, required branching degree days and growth functions using
degree days between the winter and summer high water table groups are similar, which indicates that
temperature could be the driving force for plant growth and development when stress is absent. This
model was established and calibrated using parameters associated with degree days from the winter
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experiment and validated through summer experiments.
The initial model results render differences of approximately 10% (using “normalized root-mean-
square error”) between observed and predicted data in terms of culm numbers, green culm lengths and
green culm areas. By conducting sensitivity analysis and through careful calibration of parameters,
the predicted results can be improved with a better time-series data correlation and a roughly 5%
reduction in residuals between observed and predicted output. The model prediction has tested the
validity of our assumption regarding the rhizome branching of Lepironia and the growth function with
degree days.
The validation of L-Lepironia model uses mainly the winter parameters to reproduce a model that uses
the summer initial conditions at the time that plants were transplanted in the columns. The correlation
coefficient of measured and predicted culm numbers, green culm lengths and areas are approximately
0.99 and normalized root-mean-square error is 3.2% for individual-based measurement data. The
model results show that functions based on degree days do not produce a significant seasonal differ-
ence, which additionally confirms our hypothesis that the growth of Lepironia is primarily affected
by temperature under unstressed or less stressed conditions.
The model sensitivity analysis suggests that parameters, including the probability and required degree
days for the first rhizome branching, the maximum capacity for logistic growth functions regarding
individual culm length and diameter, can have a significant impact on the predicted culm numbers,
total green culm lengths and areas. An additional analysis based on ramets (growing points) of Lep-
ironia also suggests that using ramet-based input data can minimize the input uncertainty compared
to using individual-based input data. Taking this into account may also facilitate future experimental
design in terms of the sampling technique of Lepironia to increase the efficiency of experiment.
We have demonstrated that the L-Lepironia model can be used to simulate the growth and structural
development of Lepironia at different water table depths. We have also demonstrated the extension of
the L-Lepironia model by predicting ET from the prediction of the leaf areas using the ET response
functions. The predicted ET for the high and medium water table groups by the extension of the L-
Lepironia model have exhibited smaller residuals than did predictions of ET by empirical equations.
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7.3 Implications
7.3.1 Experimental design
The traditional lysimeter system, which directly measures plant ET, generally requires heavy con-
struction and consists of a lysimeter tank, inflow and outflow pumps and several large balances (Abtew
& Obeysekera, 1995). Load cells are generally used to directly measure the weight of the lysimeter
and ET is calculated from weight changes. These systems can range from 100 kg to 1000 kg, depend-
ing on the size of the lysimeter; when a load cell has a maximum capacity of 1000 kg, though it may
have a high 0.05% accuracy level, the absolute measurement error will be quite large (up to 500 g)
(Martin et al., 2001).
For our study, if we apply the traditional method in the glasshouse, we would have encountered two
major problems: (1) difficulty in controlling constant water level using manometers and pumps; (2)
difficulty in achieving a desirable accuracy for daily ET using a large load cell. Thus, a new exper-
imental design has been proposed which can directly measure plant water uptake using a Mariotte
bottle - load cell system.
Mariotte bottles are applied to control constant water levels while serving as the source of water.
Instead of measuring the weight of the lysimeter (in our case the tall column), load cells are used to
measure the weight of a Mariotte bottle. In our case study, the weight of the Mariotte bottle (10kg)
is less than 7% of the column’s weight, which means that the load cells we apply can have a much
lower maximum capacity and yield a higher reading accuracy compared to a heavy-duty variety. For
our application, the ratio of load cell uncertainty to an average ET rate of 3 mm/day is less than 5%;
if measuring the weight change of 150kg instead of 10kg for the same ET rate, the daily uncertainty
would be more than 50% of the daily ET.
Thus, this system reduces the uncertainty in terms of daily ET measurement. It is inexpensive, sta-
ble, easy to set up and easy to performance test. This system does not require much space and can
automatically record plant water usage data through load cells at a short time interval. Our design has
been proven feasible for researchers who want to measure direct ET for plants growing at a certain
water table depths.
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7.3.2 Plant-groundwater interaction
The study contributes actual laboratory data for the growth of Lepironia and its response to a fast
groundwater drawdown, which may be useful for land managers in their management of similar
wetland plants. Lepironia’s daily ET corresponding to different water table depths may be used in
groundwater models to investigate how Lepironia, or similar groundwater dependent wetland veg-
etation, may contribute to the groundwater budget. More importantly, this study demonstrates a
methodology for collecting data for use in a plant response model to predict plant growth, which can
be linked to the prediction of ET.
First, we found that temperature can be an important indicator for plant growth and is important to
measure. With the measurement of local temperature and the reasonable estimation of base temper-
ature (sometimes also including maximum temperature) for plant growth, degree days can be calcu-
lated as a time vector that integrates the temperature factor. The use of degree days in plant growth
functions can minimize the seasonal effect, thus there is no need to differentiate between the growth
rates for plants in summer or in winter.
Second, we have demonstrated how to analyse experimental data for building a plant model. The
basic assumption for population growth is rhizome branching probability and required degree days
for branching and this has produced a time-series of population prediction with 99% correlation and
less than 5% residual error. The same methodology may be applied for modelling plants with similar
structural development. For researchers using a similar modelling framework, we suggest that the
probability for one branching scenario and the required degree days for the first branching are the two
parameters that should be measured most carefully.
The growth functions for culm lengths and diameters are based on a logistic growth function. We have
demonstrated how to generate this function based on multiple culm lengths and diameter measurement
data. Our model uses one single function for each individual culm and the predicted result of the
time-series of total culm lengths and areas has 99% correlation with measured data and less than 5%
residual error. We suggest that the maximum capacity of the function needs to be tested in order to
achieve a better estimation.
Third, we have demonstrated that a plant model may facilitate future data collection. In our model,
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we tested the simulation result by using ramet-based input data and model prediction shows a roughly
6% difference from the observed data, which indicates that future measurement may be simplified by
measuring a few selected branches instead of all. In this case, the sampling should not be completely
random but conducted by sampling all of the culms and its branching development under one or
several selected branches (ramets). This technique, if confirmed to be accurate, can provide more
flexibility and efficiency in glasshouse or field measurements.
Fourth, we proposed a new method to predict daily ET based on plant growth. An often seen method
in predicting ET is to multiply reference E0 by a crop coefficient Kc, where Kc may be estimated
locally or adopted from other studies - it is normally a fixed value or a piecewise linear relationship
with day. In order to connect plant growth with ET, we model Kc as a function of LAI, which can
be estimated from an exponential growth function of the total leaf area. Thus, with knowledge of the
initial LAI, growth rate with degree day and daily weather conditions, actual daily ET of Lepironia
can be predicted. This may have further application regarding ET response to plant growth in linking
ET with leaf area. Furthermore, in a plant growth model, total leaf area is not fitted by an empirical
curve but from the sum of each culm growth with degree days. This demonstrates the capacity for a
plant growth function, in response to water levels, to affect water uptake ET.
7.3.3 Nocturnal water use
There was a significant amount of night time water uptake from Lepironia that was recorded from our
lysimeter system. From the 19-day-night winter experiment and the repeated 9-day-night summer
experiment, we found the nighttime water uptake of Lepironia is equal to roughly 45% of the daytime
ET in winter and 28% of the daytime ET in summer. Meanwhile, there is a significant nighttime
growth in terms of culm number, green culm lengths and areas which can exceed the daytime growth
in winter and approach daytime growth in summer. The nighttime growth may explain why there is
nocturnal water uptake when the relative humidity in the glasshouse is high (average 78%).
So far, we have not found evidence to support whether this holds true for other plants. However there
is a correspondence (Tanner, 2003) published in Nature that has not received much attention; the
author argued that in the absence of any transpiration, plants can transport water due to the negative
water potential created by growth. For other lysimeter study, due to the water table controls, data are
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usually analysed to take a 5-day or more average (Fronza & Folegatti, 2003), possibly explaining
why this has not been reported before.
There is the possibility that without transpiration, plants can use a significant amount of water for
growth. If this is true, it may alter the future ET prediction based on water discharged by plants by
not limiting discharge strictly to ET. Have we underestimated plant water use by estimating it purely
based on meteorological data?
7.4 Limitations
Our study is limited to observing how a fast drawdown to one of several pre-determined levels would
have an impact on one wetland species. Our results may not be applicable to a situation where the
groundwater drawdown rate is low. Would plants be less stressed if the drawdown rate is lower and
how would their growth respond to a lower drawdown rate?
Moreover, the water table does not return to its original level or recover to any degree in our exper-
imental setup. Remaining questions include: what may happen to plants if the water level recovers
from drawdown? What would be the differences in plants’ growth response if water table recovery
occurs following drawdown or occurs after a certain period of drawdown?
Our understanding of plants being able to adapt to the groundwater drawdown, whether fast or slow,
large or small amplitude, is that it largely depends on its root systems. If a plant’s root growth allows
itself to access water from deeper soil, the plant will have a higher resistance to water stress. The
nature of plant growth or recovery (hysteresis of plant response) can be complex; answering these
questions may be valuable for designing a more robust and dynamic plant-groundwater interaction
experimental model.
In our experiment, we chose a more extreme condition, where drawdown rate is fast and drawdown
amplitude is large as well as no water recovery. In this stage, we consider what may be the worst case
scenario for plant response, which may have a more profound application for wetland management
(considering the worst scenarios or always preparing for the worst). The results presented in this study
are plant specific, which limits its use. However, the novel methodology this study has delivered can
have a very broad application.
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7.5 Future Work
Future work should be conducted to study Lepironia under field conditions to test the growth functions
and the L-Lepironia model so as to obtain a model that applies widely beyond the conditions tested
here. With regard to data collection, it should be determined whether sampling only the growing
points from a plant is sufficient to achieve sound model prediction results, as suggested by this study.
Moreover, work should be conducted to investigate whether obtaining a more accurate first branching
probability and required degree days for branching can improve plant growth model prediction. It
would be valuable to study varied scenarios of groundwater drawdown or recovery in order to develop
a more dynamic understanding of plant-groundwater interaction. Our study can also be expanded to
include plant response to chemical availability such as salinity.
Regarding the model, future work can be conducted to improve the model algorithm by investigating
different methods for estimating branching probabilities and considering space competition. Future
work regarding the extension of the L-Lepironia model can include the following possibilities:
(1) Extension with open L-systems
The Open L-systems allow for a bidirectional information feedback loop between plant and envi-
ronment, where environment affects the plant and plant in turn affects the environment (Meˇch &
Prusinkiewicz, 1996). Future work can be conducted to develop an L-systems model that links to the
L-Lepironia model for several purposes, such as providing the positions of the appearance of culms
or updating the water levels for the growth of Lepironia.
(2) Extension to groundwater model MODFLOW
MODFLOW has been applied as a groundwater management tool at water management agencies
worldwide. The L-Lepironia model can be coupled with MODFLOW, which receives water levels
from MODFLOW for determining the growth of plants and predicting current ET. The updated ET is
then sent to MODFLOW for the new water level simulation. This can create a feedback loop between
the plant model and the groundwater model.
(3) Extension to other eco-hydrologic models
Chui et al. (2011) developed an ecohydrological model to study wetland vegetation and groundwater
interactions based on the function of vegetation’s biomass with the depth to groundwater. In this
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model, the transpiration of plants links to leaf areas and leaf areas links to plant biomass. Plant
biomass is predicted by a two plants competition equation, which may be difficult to validate in the
field. In our studies, leaf areas are predicted by either using the empirical equation or using a plant
model, which may provide another approach for this type of system.
Appendix A
Results of green culm length logistic growth function parameters
for each subgroup of the high water table groups
A.1 Winter culm length growth function with day
Parameters for the high water table group in winter are shown in Table A.1. We assume one Lepironia
plant represents one subgroup, e.g. ‘Group 1-1’ represents the first plant in the first column. The total
result at the base of the table is the mean of parameters for 9 subgroups and their uncertainties.
Table A.1: Parameters of logistic function with day for high water table groups in winter experiment
Group name Winter experiment
K (mm) r (1/day) t0 (day)
Group 1-1 867±39 0.10±0.01 32.0±1.2
Group 1-2 990±47 0.09±0.01 36.2±1.5
Group 1-3 967±61 0.10±0.01 34.4±1.8
Group 2-1 972±23 0.10±0.01 30.4±0.7
Group 2-2 1080±28 0.10±0.01 32.1±0.8
Group 2-3 1155±23 0.11±0.01 30.2±0.5
Group 3-1 1069±30 0.11±0.01 30.4±0.8
Group 3-2 1044±36 0.11±0.01 31.6±1.0
Group 3-3 1175±30 0.12±0.01 29.1±0.7
Total 1041±12 0.105±0.002 31.2±0.3
* data are presented as mean± 95% uncertainty.
From the results in Table A.1, regardless of plant variance, the uncertainty of the intrinsic growth rate
r and the time to reach one half of the capacity t0 are relatively small, which is within 10% of the
mean of that parameter between 9 subgroups. There is some variation in the maximum capacity; it
may be that group 1 has a smaller maximum capacity than the other two groups.
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A.2 Summer culm length growth function with day
Results of parameters in logistic functions for the summer experiment high water table groups are
shown in Table A.2.
Table A.2: Parameters of logistic function with day for high water table groups in summer experiment
Group name Summer experiment
K (mm) r (1/day) t0 (day)
Group 1-1 1201±27 0.21±0.01 16.9±0.3
Group 1-2 1358±52 0.17±0.01 20.0±0.7
Group 1-3 1074±34 0.20±0.01 17.6±0.5
Group 2-1 1154±42 0.19±0.01 17.1±0.6
Group 2-2 1187±36 0.20±0.01 17.2±0.4
Group 2-3 1185±33 0.20±0.01 16.7±0.4
Group 3-1 1111±32 0.24±0.02 15.2±0.4
Group 3-2 1074±30 0.20±0.01 16.5±0.4
Group 3-3 978±46 0.20±0.02 17.0±0.7
Total 1144±13 0.205±0.004 16.7±0.2
* data are presented as mean±uncertainty.
Similar to the winter high water table group, there is some variation of parameters between 9 sub-
groups; the variance is relatively small, which is within 10% of the mean parameter. Comparing
results in Table A.1 and Table A.2, the maximum capacity K in summer is approximately 10% higher
than that of the winter groups. Plants in the summer high water table group had a faster intrinsic
growth rate of 0.205±0.004 (1/day) than that of winter 0.105±0.002 and a shorter time of 16.7±0.2
days to reach to the point of inflection on the logistic curve than the 31.2±0.3 days in winter.
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A.3 Winter culm length growth function with degree day
After replacing the parameter day with degree day and conducting the analysis of logistic growth
function, results of parameters in logistic functions for the winter experiment high water table groups
are shown in Table A.3.
Table A.3: Parameters of logistic function with degree days for high water table groups in winter
experiment
Group name Winter experiment
K (mm) r (1/◦Cd) t0 (◦Cd)
Group 1-1 900±28 0.014±0.001 248±6
Group 1-2 966±29 0.013±0.001 278±7
Group 1-3 960±45 0.013±0.001 277±11
Group 2-1 961±23 0.015±0.001 231±5
Group 2-2 1060±31 0.014±0.001 250±6
Group 2-3 1181±24 0.016±0.001 245±4
Group 3-1 1126±32 0.014±0.001 258±6
Group 3-2 1021±32 0.015±0.001 237±7
Group 3-3 1174±30 0.016±0.001 234±5
Total 1047±12 0.0146±0.0003 245.8±2.3
* data are presented as mean±95% uncertainty.
The maximum capacity of culm green length of each subgroup agrees with what was found in the
Table A.1. The variance of each parameters between 9 subgroups is relatively small, which is also
similar to the results of Table A.1.
A.4 Summer culm length growth function with degree day
Results of parameters in logistic functions with degree day for the summer experiment high water
table groups are shown in Table A.4.
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Table A.4: Parameters of logistic function with degree days for high water table groups in summer
experiment
Group name Winter experiment
K (mm) r (1/◦Cd) t0 (◦Cd)
Group 1-1 1220±30 0.015±0.001 236±5
Group 1-2 1367±56 0.013±0.001 272±10
Group 1-3 1087±36 0.014±0.001 247±7
Group 2-1 1162±50 0.014±0.001 237±9
Group 2-2 1216±41 0.014±0.001 242±7
Group 2-3 1208±41 0.015±0.001 231±7
Group 3-1 1120±35 0.018±0.001 211±6
Group 3-2 1183±31 0.015±0.001 231±6
Group 3-3 996 ±48 0.015±0.001 235±9
Total 1155±14 0.0150±0.0003 232.0±2.3
* data are presented as mean±95% uncertainty.
The maximum capacity of culm green length of each subgroup agrees with what was found in the
Table A.2. The variation of each parameters between 9 subgroups is relatively small, which is also
similar to the results of Table A.2. Comparing the intrinsic growing rate with that of the winter high
water table group in Table A.3, there is no significant difference in the total average growth rate with
degree days. The range of the degree days to reach one half of the maximum capacity between winter
and summer groups is within 10% of the mean average degree days.
Appendix B
Load cell calibration results in March 2013, June 2013, Oct 2013
and March 2014
B.1 Results of March 2013 Calibration
Raw data recordings from 9 load cells are shown in Figure B.1. Each data point was recorded at
2 second intervals and there are approximately 100 data points representing each standard weight.
The average value of each measurement signal was calculated to fit the calibration curve. Calibration
curves of 9 load cells are shown in Figure B.2 and coefficients of linear regression curves are shown
in Table B.1.
Figure B.1: Data recording for calibrating load cells
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Figure B.2: Calibration curves of load cells
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Table B.1: Coefficients of linear regression calibration curves of load cells
load
cell no.
slope a
(g·µV·V−1)
SE of a
intercept
b (g)
SE of b R2 RMSE (g)
1 4.1840 0.0005721 20.059 0.56717 1.0000 0.76893
2 4.3406 0.0003726 -188.070 0.37127 1.0000 0.48265
3 4.2070 0.0006717 192.980 0.63946 1.0000 0.89786
4 4.2201 0.0005736 74.676 0.55763 1.0000 0.76435
5 4.2321 0.0018196 -177.980 1.85500 1.0000 2.41790
6 4.2284 0.0004374 -114.240 0.44071 1.0000 0.58170
7 4.2271 0.0045722 -42.752 4.54350 0.9999 6.08280
8 4.2039 0.0026189 -115.180 2.65470 1.0000 3.50340
9 4.1779 0.0010546 -148.570 1.08270 1.0000 1.41950
The linear regression equation Y=aX+b, where Y is the fixed loads (g) and X is the measurement
signal (g·µV−1·V). R2 is the coefficient of determination; SE is standard error; RMSE is the root
mean square error.
RMSE, or root mean square error, is a sample standard deviation of the differences between predicted
values and observed values. The RMSE values as shown in Table B.1, representing the error of load
cells. The theoretical error at a constant temperature is ±3g according to the load cell specifica-
tion. This was tested by calibration at a low temperature range (19◦C to 21◦C) and with the goal of
calibration to keep the RMSE to under 3g.
The residuals, which are the differences between observed value and the estimated value, of each
weight of load cells are shown in Figure B.3a; load cell 7 and 8 had higher residuals than other load
cells thus further calibration was needed. Second order polynomial fit was applied to load cell 7
and 8 to reduce the non-linearity in curve fitting. The adjusted calibration equation for load cell 7
is y = −0.000023x2+ 4.2652x− 51.8781 with RMSE of 2.3747g and the equation for load cell 8 is
y =−0.000011x2+4.2233x−120.0970 with RMSE of 2.4452g. The adjusted residual plots of load
cell calibration are shown in Figure B.3b, in which residuals are closer to zero grams.
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(a) Residual plots of earlier load cell calibration
(b) Adjusted Residual plots of load cell calibration
Figure B.3: Residual plots of load cell calibration
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B.2 Results of June 2013 Calibration
Coefficients of linear regression curves are shown in Table B.2 and calibration curves of 9 load cells
are shown in Figure B.4. This calibration equation was used for the winter experiment in 2013.
Table B.2: Coefficients of linear regression calibration curves of load cells
load
cell no.
slope a
(g·µV·V−1)
SE of a
intercept
b (g)
SE of b R2 RMSE (g)
1 4.1645 0.00046920 12.359 0.45427 1.0000 0.49719
2 4.3234 0.00069671 -190.860 0.67547 1.0000 0.71116
3 4.1891 0.00082808 205.120 0.76789 1.0000 0.87235
4 4.2027 0.00052313 79.319 0.49546 1.0000 0.54931
5 4.2148 0.00111130 -174.420 1.10170 1.0000 1.16360
6 4.2150 0.00175130 -99.322 1.71160 1.0000 1.83360
7 4.2199 0.00117220 -68.912 1.13760 1.0000 1.22580
8 4.1919 0.00040452 -112.290 0.39850 1.0000 0.42587
9 4.1666 0.00124760 -141.640 1.24340 1.0000 1.32140
The linear regression equation Y=aX+b, where Y is the fixed loads (g) and X is the measurement
signal (g·µV−1·V). R2 is the coefficient of determination; SE is standard error; RMSE is the root
mean square error.
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Figure B.4: Calibration curves of load cells
The residuals of each weight of load cells are shown in Figure B.5.
Figure B.5: Residual plots of load cell calibration
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Compared to the March 2013 calibration result, the data drifting of load cell 1-9 was 17.6g, 7.9g,
11.7g, 6.2g, 8.0g, 21.3g, 21.3g, 4.7g and 10.8g, which could be caused by zero balance drift and data
creeping. The average drift over three months was approximately 12.2g.
B.3 Results of October 2013 Calibration
Coefficients of linear regression curves are shown in Table B.3 and calibration curves of 9 load cells
are shown in Figure B.6. This calibration equation was used to test the performance of load cells and
also served as calibration for the summer experiment starting from December 2013 to February 2014.
Though the linear curve fitting for load cell 7 had a low RMSE value, for minimizing the non-linearity
effect, the 2nd order polynomial fit y = −0.000023 ∗ x27 +4.2652 ∗ x7−61.8781 was applied to load
cell 7.
Table B.3: Coefficients of linear regression calibration curves of load cells
load
cell no.
slope a
(g·µV·V−1)
SE of a
intercept
b (g)
SE of b R2 RMSE (g)
1 4.1574 0.0013052 29.996 1.2604 1.0000 1.38540
2 4.3256 0.0022519 -180.910 2.1761 1.0000 2.29730
3 4.1918 0.0016309 227.820 1.5033 1.0000 1.71690
4 4.1947 0.0026793 92.661 2.5336 1.0000 2.81860
5 4.1930 0.0016951 -168.500 1.6859 1.0000 1.78400
6 4.1963 0.0027740 -105.170 2.7237 1.0000 2.91720
7 4.1959 0.0013642 -79.907 1.3331 1.0000 1.43470
8 4.1724 0.0014722 -113.910 1.4562 1.0000 1.55700
9 4.1403 0.00077494 -142.350 0.77666 1.0000 0.82596
The linear regression equation Y=aX+b, where Y is the fixed loads (g) and X is the measurement
signal (g·µV−1·V). R2 is the coefficient of determination; SE is standard error; RMSE is the root
mean square error.
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Figure B.6: Calibration curves of load cells
The residuals of each weight of load cells are shown in Figure B.7.
Figure B.7: Residual plots of load cell calibration
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Compared to the June 2013 calibration result, the data drifting of load cell 1-9 tested in October was
15.4g, 7.2g, 20.7g, 8.1g, 10.6g, 6.3g, 15.9g, 6.1g and 7.0g. The average drift over four months (from
June to October 2013) was approximately 10.8g.
B.4 Results of March 2014 Calibration Check
A calibration check was conducted at the end of the summer experiment for examining the perfor-
mance of load cells. The load cell reading results were compared to the standard weight as shown in
Figure B.8.
Figure B.8: Residual plots of load cell calibration
Each residual point referred to the difference of the standard weight and the load cell reading weight.
The data drifting presented in RMSE for load cell 1-9 was 16.0g, 12.5g, 14.0g, 12.6g, 5.7g, 9.5g,
17.8g, 10.7g and 4.6g. The average drift over four months (from October 2013 to March 2014) was
approximately 11.5g.
Load cell calibration could help us determine the performance of load cells and test the accuracy
of our weight data readings. We conclude that overall drifting of approximately 3g per month is
acceptable for our weight data analysis.
Appendix C
Group daily ET estimation
C.1 Estimate daily ET of noisy data
A challenge in calculating daily ET is to include days with disturbed readings due to either refilling
the Mariotte bottle or calibration. Unstressed group 1 in winter was given as an example of how the
daily ET was estimated. Firstly, the boundary of the data set needed to be identified, which was to
record the position of disturbed data, and is presented as red vertical lines in Figure C.1.
Figure C.1: Identified boundary positions for data analysis
There would be several situations that would have caused noticeable data noise and couldn’t be simply
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corrected by data smoothing, e.g. missing data or topping up water during the experiment. Matlab
codes were written by the author to investigate the daily plot with data disturbance. The figure below
shows five options for analysing this daily disturbed data in the matlab program.
(a) Option 1 (b) Option 2
(c) Option 3 (d) Option 4
Figure C.2: Managing noisy daily data
Option 1 in Figure C.2a was to analyse the left side of data and leave the right side of data as not a
number, or NaN. NaN may be caused by data calibration and wouldn’t follow the same trend as data
from earlier hours. Similar to option 1, option 2 in Figure C.2b was to analyse the right side of data
and leave the left side of data as NaN. For option 1 and 2, adjusted data were used for curve fitting to
obtain the ET rate.
Option 3 in Figure C.2c contains data with several ups and downs, which was normally caused by
refilling in the Mariotte bottle. A simple function was written to adjust the data by moving one
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section to connect to the other section. The fast change data were treated as NaN data and were
replaced by data interpolation. Absolute weight was calculated as the combination of two sections’
absolute weight changes. the adjusted data were used for analysing the ET rate by linear least square
fitting. Option 4 in Figure C.2d was data with errors, which was difficult to analyse. This may be due
to too much data noise, such as missing data or perhaps using the equipment improperly.
C.2 Winter daily ET of each group
Data of unstressed group 1-3 in winter were analysed for daily ET through absolute weight change and
daily rate through linear curve fitting following data smoothing and analysing noisy data. The original
ET data, including calibrating data points and 3-day average, are shown in Figure C.3, Figure C.4 and
Figure C.5.
After the planting stage of Lepironia, the water level at unstressed groups was controlled at -5cm
below the soil surface, thus there was no drawdown stage. Overall trends for 3 unstressed groups
all had a fast increase with time. At the mid-late stage (starting from day 90), the ET rate results
estimated by linear curve fitting were higher than the absolute weight change result, which may be
due to the slope being slightly overestimated.
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Figure C.3: Winter unstressed group 1
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Figure C.4: Winter unstressed group 2
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Figure C.5: Winter unstressed group 3
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For mid stress groups, the original ET data and 3-day average ET data are shown in Figure C.6,
Figure C.7 and Figure C.8. ET estimates from day 16-23 (drawdown stage) may not be reliable
because of adjustments to the chain length for the suspended Mariotte bottle and refilling of water.
There was a general increasing trend of ET with time for all groups under medium water stress.
Figure C.6: Winter mid stress group 1
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Figure C.7: Winter mid stress group 2
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Figure C.8: Winter mid stress group 3
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For high stress groups, the original ET data and 3-day average ET data are shown in Figure C.9,
Figure C.10 and Figure C.11. ET estimates from day 16-23 (drawdown stage) may not be reliable
because of adjustments to the chain length for the suspended Mariotte bottle and refilling of water.
All Lepironia in group 1 and 2 died after the 20th day following water drawdown, which may explain
the almost zero water uptake after that point.
Figure C.9: Winter high stress group 1
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Figure C.10: Winter high stress group 2
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Only one plant in high stress group 3 survived and continued to grow, which may explain variations
of water use during the plant response stage, though the ET rates were still low.
Figure C.11: Winter high stress group 3
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C.3 Summer daily ET of each group
For the unstressed groups, the original ET data including calibrating data points and 3-day average
are shown in Figure C.12, Figure C.13 and Figure C.14.
Figure C.12: Summer unstressed group 1
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Figure C.13: Summer unstressed group 2
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Figure C.14: Summer unstressed group 3
There seems to be a fast increasing trend of ET with time which may be due to fast Lepironia growth
under unstressed conditions.
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For the mid stress groups, the original ET data and 3-day average ET data are shown in Figure C.15,
Figure C.16 and Figure C.17. ET estimates from day 23-30 (drawdown stage) may not be reliable
because of adjustments to the chain length for the suspended Mariotte bottle and refilling of water.
Data in mid stress group 1 were not available for comparison after day 54.
Figure C.15: Summer mid stress group 1
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For mid stress group 2 and 3, there was a slight ET increase with time after the 30th day but the
growth was less than that of the unstressed groups.
Figure C.16: Summer mid stress group 2
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Figure C.17: Summer mid stress group 3
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For the high stress groups, the original ET data and 3-day average ET data are shown in Figure C.18,
Figure C.19 and Figure C.20. ET estimates from day 23-30 (drawdown stage) may not be reliable
because of adjustments to the chain length for the suspended Mariotte bottle and refilling of water.
Figure C.18: Summer high stress group 1
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Figure C.19: Summer high stress group 2
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Figure C.20: Summer high stress group 3
Appendix D
ANOVA results for night water use and plant growth
D.1 Diurnal and nocturnal ET
D.1.1 Groups and day& night impact on both diurnal and nocturnal ET
Winter N-way ANOVA impact on diurnal and nocturnal ET
ANOVA is conducted in Matlab and “group” and “day & night” are considered to be two factors that
may have an impact on the winter day and night water use. Here, the day and night water use is the
sum of hourly water use in the day (6:00-17:00) and at night (17:00 at current day to 6:00 in the next
day). The “time-of-day” is considered as an effect to examine whether the water use is affected by
the day or night time.
If the F value is smaller than the F critical value and p value is larger than 0.05, which is defined as a
significant level, there is no significant impact of time-of-day to the water use result; otherwise there
is considered to be a significant impact. Group is examined as another factor to determine if group
variability has a significant impact on the day and night water use.
The code in Matlab is
p = anovan(A(:,3),A(:,1),A(:,2),′model′,′ interaction′,′ varnames′, ′Day&Night ′,′Group′),
in which the interaction between group and time is also considered.
The result for the winter experiment is shown in Figure D.1. It can be seen that both “Day & night”,
or time-of-day, and “Group” and their interaction have a significant impact on Lepironia’s day and
night ET.
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Figure D.1: Anova of winter groups and day& night impact on both diurnal and nocturnal ET
Summer N-way ANOVA impact on diurnal and nocturnal ET
Similar to the winter experiment result, both time-of-day, or “Day & night” and “Group” and their
interaction have a significant impact on Lepironia’s diurnal and nocturnal ET, with all p value lower
than 0.05. The result for the summer experiment is shown in Figure D.2.
Figure D.2: Anova of summer groups and day& night impact on both diurnal and nocturnal ET
D.1.2 Diurnal reference ET and group with diurnal ET
Winter N-way ANOVA of diurnal reference ET and group impact on diurnal ET
The hourly reference ET data were analysed to obtain the diurnal reference ET for 19 days in winter.
This is used as one of the factor to examine what controls the winter diurnal ET. Group is used as
another factor and their interaction is also considered in the ANOVA.
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Matlab code for this analysis is
p = anovan(A(:,3),A(:,1),A(:,2),′ continuous′, [1],′model′,′ interaction′,′ varnames′,
′Diurnalre f erenceET ′,′Group′).
The table for ANOVA results is shown in Figure D.3. The p value of diurnal reference ET is lower
than 0.05, which indicates a significant impact on diurnal ET, however, group as a single factor does
not have a significant impact. The interaction of reference ET and group shows a significant impact on
diurnal ET. Thus the analysis on diurnal ET still considers “group” as a joined factor when conducting
the analysis.
Figure D.3: Anova of winter diurnal reference ET and group with diurnal ET
Summer N-way ANOVA of diurnal reference ET and group impact on diurnal ET
The result of ANOVA analysis in summer is shown in Figure D.4. Similar to the winter ANOVA
result, the p value indicates a significant impact for diurnal reference ET, however, group as a single
factor does not have a significant impact on diurnal ET. This may also indicate a small variability in
the summer groups than winter groups.
Figure D.4: Anova of summer diurnal reference ET and group with diurnal ET
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D.1.3 Climate variables and group with nocturnal ET
Winter N-way ANOVA of climate and group impacts on nocturnal ET
The hourly reference ET data were analysed to obtain the nocturnal reference ET for 19 days in
winter. Using nocturnal reference ET and groups as the factors that may affect nocturnal ET, results
of the ANOVA analysis are shown in Figure D.5.
Figure D.5: Anova of winter nocturnal reference ET and group with nocturnal ET
According to the ANOVA results, nocturnal reference ET has a p value of zero, indicating a signif-
icant impact on nocturnal water use. However group as an individual factor has a p value of 0.24
indicating no significant impact on nocturnal water ET. The interaction between nocturnal reference
ET and group indicates a strong impact on nocturnal ET. The climate variable that relates to noctur-
nal reference ET is relative humidity, thus, it is used as a factor and ANOVA results are shown in
Figure D.6.
Figure D.6: Anova of winter mean relative humidity and group with nocturnal ET
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The mean relative humidity has a p value of zero, indicating a significant impact on nocturnal water
use. Group also has a p value lower than 0.05; the interaction between mean relative humidity and
group indicates a strong impact on nocturnal ET. Thus, an analysis of nocturnal ET is conducted for
each group.
Summer N-way ANOVA of climate and group impacts on nocturnal ET
The hourly reference ET data were analysed to obtain the nocturnal reference ET for 9 days in sum-
mer. Using nocturnal reference ET and groups as the factors that may affect nocturnal ET, results of
the ANOVA are shown in Figure D.7.
Figure D.7: Anova of summer nocturnal reference ET and group with nocturnal ET
Different from the winter ANOVA result, the p values of nocturnal reference ET, group and their
interaction are lower than the significant level, suggesting no significant impact on nocturnal water
ET. Mean relative humidity is used as a factor and ANOVA analysis is shown in Figure D.8.
Figure D.8: Anova of summer mean relative humidity and group with nocturnal ET
The mean relative humidity has a p value of 0.06, indicating no significant impact on nocturnal water
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use. Group as a factor and the interaction between mean relative humidity and group both have a p
value higher than 0.05, indicating no strong impact on nocturnal ET.
D.2 Plant Growth
D.2.1 Green culm length increase
Winter N-way ANOVA of impacts on diurnal and nocturnal green culm length increase
Figure D.9 shows the N-way ANOVA results of the impacts of degree day and group on the diurnal
and nocturnal green culm length increase. The low p value of degree day indicates a significant
impact on green culm length. However group as an individual factor has a p value of 0.11 indicating
no significant impact of groups on the green culm increase.
Figure D.9: Anova of winter degree day and group with green culm length increase
Summer N-way ANOVA of impacts on diurnal and nocturnal green culm length increase
Figure D.10 shows the N-way ANOVA results of the impacts of degree day and group on the diurnal
and nocturnal green culm length increase. The result is similar to the winter ANOVA. The low p value
of degree day indicates a significant impact of degree day on green culm length. However group as
an individual factor has a p value of 0.61 indicating no significant impact of groups on the green culm
increase. Thus, the results infer that the analysis of diurnal and nocturnal green culm length increase
does not need to take groups into account.
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Figure D.10: Anova of summer degree day and group with green culm length increase
D.2.2 Green culm area increase
Winter N-way ANOVA of impacts on diurnal and nocturnal green culm area increase
For the diurnal and nocturnal green culm areas increment, “degree days” and “group” are used as
two factors to examine their impact on the increment. Figure D.11 shows the N-way ANOVA results.
Degree day as a factor has a p value of 0.01, which is lower than the significant level 0.05, indicating
a significant impact of degree day on green culm area increase. However group as an individual factor
has a p value of 0.42 indicating no significant impact of groups on the green culm increase.
Figure D.11: Anova of winter degree day and group with green culm area increase
Summer N-way ANOVA of impacts on diurnal and nocturnal green culm area increase
Figure D.12 shows the N-way ANOVA results of the impacts of degree day and group on the diurnal
and nocturnal green culm length increase. Different from the winter ANOVA results, both degree
day and group have p values larger than 0.05, indicating no significant impact on the green culm area
increase.
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Figure D.12: Anova of summer degree day and group with green culm area increase
D.3 Impact of mean relative humidity and green culm area increase on noc-
turnal water uptake
The analysis uses the nocturnal mean relative humidity and green culm area increase in both seasons
to compare with nocturnal water uptake in both seasons. Figure D.13 shows the result of the impact of
green culm area increase and mean relative humidity on nocturnal ET. Both p values of mean relative
humidity and nocturnal green culm area increase are lower than 0.05, indicating a significant impact
of both factors on nocturnal water uptake.
Figure D.13: Anova of mean relative humidity and green culm area increase on nocturnal water uptake
Appendix E
Parameters Estimation for L-Lepironia Model
E.1 Parameters estimation for initial rhizome internode
To illustrate the morphological parameters of rhizome internodes, Figure E.1 shows histograms and
normal probability plots for rhizome internode length and its logarithmic transform of the first gener-
ation in winter. Here, for the first generation culms, we use LenG1 to represent the rhizome internode
length, Log(LenG1) to represent the log-transformation of rhizome internode length and AngG1 to
represent the rhizome internode angle. Figure E.2 shows the histogram and normal probability plot
for rhizome internode angles of the first generation in winter.
Figure E.1: Distribution of internode length of first generation in winter
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Figure E.2: Distribution of internode angle of first generation in winter
From Figure E.1, the histogram and normal probability plot of log-transformed rhizome internode
length indicate that the log transformed length data follows a normal distribution. From Figure E.2 the
histogram and normal probability plot of rhizome internode angle data indicate the angle data follows
a normal distribution. Similar plots on histograms and normal probability plots for rhizome internode
length and its logarithmic transform of the first generation in summer are shown in Figure E.3.
Figure E.3: Distribution of internode lengths of first generation in summer
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From Figure E.3, the normality of the log-transformed rhizome internode length data in summer is
not as obvious as that of the winter. However, comparing the normal probability plots between un-
transformed and log-transformed rhizome internode length data, it seems that log-transformed data
are closer to normally distributed than untransformed data. When considering the distribution charac-
teristic for rhizome internode angles, the histogram and normal probability plot for rhizome internode
angles of the first generation in summer is shown in Figure E.4.
Figure E.4: Distribution of internode angle of first generation in summer
Figure E.4 shows a similar result in summer as in winter, with untransformed rhizome internode angle
data following a normal distribution. In conclusion, the mean and standard deviation of the log trans-
formation of rhizome internode length data for the first generation culms in winter and summer can
be used to produce lengths that follow a log-normal distribution in the model, which are parameters
a and b of RIStart(a,b,c,d). The mean and standard deviation of rhizome internode angle data can
also be used to produce angles in the model that follow a normal distribution, which are parameters c
and d of RIStart(a,b,c,d).
E.2 Parameters estimation for rhizome internode
Rhizome internode length
Figure E.5 shows the distribution of rhizome internode lengths in a combined histogram plot and
boxplot for all generations in winter except the first generation. The vertical axis does not apply to
the boxplot.
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Figure E.5: Distribution of rhizome internode length in winter
In the legend, G2 represents the second generation, while G3 represents the third generation and so
on. The number inside the parentheses is the sample size, which is the number of culms measured.
From the histogram and boxplot, the distribution of internode lengths is right-skewed, which means
that the mean value of lengths is larger than the median.
The boxplots of each generation’s internode lengths overlap each other; however, it does not seem
that the mean of rhizome internode lengths is affected by the generation.
Similar to initial generation rhizome internode length analysis, a log transform was conducted on rhi-
zome internode length data. Figure E.6 showed the histogram and box plot of rhizome internode log
transformed lengths at each generation and an overall normal probability plot for all these generations.
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(a) Histogram and boxplot of log-transformed rhizome internode lengths in winter
(b) Normal probability plot
Figure E.6: Distribution of log-transformed rhizome internode length in winter
From Figure E.6, the normal probability plot indicates a normal distribution for the log-transformed
rhizome internode lengths. The S-shape of the normal probability plot indicates that the variance of
data is smaller than expected. Figure E.7 shows the histogram and boxplot of the log-transformation
of summer rhizome internode length for each generation and the overall normal probability plot for
all generations except the initial generation.
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(a) Histogram and boxplot of log-transformed rhizome internode lengths in summer
(b) Normal probability plot
Figure E.7: Distribution of log-transformed rhizome internode length in summer
From Figure E.7, the plots indicate a normal distribution for log-transformed rhizome internode length
data. The mean of rhizome internode lengths for each generation appear random; it seems unlikely
that rhizome internode lengths are affected by the emergence of a new generation. Thus, for the
log-transformation of rhizome internode lengths LogLen, its mean and standard deviation values,
which are parameters a and b in RI(), can be used to produce the rhizome internode lengths for all
generations except the first generation in the model for both seasons.
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Rhizome internode angle
As for rhizome internode angles, the histogram and box plot of each generation rhizome internode
angle data for winter and summer are shown in Figure E.8.
(a) Winter rhizome internode angle with generations
(b) Summer rhizome internode angle with generations
Figure E.8: rhizome internode angle distribution with generations in winter and summer
* number in the parentheses represents sample size
From Figure E.8, at each generation, rhizome internode angles can be assumed to follow normal
distribution. It seems that for both seasons, the mean of rhizome internode angle decreases with each
generation from generation 5. For each generation, mean and standard deviation of angles are used to
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generate random angle data with normal distribution in the model.
The scatter plot of mean rhizome internode angles by generation is shown in Figure E.9, in which the
error bar is the standard deviation of the internode angle. For both winter and summer experiments,
the mean and standard deviation of rhizome internode angles for generation 2 to generation 4 are
similar, thus unique mean and standard deviation values can be estimated from measured data. For
generation 5 and onwards, a linear relationship between the mean of angles and generations can be
applied for both seasons.
(a) Winter rhizome internode angle by generation (b) Summer rhizome internode angle by generation
Figure E.9: rhizome internode angle distribution with generations in winter and summer
From the above Figure E.9, in winter, from generation 2 to 4, the mean of rhizome internode angle is
83.7 degrees with standard deviation of 42.6 degrees. In summer, from generation 2 to 4, the mean
of rhizome internode angle is 90.4 degrees with standard deviation of 40.7 degrees. These mean and
stardard deviation of rhizome internode angle are used as parameters c and d in RI().
In winter, from generation 5 and onwards, the linear relationship fitting for winter is MA = −6.8 ∗
n+ 123.7, where MA is the mean of angle and n is generation. The standard deviation of rhizome
internode angles can be estimated to be 56% of its mean. While in summer, from generation 5 and
onwards, the linear relationship fitting for winter is MA =−5.3∗n+103.8, where MA is the mean of
angle and n is generation; the standard deviation is 48% of its mean. Parameters e and f of RI() are
the variables in the above linear regression equations and parameter g of RI() is the above mentioned
proportion of standard deviation to its mean.
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E.3 Parameters estimation for initial mature culms
During winter and summer measurement of culms from initial generation, the culms were of type 3;
measurements included lengths and angles for culm base, green culm and dry culm sections. Data col-
lected from all plants of the high water table groups were analyzed to extract parameters that describe
the distributional properties for the first generation culms. Module CIStart() has eight parameters, in
which a2,b2,c2,d2,e2, f 2 are parameters for lengths and g2,h2 are parameters for angles.
Culm base lengths
Figure E.10 shows the histogram and normal distribution plots for culm base lengths for first genera-
tion culms in the winter experiment.
Figure E.10: Normal distribution plots for culm base lengths in winter
The plots of first generation culm base lengths are found to be close to normally distributed. Similar
analysis was conducted on culm base lengths for first generation culms from the summer experiment
and is presented in Figure E.11.
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Figure E.11: Normal distribution plots for culm base length in summer
The distribution of culm base lengths of the first generation in summer is found to be close to normally
distributed. From Figure E.10 and E.11, mean and standard deviation of culm base lengths, which are
a2 and b2 in CIStart(), can be used to generate random lengths that fit normal distribution for use in
the model.
Green culm lengths
Figure E.12 shows the histogram and normal distribution plots for green culm lengths for first gener-
ation culms in the winter experiment.
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Figure E.12: Normal distribution plots for green culm lengths in winter
The plots of first generation green culm lengths and culm base lengths are found to be normally dis-
tributed. Similar analysis was conducted on culm measurement data from the summer experiment
and is presented in Figure E.13.
Figure E.13: Normal distribution plots for green culm lengths in summer
Normal distribution could be used to represent the distribution of green culm lengths for the first
generation in summer. From Figure E.12 and E.13, mean and standard deviation of green culm
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lengths, which are c2 and d2 in CIStart(), can be used to generate random lengths that follow normal
distribution for use in the model.
Dry culm lengths
Figure E.14 shows the histogram and normal distribution plots for the untransformed and log-transformed
dry culm lengths of the first generation in winter.
Figure E.14: Histogram and normal probability plots of untransformed and log-transformed for first
generation’s dry culm lengths in winter
The histogram plot of the initial generation’s dry culm lengths in winter shows a long right tail, so
lognormal distribution is tested for dry culm lengths, as seen in the second rows in Figure E.14. Com-
pared to the untransformed dry culm lengths, the log-transformed length data are closer to normally
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distributed.
For the winter experiment, we adjusted the standard deviation of the log-transformed data to produce
a model data set that is close to the experimental data. The standard deviation of the log-transformed
dry culm lengths is multiplied by 1.2 and the histogram and box plot of measured and modelled dry
culm lengths are shown in Figure E.15.
Figure E.15: Histogram and box plot of measured and modelled dry culm lengths in winter
From Figure E.15, the estimated data have a similar distribution to the measured data, which indicates
lognormal distribution is suitable for application to dry culm lengths for the first generation in winter.
The mean and adjusted standard deviation of log-transformed dry culm lengths of first generation
culms, which are represented by e2 and f 2 in CIStart(), can be used to generate random data that
follow lognormal distribution.
Figure E.16 shows the histogram and normal distribution plots for the untransformed and log-transformed
dry culm lengths of the first generation in summer.
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Figure E.16: Histogram and normal probability plots of untransformed and log-transformed for first
generation’s dry culm lengths in summer
From the above histogram and normal distribution plots, the log-transformed dry culm lengths seem
to be normally distributed or nearly so. For the summer experiment, the standard deviation of log-
transformed dry culm legnths remains the same and the histogram and box plot of measured and
modelled dry culm lengths are shown in Figure E.17.
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Figure E.17: Histogram and box plot of measured and modelled dry culm lengths in winter
Similarly, the estimated data have a similar distribution to the measured data, which indicates log-
normal distribution is suitable for application to dry culm lengths for the first generation in summer.
The mean and unadjusted standard deviation of log-transformed dry culm lengths of first generation
culms, which are represented by e2 and f 2 in CIStart(), can be used to generate random data that
follow lognormal distribution.
Culm angle
When analyzing culm angles data in winter and summer, the angle measured is the relative angle of
the culm to the soil surface. Figure E.18 shows the normal probability plot for measured culm angles
in winter and summer.
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(a) Normplot of culm angles in winter
(b) Normplot of culm angles in summer
Figure E.18: Normplots of culm angles for initial generations in winter and summer
The normal probability plots of culm angle data indicate a normal distribution for first generation
culm angles in winter and summer. The mean and standard deviation of culm angles, which are g2
and h2 of CIStart(), can be used to generate random data that follow normal distribution.
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